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ABSTRACT

_e research aims to contribute on widening the scope of product design’s
discipline. _e base contribution discloses discussion and research on how a
designer can bemore socially engaged and concerned with sustainability issues
and their environmental, economic and social impacts.

_ework was initially developed in thehousing recovery of a family ofPorto
with socioeconomic needs. _e case study was particularly interesting because
of the real impact on the lives of those who beneûted from the intervention,
and allowed the research to be exposed to numerous relevant factors. _e
theoretical-practical project had an inclination for social activism, has explored
in practice the diòerences between areas of product design, architecture, among
others less evident. _e project for architectural refurbishment was based on
principles of active participation of amultidisciplinary team that collaborated
with each other from the pre-project to the construction, doing so with limited
material and technical resources.

In a second phase, the work was focused to the scale of the object, testing
potentialities and limitations of recycling plastics, as a virtually freematerial
with a positive impact on environmental pollution. In the same line of approach,
with collaboration and participation, the use of few resources, producing for
own use or as a source of income, cra�manufacture can become a self-generated
alternative of social innovation.

_e objective of the research is to analyse new ways of incorporating the
community to participative work to improve the quality of life, and to ma-
terialise contributions from specialists (and not specialists) in regenerative
opportunities. Design is a complete discipline to achieve it because it has the
capability of combining an exploratory approach characteristic of arts together
with amore directed approach of architecture or engineering. It has the deci-
sive advantage of working with the physicality of things, comfortable to work
on diòerent scales, from body to hand, that is, from architecture to object.
Nonetheless, it is necessary to test it and (re)adapt it in areas of knowledge such
as art and cra�, architecture, social sciences, engineering, politics, economics,
among others.

keywords
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RESUMO

A investigação procura contribuir para a ampliação do entendimento corrente
da área intervenção da disciplina de design de produto. O contributo base é
a divulgação da discussão e da investigação relativamente ao designer como
proûssional socialmente ativo e atento a temas de sustentabilidade e o seu
impacto ambiental, económico e social.

O trabalho desenvolveu-se inicialmente na recuperação habitacional duma
família portuense com necessidades socioeconómicas. O caso de estudo foi
particularmente interessante pelo impacto real na vida de quem usufrui da
intervenção, e permitiu que a investigação fosse exposta a inúmeros fatores
relevantes. O projeto teórico-prático teve uma inclinação para o ativismo social,
explorou na prática diferenças entre áreas do design de produto, arquitetura,
entre outras menos evidentes. O projeto para requaliûcação arquitetónica
baseou-se em princípios de participação ativa duma equipa que colaborou
entre si desde o pré-projeto até à obra, fazendo-o com recursos materiais e
técnicos limitados.

Numa segunda fase, o trabalho focou-se na escala do objeto, testando poten-
cialidades e limitações da reciclagem de plásticos, como material virtualmente
gratuito e com impacto positivo na poluição ambiental. Namesma linha de
abordagem, com colaboração e participação, pela utilização de poucos recursos,
produzindo para uso próprio ou como fonte de rendimento, o fabrico artesanal
pode tornar-se uma alternativa auto-gerada de inovação social.

O objetivo da investigação propõe a re�exão sobre novas formas de incor-
porar a comunidade no trabalho participado paramelhoria da qualidade de
vida ematerialização de contribuições de especialistas (e não especialistas) em
oportunidades de regeneração. O design é uma das disciplinasmais e completas
para alcançá-lo, porque consegue aliar uma abordagem exploratória caracterís-
tica das artes com uma tendencialmentemais direcionada da arquitetura ou
da engenharia. Tem a vantagem determinante de trabalhar a materialidade
conseguindo-o fazer desde a escala do corpo até à mão, ou seja, desde a ar-
quitetura até ao objeto. No entanto, torna-se necessário testá-lo e (re)adaptá-lo
em áreas do conhecimento como arte e fabrico, arquitetura, ciências sociais,
engenharia, política, economia, entre outras.

palavras-chave
design participado, DIY, impacto social, sustentabilidade
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PART I

INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL
RESEARCH





1
INTRODUCTION

Generically, nowadays the paradigm of constructions has been shi�ed. _e
cultural and economic importance for the conservation of the built heritage is
well established and defended, guiding the outcome process for architectural
rehabilitation eòorts. Particularly in old cities (like Oporto) architecture is an
essential cultural aspect of it, which is increasingly being worked by construc-
tion actors1

1. Latest studies show that rehabilitation
sector is amajor part of construction
market (new construction, rehabilitation
and civil engineering infrastructures).
_e average of Europe is set at 35%,
achieving 60% in Germany, and still
only 25% in Portugal (Euroconstruct,
2012). According to INE, I.P. (2013), the
majority of rehabilitation in Portugal un-
til that point has been taken at “Grande
Lisboa”.

(real estate, politicians, construction companies) as a sustainable
sector for the health (and wealth) of urban development. On the other hand,
many countries and particularly developed or touristic cities are increasingly
vulnerable to lose some of their cultural identity due to urban transformations
and complex eòects of gentriûcation2

2. Social processes promoted the system-
atic alienation of resident populations
by replacement of new socioeconomic
strata capable of responding to the spec-
ulation created by the recovery of the
building.

of urban centres. _e preservation of
common memories from society or community and the valorization built her-
itage is both ofmajor importance to the identity of places,mandatory vector
for the proper quality within a city.

_e general quality of the building stock in Portugal is rather deteriorated,
especially regarding façades and roofs. _e issue is not exclusive for the exterior,
infrastructures (sewage andwater supply) are old and not very eòective, thermal
and acoustic comfort and health conditions are not appropriate in many cases.
Focusing on the social housing sphere, these general conclusions are evenmore
delicate3

3. Estimation of 9.5 million euros on
maintenance for 40 social neighbour-
hoods of Porto (Simões et al., 2015).
For “Ilha” dwellings, typical old workers
neighbourhoods, around 30% of houses
do not haveminimum living conditions
(Domus Social, 2015).

, needing amore socially engaged society to improve their life style. A
responsibility that should be shared between governmental institutions and –
at least – surrounding community. _ese degradation processes might be even
more intense due to desertiûcation phenomenon occurring around the city
where peoplemove to new areas dropping the responsibility ofmaintenance
and surveillance against vandalism.

As referred, it is our shared responsibility to improve the quality of living for
all our peers and contribute to ideas and actions tomake citiesmore sustainable
environmentally, socially and economically. Integrated into a speciûc society, it
is important to understand the correlation between history/culture and identity.
It is highly established by the built heritage, which is not possible to replicate
and a valuable resource.

In the city centre of Porto, it is evident the investment on rehabilitation,
the particular problem here is that the investment is being occupied by tourism
ofmasses apparently leaving no possibilities for old people to stay or even new
families to restart.

1.1 motivation

Sustainability is occupying one of the major contemporary concerns. It en-
compasses in itself a way to achieve innovation. _is necessary strategy and
also responsibility should be available for all, not only today but also for the
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next generations. As a discipline from various areas of knowledge, it is evident
the improvement of its eòectiveness when it is applied to a project from the
beginning of the development, through design or technology. In interven-
tion projects, such social housing refurbishment, sustainability can also be a
powerful asset in which the designer tackles the problem, although – in some
cases – the most strategic way to intervene. Designers, independently of its
specialisation (industrial, interior, space, urban, etc, including architects) using
themethodology of project development, should give their contributions and
activate their social responsibility as technicians and specialists on this topic.
Here, once again, contributions are called on the speciûc topic of quality of
living through housing. In a period when economic growth is taken as one
of themost important aspects of a society, we should not disregard our role
to respect culture, re-educate society, re�ect on environment and establish
strategies for a better use of resources.

As designers, it is believed that we can be focusingmore on the intervention
of what is old independently of its scale (building, interior, or infrastructures),
recovering, reconstructing, rehabilitating, redesigning, reusing or/and recy-
cling what exists. Turn things into values instead of thinking of it as loss. As
Bártolo (2006) discusses, a designer is an active agent for cultural construction,
incorporating a social role implicit to the discipline. Moreover, it is a designer’s
mission to alert society for the importance and potential retribution to itself.

_emotivation to research the topics of design and housing refurbishment
come from personal interests on exploring product design as a broad and
complex discipline, less focused on proût and authorship of new objects as
an artisticmovement, andmore as a platform for social activism and to help
society to improve quality of life aòordably. _erefore, themotivational driver
of this dissertation can be summarised by:

1 Explore the role of product designers on the architectural rehabilitation.
2 Impact extension of apartment refurbishment on the quality of life of people

with economic needs.
3 Hands-on approach for a real study case with a non-for-proût association of

Porto.

1.2 objectives

_e broad objective of this dissertation is to suggest clariûcations, hopefully, to
give answers and to raise some new questions regarding the role of a designer as
an important actor of socially engaged projects, particularly with architectural
rehabilitation. Some speciûc objectives are:

1 Evaluation of the balance between practical and theoretical components of a
social project with participation of various design actors.

2 Research and assess possibilities to develop quality furniture with low budget
and reduced time to build integrated within a rehabilitation process.

3 Promote the role of a Product Designer in the process of rehabilitation, among
more traditional professionals like architects and engineers.

4 Selection of interventions with sustainable approaches to construction, repair,
environment and social impact.

4 Objectives



5 Assess the importance ofmultidisciplinary processes on rehabilitation.

6 Focus on the importance of rehabilitation on the recovery and revitalization of
society.

1.3 approach on research

_e research combines a horizontal view of research through theory, and ver-
tical view of a project, as proposed by ûgure 1.1.

a

c

b

Figure 1.1: Abc of research work in hands
combines _eory (a. Dissertation with
various topics) and Practice (b. Project
of social housing). Future work might
lead to further research with novelty and
scaling (c. _esis).

Both have diòerent ways of
understanding the issue at hands. _e theory part is more like a dissertation
with entries on projects,methodologies and capturing ways on how to work top-
ics of social housing and rehabilitation. _ose were selected broadly, to areas of
do-it-yourself, open-source, collaborative design, and participative architecture.
On the project part, it works somehow as an internship report, and it shows
pros and cons of a hands-on approach to social design and participative archi-
tecture. _e work itself had a signiûcant impact on the personal way of viewing
design and knowledge about limitations of eòectiveness, which may not be
translated the document. _is document intention is to be a founding selection
ofmany diòerent but complementary areas, which can be translated later on
to more in-depth analysis and work, academically and hopefully outside as a
project producing constant goods for society needing intervention.

1.4 methodology

_e appliedmethodology was developed from the research of (Dias, 2014), and
schematically presented on ûgure 1.2. It opens the research on two main ûelds:
design and social science, being the secondmuch more superûcial than the
former. It goes through a series of iterative processes to achieve ûnal results
and conclusions. _eoretical research helps inspiring and supporting ideas
on how to shi� the paradigm of product design making it available to a wider
range of socially engaged activities. _e practice puts some of those topics at
a test discovering the gaps and compromises on the optimal approach to the
problem we want to solve and reality limited on constraints of sustainability
and reach of impact. _is cycle of going back and forth on is fundamental,
helping to deepen the understanding of proposed strategies. Unfortunately,
when dealing with complex systems, such as the life of a community, real needs
of families, real estatemarket, the interaction ofmultidisciplinary teams, etc,
the evaluation of results can lack dimension (number of interventions) and
time (impact on the long run) for a reasonable statistical analysis.

_eory research is focused on the review of social architecture and needs
and social intervention projects (special focus on existing projects,materials
and techniques). _e practical research embedded with theoretical studies
on housing refurbishment, testing interactions on a multidisciplinary team,
balance of “Need vs Feasibility” on the intervention of the study case, by con-
verting theoretical knowledge into practice. _e practical studies intend to
propose some ideas on product development with ecological and economic
sustainability.

Introduction 5



Knowledge Domain Design (Methodology and Quality of living)
   Social Sciences (Culture and Activism)
Research Area  Product Design
Topic   Product on Housing Refurbishment

Research Question
Can Product Design answer socio-economic solutions
acting as a inter-discipline for (social) housing?

General Objective
Assess Product Design as a role for social housing,
opening it for new opportunities and intervenions.

Methodology (start)
�eory: Review history and �elds where (Product) Design can act.
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Methodology (combined)
�eory: (Continuation of previous.) 
Practice: Application ideas on a real-scale project.
Assess quality of confront between both theory and practice.
Mapping.

Methodology
�eory: (Continuation of previous.) 
Practice: Application ideas on a real-scale project.
Assess quality of confront between both theory and practice.
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Inputs
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Figure 1.2: Research method-
ology proposed for the devel-
opment of the dissertation.

1.5 dissertation structure

_e structure is made of three parts (ûgure 1.3):

Discussion
Contributions

�eoretical
Research

Practical
Research

Figure 1.3: Structure of dissertation
following research’s methodology.

introduction, development and
discussion.

Introduction includes the developed introductory research – described on
methodology section – with a theoretical approach. Chapter 2 starts with a
discussion for a general overview on disciplines of product design and housing,
useful for the support of this dissertation by suggesting some disruption – or
at least expansion – for product design scope to housing. For that, it looks at
history, theory and concepts for design. Chapter 3 is dedicated to a background
review interested in housing refurbishment. It gives support to the analysis of
housing, and to the assessment of existing design approaches thatmay be useful
for the research: do-it-together (participative and collaborative design, and
existing projects), do-it-yourself (cra� and open-source), and do-it-diòerently
(divided into objects, services and sustainability).

Development includes research based on the previous work, here with a
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practical approach. Chapter 4 has theoretic-practical and preliminary studies
that give practical support for the following chapters inside the development
part. Chapter 5 describes the work that was developed within a social project,
working as a case study, which has refurbished a house and was focused on
participative design. Chapter 6 is focused on ecological sustainability with social
applicability in social housing refurbishment, and addresses the development
of an object, as a case study.

Discussion is composed of two chapters for the global analysis of theoretical
and practical research. Chapter 7 demonstrates the results by showing ûnal
photographs, accompanied with a qualitatively assessment. Chapter 8 is the
conclusion’s chapter, and it looks at the dissertation as a whole: its impact on
the author, on others, and assesses the eòectiveness of the study.

Finally, an extra part for appendices has work that was not included in the
body of the dissertation and has the list of the used references.

Introduction 7



Figure 1.4: Lost as the beginning of the unknown.
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2
GENERAL CONCEPTS

_e research context encompasses many ûelds of knowledge, and no straight
forward solutions are expected. _is introductory chapter of background review
touches many ûelds with diòerent levels of depth. Multidisciplinary is one of
themost important aspects of innovation of today’s world. Even though it will
orbit around the area of design bonding art, architecture, engineering and/or
social science.

2 .1 historical framework

A short introduction of disciplines of Art and Design is given, knowing the
past for a better understanding of the future. Since this research places itself on
the boundaries of disciplines where they merge or o�en try to restrict areas of
intervention, a potential identity issue has to be addressed.

2.1.1 Arts and Project

_e history and evolution of art is subtle and complex to be traced. Art started as
a necessity of divine/adoration through sculptures, or forms of communication
through cave and rock paintings/carving dated from a period of 100,000 to
40,000 years ago (Gombrich, 1995). Although it is a form of art, it was created
with pragmatic purposes for the reality of that time. _e functions of it diverged
to purposes of aesthetics, communication, expressing ideas and emotions. For
that, it rational thought had to split “visual art” into liberal arts andmechanical
arts in themedieval period, and other distinctions of ûne arts and applied arts
in themodern times. Contemporary deûnitions for art are broader andmore
rigid1 1. “I think that the word artist has been

too small for too long. _at in the past
theremay have been moments where
the term meant a tremendous amount,
that a person could have any number of
skills, including a deep knowledge of the
sciences, of religion, of the physical body,
of philosophy, of poetry, ofmusic, and
that it all landed in the word artist. But
maybe, even like the ûeld of architecture,
before it was called architecture, it was a
person who knew how to design a thing
and build [it]. _at, overtime, those
parts got disconnected, and so what an
artist meant was something that was very
narrow, and I think I am just trying to
ûll the word up again, so that it means
more.” (Gates, 2015)

.
One of the oldest “applied-arts” (detailed on the following section 2.1.3)

is architecture with examples dating 10,000 BC, and the ûrst architect and
civil engineer known in history lived in the ancient civilisation of Egypt on
the 27th century BC. Architecture has been a deûnitive ûne-arts category for
the deûnition of culture in time through aesthetics and presence in history
for later generations. Some of the most important periods were the Roman
architecture, governed by classical orders and inspired by classical art which
adorned structures with sculptures. A�er it, with the Gothic period, there
was the necessity of preserving medieval spirit so present on the cathedrals.
_e Renaissance, a signiûcant period of human and science evolution (for the
western world!), there was the preference for the classical once again, as a
way of rejecting the medieval traditions. Other important periods, such as
Neoclassicism (mid 18th century) andGothic Revival (early 19th century) can be
identiûed until modernism in late 19th century (and post-modernism) arrived
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with principles that are still governing today’s approach to architecture, design
as project.

_e discipline of architecture has started to be formally deûned with “Ten
Books onArchitecture” (Pollio andMorgan, 1914),written by aRoman architect,
civil andmilitary engineer named Vitruvius in the early 1st century AD. _is
book is so important in the history of architecture, art and design because
it created formal distinctions on these big-scale projects. Building could be
consideredmore as a functional object. According to Pollio andMorgan (1914)
– still an important reference nowadays – deûned three main principles (as
visually presented in ûgure 2.1):Durability

Builder (Body)

Utility
Philosopher (Mind)

Beauty
Artist (Soul)

Figure 2.1: Firmitas, Utilitas, and Venus-
tas of (Pollio andMorgan, 1914).

1) Durability (Firmitas), Utility (Utilitas),
and Beauty (Venustas). Even though the division of disciplines of art and
architecture was only established formally in the 18th century (Fernie, 2006),
there was already a separation between aesthetics/art from function and life,
bothmuchmore technical and scientiûc approaches on an architectural project.
_is deûnition allows to predict the deûnition of applied-arts to architecture,
where architecture only lives in this combination of both, otherwise it is only a
building if no “art” is applied or a sculpture if no “science” is applied.

Works like the “Ten Books on Architecture” of Pollio andMorgan (1914)
should havemade the discipline of architecturemuch more well-deûned and
developed in history comparedwith design independently of graphic or objects.
_e history of graphic design with rock art or product design with 40,000
years old’s instrument show how long ago cra� and design – without technical
methodology – exists. Today, looking to history, we can deûne that design
started with those ûrst objects. It is one obvious option since anybody can
be a designer, with intelligence, creativity, eòort, and a deûned programme.
_e issue is quality. Were those objects reûned to a level of detail that we can
consider art? Probably not. _at is the reason why some authors consider
Leonardo da Vinci in the Renaissance the ûrst designer. He, indeed, combined
what a designer has to be: painter, sculptor, inventor, scientist, engineer, and
also an architect. _e geniality of this individual led all those projects to be
developed in a very methodical manner, like a science. Not withstanding this
surprisingly incredible example in history, the discipline of Design would not be
created until the 19th century with the industrial revolution to answer demands
of scale: for both graphic and object design. Independently of themethodology
applied toDesign – if any –, designers weremost of the times painters, sculptors,
cra�sman, engineers or architects who would assume all the responsibilities of
thinking, developing and executing the works.

2.1.2 Identity

One of the aspects worked by designers and architects of the Bauhaus was
to recover the importance of the architecture space through good design of
furniture. _e reduced presence of furniture from this movement of the 20th

century was away to regain some traditions frommedieval times, such as noted
by Giedion (1948) which concludes how the interiors of architecture looked so
clean and organised, even without any set of furniture for the organisation of
objects in that period. _is relationship between architecture and object scale
was one strong asset to the quality of design as a procedural discipline. From
architecture and thought given to furniture and objects, design started to be
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considered a discipline which was the “art of good construction” (Gonçalves,
2000).

William Morris with Arts& Cra�s and Walter Gropius with Bauhaus as-
sessed the importance of design, on building/objects/graphic designs, about
the direct impact of social health and aesthetic quality in the society (Barata,
2008). In this regard, art was not only the responsibility of the artist, but it was
shared by everyone who interacts with the ûnal product.2 2. “I must ask you to extend the word

art beyond thosematters which are con-
sciously works of art, to take in not only
painting and sculpture, and architecture,
but the shapes and colours of all house-
hold goods, even the arrangement of the
ûelds for tillage and pasture, theman-
agement of towns and of our highways
of all kinds; in a word, to extend it to
the aspect of all the externals of our life.”
(Morris, 1992)

From the industrial
revolution, the role of a designer and cra�sman has been separated. William
Morris defended that author and creator of an idea was compatible with the
responsibility for the production. Walter Gropius, with the formalisation of dis-
cipline’s education and expertise, defended that practice of design should have
been used for the industrialisation of production, in which cra�sman and cre-
ator could also be two independent subjects. Arts&Cra�s movement defended
the importance of artisan as both technician and creator as an improvement/-
modernism ofmedieval quality towards object rejecting industrial production,
while Bauhaus school assured that this knowledge of art, cra� andmethodology
should have been used in order to control the quality mass-production objects.

Regardless of the similarities and diòerences between these two personali-
ties so important – and still contemporary for design –, a common concern
with human behaviour and relations from the profession are the real critical
re�ection inherited by design. Its true nature is about acting creatively towards
human and environmental challenges (Mau and IwB, 2004), or as stated by
Heskett (2005) “as the human capacity to shape andmake our environment in
ways without precedent in nature, to serve our needs and givemeaning to our
lives”.

2.1.3 Applied-arts

For this research, it is important to understand what is considered here by
Product Design. Design comes practically from the intersection between art
and science/technology. Art exists as a communication ûeld – if not only, for the
author to speak out his mind – working about themeaning of things, it usually
deals with social concerns, and ultimately with aesthetics or visual impact, etc.
Science and technology are much more about the application of rationalist
thoughts through methodology, research and engineering. Design stands on –
and can be understood – as a technical ûeld of applied-arts (ûgure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Intersection between Art and
Science/Technology.

Applied-arts has started to be considered as a formal ûeld with develop-
ments during the Arts and Cra�s movement, and Art Nouveau during late 19th

century, and later with School of Bauhaus andmovements of Art Deco.

2 .2 theory for better practice

According to Whiteley (1998)the distinction of theory and practice still exists
today. _ere are two apparently invisible ways in which this relationship is gov-
erned: a 1. Mergedmodel, where both lose their autonomy, and a 2. Continuity
model, which admits interdependence of theory and practice but with objects
and approaches from both sides. In this concept the author also proposes four
models of design execution: 1. _eoretical designer developing its choices via
other existing authors, concepts andmodels (application of theory from others),
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2. Political designer with ideals of Constructivism and Productivism, 3. Con-
sumerist designer predominant today with idea of exclusivity of design as an
instrument for themarket and clients in which historical and ideological analy-
ses are replaced by management andmarketing, and 4. Technology designer
associated with the previous but also associated with quality and novelty of
tools and technology. Bártolo (2006) suggests another model: 5. Value designer
who imposes to work an honest re�ection on the values of practical procedures
and theoretical work in which design is developed.

_is research work rejects the idea of design methodology without combi-
nation of theory and practice, and exalts the goal of empowering design as a
tool for positive social and environmental impact.

2.2.1 Concept of Product Design

_e result from applied-arts is the intersection between art and science, which
is ultimately a product. _erefore, Design can have a broader understanding as
ProductDesign. It does not have to be conûned necessarily inside old concepts
of industrial design developing physical objects. A product can be a service,
or a product can live inside a digital world. _is concept is already common
inside the design community, and also used by various authors like Bürdek, B.
(2005). Unfortunately, it can bemisleading because of the segregation of areas
of design.

_ese technical diòerences inside Design exist naturally. ButDesign should
bemuch more about how to tackle a problem with a speciûcmindset. With
this concept in mind, ûelds of design are referred as a liberation instead of
perpetuating limitations and segregations inside the exercise of the profession.
(Product) Design encompasses industrial design, graphic design, special de-
sign, experience or interaction design, architecture, and so on, as presented
on ûgure 2.3.

Service Digital

Physical

Figure 2.3: Areas of knowledge of De-
sign: 1. Industrial, 2. Graphic, So�-

ware, 3. Service, 4. Urban, [Architec-
ture], Interior, 5. Interaction, 6. Com-
munication, 7. Spatial, Experience.)

_e world is today demanding much more multidisciplinary
proûles to the development of projects. Products are facing highly complex
problems and bigger scales than before. Even though no specialisation of design
is a pure ûeld, these “ûelds” are separated in diòerent categories in order to
make it more understandable. Industrial design is about developing physical
products, with diòerent scales of size and of production. Graphic or so�ware
design is about developing digital products. Service design is about providing
new platforms and simpliûed ways to live in society. Some products can be
considered the intersection of digital, physical or service. For instance con-
sidering a building/dwelling, it is a product that cannot be considered only as
a physical object, it is much more. _e brieûng of an architectural project is
mainly about providing a service to the client. In this regard, architecture is
a design ûeld of intersections inside design profession. In diòerent scales, we
can ûnd the same conclusion: smaller with interior design, and larger scale
with urban design. Communication design is somehow a speciality of graphic
design, but again with a particular concern of providing eòectiveness of what
is to be communicated: service and digitally. Experience design can be ded-
icated to only one speciûc broad area or the intersection of some/all. Spatial
design – a new “ûeld of design” – can be established in between the service,
digital and physical world. Again, it is important to understand that no area is
restricted to a pure service/digital/physical product. _e distinction is made
only to understand themeaning of product and the specialisation of design.
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A designer can be eõcient at managing various ûelds if dedicated to pursu-
ing it, or at least knowing how to collaborate and understand designers with
diòerent interests. In the development of a product there will bemany tasks
performed by various designers, thus it is an important realisation that facing
these apparent restrictions/boundaries inside the project, the problem/design
itself can be solvedmuch more eõciently and easily. Destroying these walls
and their limitations is useful to improve communication and to increase the
quality of the ûnal product. When looking to the education of countries like
the USA, and also some in Europe like England or Italy, the study programmes
are already allowing a more multidisciplinary education. Specialisation is a
good thing in order to be the best at executing a speciûc task, however it can
also limit the perception of the problem due to a strict approach to execution.

2.2.2 Design as Discipline

Design is not always considered as an autonomous discipline due to its initial
nature of having been developed to act as a ûeld of interdisciplinary exchanges,
and not as discipline in itself. Bártolo (2006) re�ects on the urgency to assume
Design as an autonomous discipline, respecting its history, theoretical/practical
dynamics, spaces and actors, in order to promote interdisciplinarity.

For this, it is useful to create a semantic distinction ofmulti-, inter- and
transdisciplinarity. Figure 2.4 supports this distinction. Multidisciplinary

Interdisciplinary

Transdisciplinary

Figure 2.4: Representation for nature of,
or collaboration between disciplines.

In amultidisciplinary
approach,multiple disciplines act together to redeûne boundaries and solutions
for problems, eòective to solve new complex situations (e.g., social scientists
together with architects acting on the urban development of social housing).
With interdisciplinarity approach, it is combined a set of disciplines or speciali-
ties into a new activity out of the existing boundaries (e.g., a research project,
or creation of a new ûeld). Transdisciplinarity is an approach to research and
development in which the boundaries of disciplines act without restrictions,
every deliberate eòort is part of the same common broader discipline, possibly
scoping across scientiûc and non-scientiûc system.

Inmultidisciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches, the concept of bound-
ary still exists, if only to create a new one. Using a transdisciplinary mindset,
the boundaries of discipline and divisions are apparently removed to a level of
higher complexity. “Product” Design should be seen and developed as – for
now conceptually contracting itself – the discipline capable of encompassing all
ûelds: artistic, scientiûc, technical, humanistic. Since it would risk being diluted
to nothing (or everything), “Product” Design taken as an already established
inter-discipline ofmultiple disciplines. Complementary,Heskett (2005) refers
to design, not as a profession but a universal skill, or similarly Buchanan (1992)
that it can be applied in any ûeld universally as skill.

2.2.3 Interrelations

_e previous re�ection is proposing the idea of “Product” Design as an inter-
discipline. _ese intra-disciplines are technical methods which are interesting
to be analysed independently for a better understanding. For this research,
with social design purposes, only some intra-disciplines are assessed, such as
engineering, architecture and art.
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Two important engineering areas are mechanical and civil. Mechanical
engineering is mainly concerned with development,manufacturing, andman-
agement of the productive processes, and civil engineering with management,
execution/supervision/ûscalization on construction of buildings and infras-
tructures. Architecture specialises in assembling cultural/human/technical/aes-
thetical on a potentially production “object”, and design with identiûcation and
evaluation of organisational/functional/economical aspects of human innova-
tion concerning sustainability, life improvement or proût. Design – diòerently
than architecture and engineering which are highly specialised ûelds – does not
need to havemany restrictions, and can expand itself to many areas. Probably
due to its short story of fewer than 150 years old, it still has elasticity to be shaped
in new ways. _is amplitude or less specialised can make a less “complex” area,
but not necessarily easier.

Design thinking, proposed by the CEO and founder of innovation studio
called IDEO Brown (2009), creates this notion of design being a divergent
exploration of futures with desirable, viable and feasible outcomes, promoting
design beyond traditional design. A discipline that uses empathy andmethod-
ology to combine people’s need with new technologies, improving their life
style, increasing economic value andmarket opportunities (Brown, 2009).

2.2.4 Methodologies

It is useful to better understand the interesting notions convergence (typical
of engineering) and divergence (characteristic of design and art) are useful to
be understood in multidisciplinary projects. Concepts like these are not only
deûners of diòerent areas or disciplines, but more importantly an integrative
part of any design methodology, which is basically “design thinking”. Many
models with this idea are published and discussed. Some were selected and
available on ûgure 2.5. What is interesting in these is this idea that (good)

Synthesis

Analysis

D
iv

er
ge

C
onverge

Dive
rge

Converge
Create
Choices

Make
Choices

Converge

D
iverge

Figure 2.5: Models for design thinking.
Le�: Base idea of Double diamond’s

methodology by (Brown, 2009); Cen-
ter: Relations on action-results (Brown,

2009); and Right: Process of design
and relation with other areas like en-
gineering by (Cross, 1989). [All the

models were adapted and simpliûed.]

design is obligated to wear various skins, or at least to be adaptable for straight
communications with other disciplines. A relationship between thinking and
creating with developing andmaking.

_e British Design Council’s published a well-known “Double Diamond”
methodology. It consists again in an interesting way to visualise converging
and diverging processes within the discipline of design. Based on that model
of Brown (2009), and others like such as Nessler (2016) and Cross (1989), it
is suggested a slight visual improvement of it on ûgure 2.6. It has diòerent
nomenclature and some updated word-deûnition, but it incorporates the idea
of convergence between diamonds. Because the second set of iteration is already
preferably a tighter environment for design development. Each iteration of the
pair converge-divergemethod should deûne better some design paths, closing
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Figure 2.6: Proposal of a new illustration
for design “thinking” and development,
mainly through combining the authors
Brown (2009),Nessler (2016) and Cross
(1989).

others: the ûrst loop/iteration 1QP to 2PS, the research helped to reduce the
scope in which the project is developed. _e fourmoments of themodel are:

● Research through diòerent methods and organise ûndings.
● Deûnition of brieûng and detailing of challenges and contradictions.
● Develop a number of ideas that might go into prototyping/testing phases.
● Deliver proposal, product, answer or solution.

2.2.5 Organization of Structure

_e notion of diòerent possibilities for the organisation of structure that control
the development of design and creativity are worth re�ecting on. Correlations
between structure and results are as diõcult to evaluate as the impact of design
methodologies (divergences and convergences) or approach strategies being
more collaborative or centred on authorship.

Two independent structures are known as top-down and bottom-up, il-
lustrated on ûgure 2.7,

Top-Down Bottom-Up

Figure 2.7: Design organization system
(adapted from (Sisney, 2016)).

are usually applied on diòerent types of development
works. Usually, large and complex systems have a top-down approach because
problems can be broke into smaller parts and/or individuals to allow it easily
solved, and experimental and new problems usemostly a bottom-up approach
which is more iterative. Opposing to top-down, bottom-up have the capacity
to more easily welcome creativity, experiments and opinions of participants
without having a strict hierarchy. For that, bottom-up is by nature amore poten-
tially divergent structure that can give rise to more complex systems that might
have the necessity later to reorganise its structure in order to tackle the job
eòectively, for example by forming new subsystems on a top level. In summary,
top-down tends to bemore hierarchic and institutional and bottom-up more
collaborative and open.

2 .3 design and architecture

Design and Architecture are similar areas of knowledge. Architecture is design
and the opposite is o�en true. Product design is not understood as architecture,
but it is certainly a part of it. Deûnition of these areas is complicated and not
always achieve agreement among professionals. For the type of research in
these document, architecture is understood as a service. _e users’ desires, life
prospects, economic possibilities, etc, are particular to the individual/owner of
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this design. Because of that and other complexities inherent to the development
of a space to live, likemanaging materials, teams, timings, the architect that
designs (and knows how to do it) have, on top of it, to give/build something
unique for people/family addressing their necessities. Delivering project of
architecture as a service. Diòerently than product design, in which there is
more room for the artistic view and to makemore exploratory errors during
the development.

_e following subsections start to re�ect on the potential of architecture
as being industrialised, as a complex system where multidisciplinary teams
should – and have to – approach on the project together, and also to explore
the role of product for architecture or, if possible, housing as product.

2.3.1 Industrialization

In architecture, design/project teaches that every site (topography, surround-
ings, climate) or client (desires, needs, family) is speciûc, so every project is
unique. In industrial design, every manufactured product is duplicated, and in
this sense, the projects are interpreted as globalisation. Product design usually
works the same scale as industrial design and does not have necessarily the con-
cern ofmass-production, designing non-industrially is not obligated to think
in terms of industrial machinery for production, scaling-up. But it can do it
also. Product design is amuch broader context of designing for materialisation
without the imposed boundaries of physical or production scale.

Site-built construction remains themost eòective way to manufacture at a
scale of a building. It promotes �exibility sincewith this process, it is possible to
build and design anything for the site, in other words, it allows custom design
by discouraging standardisation. On the other hand it is dependent on skilled
labour, it is prone to schedule delays and high cost of labour. Its unpredictability
usually increases the total costs andmoney up three times as much. Modular
prefabricated solutions, by contrast, aremore predictable in terms of the ûnal
costs and schedule but themodules are limited to the dimensions of the roadway.
_e transportation costs of prefabricatedmodules can increase a lot the ûnal
costs depending on the distance. In order to reduce it, it would be necessary
to build some factories distributed around the regions/countries – depending
on the scale of themarket –, or reduce the complexities ofmodules to allow
self-production.

_is topic of housing being an industrial product, although interesting,
it goes beyond the scope of this research and has little applicability – for our
reality – on social housing and rehabilitation.

2.3.2 Complex Systems

Many authors, such as Simon (1969)3

3. “Onemade up of a large number
of parts that havemany interactions.”

,_ackara (2005)4

4. “_e dance of the big and the small
entails a new kind of design. It involves

a new relationship between subject
and object and a commitment to think
about the consequences of design ac-

tions before we take them, in a state of
mind – design mindfulness – that values

place, time, and cultural diòerence.”
,Hillgren et al. (2011),

_orpe and Gamman (2011), Sanders and Stappers (2012) or Soini (2015)55. “_ese systems – as an object of de-
sign – pose new broadening oppor-
tunities and also more complicated

challenges for design, because they are
profoundly indeterminate and wicked
as they deal with social and cultural
meanings that are tacit, distributed

and evolve all the time, and are o�en
located somewhere beyond the indus-

trial division of proût-driven activities.”

, have
been focused on the research of complex systems. _ese systems – in the
ûeld of design – aremade ofmany parts (dimension) that interact with each
other (process) resulting in mutations of the system (temporal processes), for
interaction with people.

Although reasoning “complexities” and “systems” is an interesting topic
to dissect, it is not the core of this research. However, acknowledging it, helps
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increasing commitment and responsibility towards the relevance to design, as
the object of complex artiûcial system (housing refurbishment), as the process
of a complex human system (social innovation), as the complex environment
framework (politics, social,market), and the complex manufacturing processes
(supply and production chains) (Johnson, 2006; Chesbrough, 2006; Verganti,
2009). According to the research of Soini (2015), on researching application
of design methodologies in housing environment, collaborative design is an
eòective strategy to be adopted as a facilitation approach to this kind of systems,
which is studied in section 3.2. Moreover, Sternberg et al. (2003) suggests
that innovations for these systems can occur through the following types of
creativity:

1 Replication: duplication or improvement of an existing ûeld;
2 Redeûnition: new perspective;
3 Forward incrementation: evolution of innovation;
4 Advance forward incrementation: higher innovation compared with previous;
5 Redirection: diòerent path of innovation;
6 Re-initiation: new starting point;
7 Reconstruction: going back and then forth;
8 Integration; put together two or more ideas of innovation.

_e complex social system as study case, intends to provide changes in the
system by integrating any innovation. Some of the expectable ones are repli-
cation (allowing conclusions and experience to be applied in similar systems)
and/or redeûnition (application of new perspectives, such as participative de-
sign through expertise cooperation). If two levels for systemic change of one
system is achieved, it is a positive intervention.

2.3.3 Housing as Product

Although it would be a possibly interesting research to compare and re�ect
on similarities/diòerences between an industrial product and the object of
architecture (a house), this small section does not intend to provide that assess-
ment. Instead, it is more keen on, looking at some similarities for application of
traditional methods of industrial design, such as user-centred design6

6. ISO 9241-210 (2010) deûnes user ex-
perience as psychological and physical
perceptions and responses, before, dur-
ing and a�er interaction with products:
a. Design is based upon an explicit un-
derstanding of users, tasks and environ-
ments, b. Users are involved throughout
design and development, c. Design is
driven and reûned by user-centred eval-
uation, d. Process is iterative, e. Design
addresses the whole user experience, and
f. Design team includes multidisciplinary
skills and perspectives.research

and collaborative design, to the ûeld of housing, focused on anthropology and
quality living (ûgure 2.8).

Design
Research

Housing
Studies

Housing as Product
Figure 2.8: Intersection of design re-
search and housing studies (adapted
from (Pirinen, 2014)).

_at embryonic ideawas supported by the interesting
doctoral research7

7. [Research] aims at critical examina-
tion and understanding of dwelling as
a designable product that through its
material and other experienced prop-
erties mediates between the realms of
users (everyday living) and industrial
production.

of Pirinen (2014) from Aalto University and University of
Helsinki. Diòerent scales obviously create diòerent challenges and responses,
but it is believed that there is much more common ground than it looks at ûrst-
sight, at least by some authors/professionals. As already referred, the design
of architecture works on a diòerent scale, as if it was a sculpture we lived in;
instead design for objects would be like a sculpture to be lived around. Both
have mechanisms and technical services to be developed, and both apply a
methodology of research along with its procedural development. Regarding
the physical scale of design, the research of Dias (2014) is interesting because it
is focusedmainly on the human body that is shared with architecture.

Questioning the role of design is questioning themeaning of it and propos-
ing change and new ways of looking at it. Exploratory works like Buchanan
(2001, 2008),Mau and IwB (2004),Manzini (2007), Brown (2009), etc are, in a
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way, a validation for this discovery. Fortunately, researchers from “Living Places
ResearchGroup” (not currently under the same name) of AaltoUniversity, such
as Keinonen (2009),Heikkinen (2013), Pirinen (2014) or Soini (2015), already
traced important hints on the expansion of the object of design (with studies
focused on housing) and the repositioning of design in society.

Analysing housing as product is like fragmenting every single piece of
a product and understand how they are assembled, their relationships and
functions. A product/object has a skin (the shape), body (mechanisms or
ûtting parts), and a soul (function and stakeholders). [Of course, it could be
more fragmented than that.] On the other side, a product/housing can be
similarly sub-divided into parts of higher or lesser interest for industrial design.
_e table 2.1 oòers that sub-division, proposing actors involved in the design
development of each part. It conûrms our expectation regarding the profession

Level of form Sub-levels Design control Control on use Rate of change
Area Location, Urban environment Urban planners & City (undetermined)

Connections, Local Facilities urban designers
Building Building● Engineers & Company +50 years

Services constructor
Apartment Partitioning● Interior designers & Owner 3-30 years

Furnishings● product designers
Objects Furniture Furniture designers & Owner Regular

Domestic objects product designers Occupant
Building●: Typology, Form, Structure
Partitioning●: Spacial organization and functions, Walls and Openings
Furnishings●: Surfaces,Materials, Fixed furniture and Equipment

Table 2.1: Divisions of housing as
product, based on Pirinen (2014),

Habraken (2000), and Brand (1994).
of architecture, that their discipline is prepared and trained to work in all phases
of housing development. However, the presence of architects on levels of “area”
and “objects” is a lot reduced in participation compared with the others. It is
interesting to present some re�ections on these levels.

1 On the area level because it ismuchmore connected to regulations, bureaucracy,
politics, and reduced creative freedom for old cities. Moreover, considering
housing as product, the area level is purely dependent on power to buy and
where to buy land by the owner.

2 On the object level, apart from ûxed furniture or others like chairs/beds/tables
on body scale, architects are usually less interested and trained academically.
Domestic objects are then mostly developed by designers who are traditionally
more comfortable with small scale objects.

3 On the building level, there is aminimum intention in this research to suggest
a designer (independently of being capable or not) assuming the responsibili-
ties of disciplines with social responsibility, such as architects, engineers and
constructors. New housing is outside of designers scope. On the other hand,
new housing is also outside of this dissertation scope, since the proposal for
addressing social impact is through the refurbishment of existing houses.

4 On the apartment level, themost important and still not well explored, is a level
where designers have the knowledge, tools, and eõciency to be working in.
Refurbishment (not in-depth rehabilitation) projects are the ideal environments
for the involvement of product designers since it is focused, by deûnition, on
the levels of apartment and object of the dwelling. (And o�en, the sub-level for
services.) _e apartment is composed by partitioning and furnishings that are
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much more superûcial and easier to change with time (taking into account the
change rate, compared, for example, with the building level).

_e sub-division of this complex system that is housing – as the object or the
product of architecture, and disregarding here higher complexities such as the
requirements of the occupant, site framework, sustainability, etc – into 4 levels
with 2 sub-levels each, it is easier to accept that industrial and product designers
can bemore involved in it.

Relations with housing comes down inevitably to scale: physical (size
and experience) and temporal (implementation, impact range). A building is
embedded in culture,memories and resources. Ithas the power to rewire society
in political and subliminal forms. Design is project and lateral thinking, or art,
are strong tools to ûnd better ways and stronger refurbishment of places, and
spaces. _e (social) impact is potentially signiûcant, for all levels of structural
assembly of housing:

1 Material: Sustainability,
2 Object: Functionality and purpose,
3 Furnishing: Comfort and facilitator,
4 Partitioning: Living and providing closed connection with oneself,
5 Building: Grow and identity,
6 Neighbourhood: Cooperation and interaction,
7 City: Partnerships and feeling of belonging,
8 Country: Politics and culture, and
9 World: (utopia).
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Figure 2.9: Approaching on meanings.
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3
BACKGROUND REVIEW

_e chapter is divided into four main topics until it is ûnalised with a summary
re�ection on the analysed references. It begins by addressing the problematic
of housing, the importance of housing, the impact of bad living conditions, and
the constraints for a section of society that havemore diõculties dealing with
regeneration of their space. For it, it is analysed a series of broad proposals that
might be helpful to re�ect and solve these issues of improvement of living con-
ditions. _e explored theoretical topics in this chapter were gathered through a
series of iterative processes taken from the research and practical work exposed
on the following chapter. _ese ûnal sections begin with do-it-together, focused
on participatory and collaborative projects. _e following is about the do-it-
yourself impact typical of artistic cra� movement, but it is strongly connected
with the previous section due to the importance of open-source platforms. It
ends with a section called do-it-diòerently, focused on service design, some
interesting objects/product with strong applicability on architecture and also
sustainability.

3 .1 design and responsibility

According toUniversalDeclaration ofHumanRights1 1. Article 25: “Everyone has the right
to a standard of living adequate for the
health and well-being of himself and
of his family, including food, clothing,
housing andmedical care and necessary
social services, and the right to security
in the event of unemployment, sickness,
disability, widowhood, old age or other
lack of livelihood in circumstances
beyond his control.”

and InternationalCovenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights signed by (_e United Nations, 1948,
1966) everyone has a fundamental human right to housing. It should ensure
access to a safe, secure, habitable, and aòordable home, which guarantees the
right to live in security, peace, and dignity. _ose conditions should satisfy
various conditions such as:

1 Security. Protection against the�s, harassment or any kind of threats.
2 Availability of Services and Infrastructure. Essential requirements to maintain

health, security, comfort and nutrition. Most houses in need of refurbishment
lack minimum conditions to secure to residents access to safe drinking water,
sanitation, lighting and heating.

3 Aòordability. Housing costs should not make families in a position of choosing
between paying rent or buying food.

4 Habitability. Adequate space protecting from environmental conditions, dis-
eases or structural hazards.

5 Accessibility. Housing should be accessible and used to all.
6 Location. Housing should not be built close to polluted sites or within areas
exposed to natural hazards, and should have access to services provided by
social facilities like health-care and education.

7 Cultural adequacy. Guarantee expression of cultural identity, diversity and
preservation.
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3.1.1 Social Design

_ere aremany ways to address and implement the objectives deûned by the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Design can act as one approach to
it, fully committed to it or in collaboration with other measures. Vial (2014)
research gives interesting inputs on what is social design22. _e common themes when refer-

ring to social design are slogans like
“help others” or “altruistic impulse is
on the rise in the design community”
(Shea, 2012), “to support behaviour

change” or “development of products
and services to solve social problems,
e.g., high unemployment rates, school
drop-outs, intercultural tensions, obe-
sity, or climate change” (Tromp, 2013).

, since it can mean
many diòerent things:

1 Design products have a social impact.
2 Design for social innovation.
3 Design implying participation of users.

Some advocate that design is social by deûnition. To some extension, design
and innovation of objects can indeed have a social impact on others, but social
design should bemuch more than an indirect consequence of the profession.
Social impact has to be planned without being oriented by economic concerns
and branding growth. _is responsibility is not – and does not have to be
– assumed by every designer. _erefore, “social design” is a contemporary
approach that breaks with the tradition ofmarket-centred (industrial) design
to human-centred design.

Many topics such as social activism, cohesion and innovation may be re-
searched, but due to the nature and time available for this work, the theoretical
overview is not presented in-depth. It is a rich research agenda. Some impor-
tant references on innovation and services are Papanek (1985),Morelli (2007),
Manzini (2009), Jégou (2010), Murray et al. (2010), Franqueira (2009) and
Soini (2015).

3.1.2 Principles of Equity

_is research proposes to introduce industrial design skills and knowledge
in housing interventions. _ere is no example, with so many interesting, in-
spiring and with tangible results like the ones achieved by the architecture
oõce of Elemental (2001-) from Chile, founded and directed by the architect
Alejandro Aravena. _is architect owns themost prestigious award in archi-
tecture, the Pritzker (commonly known as “Nobel of architecture”) of 2016.
_is recognition was slightly against the late tendency to give the awards to
starchitects, doing expensive projects for wealthy societies. _e architectAlejan-
dro Aravena achieved recognition with projects with amuch more controlled
budget, stronger (direct) social impacts, out-of-box innovations, inviting user
collaborations, opening designs on online platforms, etc. _rough housing and
collaboration, this company and local institutions explored new ways to push
society in the direction of equity.

_is company is selected as one of the study cases because it encompasses
many interesting strategies on how to tackle big scale and full of complexities
social projects. _ese strategies were from participatory/collaborative design
from the future users of social housing, they open freely their designs has
open-source for everyone interested in using it, collaborated with many institu-
tions (government and universities) in order to ûnd solutions for economic
sustainability of the project, and had a very strong social impact. Some com-
plex projects were developed as “QuintaMonroy” and “Villa VerdeHousing”
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(showed on ûgure 3.1), an innovative typology in which they propose to build

Figure 3.1: “Villa VerdeHousing” (2013)
on the le�, and “QuintaMonroy Hous-
ing” (2004) on the right with diòerent
half-houses being occupied. Projects
by Elemental (2001-). [Photo credits to
Elemental.]

half-ûnished houses (with publicmoney) and let families build the other half
when they have economic possibilities. It allowed Elemental and the govern-
mental institutions to reduce costs, or at least, to build good quality structure
and infrastructures to provide a sustainable and living space for families with
economic necessities.

_e social housing project was dependent on a successful series of partner-
ships, private sector delivery and government. _e private sector – construction
companies –were attracted to social housing (limited budget) by providing land
with minimal logistical challenges during construction phase and by giving the
interior ûnishings to the same companies, since proût margins for that work
are higher than for structural components. _e government had to ûnd land
in those conditions, assure highly regulated housing units and infrastructures
shared by all residents, forcing the market costs to a minimum. _e design
team studied improved calibrated �oor-plans and design of urban blocks, op-
timised for social cohesion. For it, designers and engineers (collaboration in
multidisciplinary teams) explored issues of wealth, opportunity and stability
through a synthetic process to yield speciûc outcomes. (Cook and Boyer, 2012)

Some intangible conditions for the success were assessed by Cook and
Boyer (2012), and important to acknowledge, independently of application on
study-case.

1 “[S]ocial housing must have a good location in the city close to the opportunity
networks that were especially valuable to the urban poor. Satisfying this factor
would initially put great pressure on the budget of the project, but it was essential
to the long-term well-being of the future residents that they not be displaced.”

2 “[I]norder tomaintain security andpreserve the capability of collective decision-
making, groups of 20-30 families should be enabled to form sub-communities
within a larger development. Furthermore, sociologists had found that exten-
sive families are critical to providing stability and networks for the poor.”

3 “[H]ousing units must be structured to develop harmonically over time rather
than expand haphazardly. Uncoordinated and illegal expansions were depreci-
ating real estate values and impoverishing the community.”

4 “[W]ith respect to the fact that self-construction is very common, government
beneûts should be directed toward elements of the house that are the most
diõcult for families to self-construct on their own. Elemental’s key observation
was that it was better to provide some parts of a house at a higher quality, rather
a cartoon version of amiddle-class home with all of the typical parts but at a
lower quality.”
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5 “[S]ocial housing solutions should have the built-in ability to be expanded.
(...) Subsequently,more would need to be invested in the structure of a unit to
support a new expansion, and that any expansion activities should require only
low-tech solutions the families could construct themselves.”

_rough Elemental’s involvement in many social housing projects in Chile,
the company clariûed that it was not a humanitarian project but a proûtable
organisation pursuing better solutions to complex challenges. In 2006, 40%
of Elemental’s stake was bought by a big corporation as an investment in new
research for social housing, which would indirectly optimise the governmental
investments, whom is responsible for social housing.

3.1.3 Housing in Porto

Inhabitants of Porto with socioeconomic needs are concentrated in two typolo-
gies of housing. One belongs to themunicipality in neighbourhood complexes
for social housing33. _e smartest designers and architects

are only able to work/build for minority
of the population. Before, through phi-
lanthropy (19th century), communism
(early 20th century), welfare state, and
real-estate bubbles,minorities built on
behalf of themajority. _e challenge
is to turn our client from theminor-
ity to the everybody. (Parvin, 2013b)

,mostly located in the periphery. _e other is an old work-
class housing known as “Ilha”. _e renting fees for social housing are set by the
municipality, while rents of Ilha’s are set by private owners. Both are almost
entirely low, the ûrst supported by themunicipality addressing social concerns
of population, and Ilha’s for low salubrity conditions of very degradated houses
lacking intervention. Some Ilha’s are starting to go through the process of gen-
triûcation4

4. Process characterised by social substi-
tution by people of high status (“gen-

try”) occupying an urban area that
formerly belonged to lower working

classes. It can be characterised by points
of view: demographic, social, cultural,
political, economic and/or structural.

, increasing rent and deviating from the original purpose of housing
for low-income population.

Social housing was intensively built by governments as ameasure to over-
come destruction and social impact of the ûrst world war, strategies that were
intensiûed a�er second world war. In Portugal, politics for social housing
started around the second half of the 19th century. Speciûcally, in Porto, neigh-
bourhoods belonging to social housing stock can be dated to 5 periods, 1940-56
(5 neighbourhoods), 1957-71 (17), 1972-78 (5), 1979-91 (7) and 1996-2008 (13)
(Simões et al., 2015). Domus Social is a company own by the local government
of Porto responsible for the promotion andmanagement of the social housing
of Porto. _ey manage 48 social neighbourhoods in Porto, corresponding to
550 buildings with 13,000 dwellings (Simões et al., 2015). _e vast majority of
these were built 50 years ago. A recent study led by a specialist in rehabilitation
showed the need for an investment of 10 million euros in maintenance with
priority to façades, window frames and roofs (Simões et al., 2015). Domus
Social approved in 2016 an investment of 4 million euros for the intervention
of 17 buildings aòecting 57 dwellings.

Ilha was built as a response to the explosion of industrialism in Porto in
the second half of 19th century. _e population of Porto increased drastically
in that period, attracting people from other regions of Portugal seeking better
conditions of living while �eeing from the rural crisis imposed by industri-
alism. _e little business owners were then forced to build housing for the
new labourers coming to work in their small/medium factories. To recover the
investment fast, these houses were built with low quality, in cheap or partially
hidden parts of land with only one access entry. Ilha is usually a long straight
area of land, with many similar houses in its development. _e ûrst house
was o�en the house of the owner of Ilha and factory, with better constructive
conditions. _e ûrst house served purpose of hiding poor living conditions of
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the interior houses, since regulations at that time did not requiremunicipal
supervision from everything that was not visible from the public street. In each
house, it was common to be living families of 10 individuals, without sewage
system, nor water supply, bad light exposure and ventilation. _ese houses
were occupied by peoplewith little resources andweak education. Even though
a lot changed since then,many of these houses are still inhabited and lacking
minimum conditions such as sewage drainage or water supply. Old studies
shown that in 1939, 1152 ilhas were inhabited by 17% of the population. A recent
research commissioned by (Domus Social, 2015) identiûed 957 ilhas, showing
that 200 disappeared. More important is that these are still inhabited by 10,000
individuals, being themajority living in poor conditions. _e 957 ilhas are com-
posed of a total of 8265 dwellings, but only around 60% are being used. Even
though this typology of housing is not social housing, or part ofmunicipality’s
building stock, current local government addressed this stock as useful for
housing necessities of the city, but lacking participation from owners and other
strategical actors. For that, themunicipality gave an example with intervention
at Ilha Bela Vista (exposed in ûgure 3.2). Research of (Oro, 2015) focused in
Porto is exposed later on section 3.4.2 together with his project/service (Habitar
Porto, 2015-).

Figure 3.2: Rehabilitation projects for
Ilhas of Porto:
1st row, Ilha Bela Vista by Domus So-
cial (2013-2016): a. Model, b. Façade,
c. Interior.
2nd row, Ilha S. Vítor by BAAU (2013-
2015): a. Exterior, b. Kitchen, c. Bedroom
with bathtub.
[Photos’ credits to Domus Social and
BAAU.]

3.1.4 Refurbishment in Porto

Lately,much attention is being given to ilhas, construction typology similar to
the one used as study case, which belonged to working class at the beginning
of the industrial revolution. Two examples are selected: “Ilha Bela Vista” by
Domus Social (2013-2016) [other: (Rodrigues, 2015)] and “Ilha S. Vítor” by
BAAU (2013-2015),which are two diòerent approaches and economic structures:
the ûrst with town investment and later with private and controlled investment.

Starting with “Ilha Bela Vista” on ûgure 3.2-a, it is a rehabilitation project
with investment of the municipality to convert that ilha to social housing,
having previously bought it as part of their building stock. _e project was
developed for 35 houses (13 families were still living there), with a rough invest-
ment of 800,000 euros. _e investment is deep, working in sewage that did
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not exist before, and build the rest of proper infrastructures. Every individual
house got, apart from refurbished bedrooms and living rooms, new kitchens
and bathrooms. One applied strategy was the design of a community laun-
dry. By the investment, this project is far from the scope of this dissertation.
But although it was as a complete intervention (interior, exterior, structure
and infrastructures) developed by professionals and proûtable companies, it
reinforces themotivation of this research and gives an idea of other socially
concerned projects being developed in Porto.

Ilha on street of S. Vítor by BAAU (2013-2015) on ûgure 3.2-b. _e promoter
of the work – and owner land/dwellings –, an artist by occupation, wanted
to rehabilitate the houses with low budget contingencies, with a brieûng that
needed – for example – to contemplate self-construction to reduce costs. _e
investment summed up to 30,000 euros for three independent dwellings. (One
of the dwellings inside this ilhawas not intervened55. _e occupant of that house opted to

maintain it how it was. It is not possi-
ble to distribute horizontal property

since this ilha (o�en like this) has only
one access to the street/public space.

.) _e project was developed
to receive artists as temporary residences, and the front one as themultipurpose
house for workshops, exhibitions, classes or conferences. _e nature of interior
design and furniture is very interesting, since reused furniture andmaterials
were used, services (water heater, pipes, etc) were not hidden, and the ceiling
was covered only with OSB wood which gives a good-raw-sense on aesthetics.
_is project serves as a good visual reference for low budget intervention and a
project capable of enabling non-specialized construction collaborators.

_e project on ûgure 3.3 developed by Colectivo Mel (2004-) is a highly

Figure 3.3: Project “Duas casas
para S.” by Colectivo Mel (2004-).
[Photos’ credits to Colectivo Mel.]

interesting intervention on a bourgeois house, which serves as a particularly
useful reference for social and architectural interventions. It excels due to
its respect for heritage and sincere aesthetics. _eir approach to architecture
allowed them to combine respect and truth with economy ofmaterial resources
and costs. _e pictures can not re�ect how light, furniture, partitioning and ûn-
ishings look in reality.
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of a building,
performance and classiûcation of in-

terventions: 1. Maintenance, 2. Re-
habilitation, and 3. Requaliûcation.

A lot of times interventions do not need to do much, the
designer needs to bemindful and smart on decisions to enhance the properties
ofmaterials, colours, life and identity. Porto has a great potential: culturally,
traditions and popular knowledge can be a source of inspiration for design,
independently of its scale. Diversity of traditional cra�s, traditional techniques
and materials call for attention to ûnd new ways to maintain and value the
existing resources.

3.1.5 Deûnitions on Interventions

_ere are diòerent levels for architectural interventions,with speciûc objectives,
time-schedules, costs and technical demands. Figure 3.4 helps clarifying this
classiûcation.
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1 Maintenance: Correction of small issues which occur with the use of a building,
natural degradation ofmaterials and elements. _ese interventions are useful
as a preventivemeasure, increasing the longevity of a house with reduced costs.

2 Rehabilitation or refurbishment: Bring the quality of housing to its initial con-
ditions before degradation. _is level o�en aòects also structure and building
services. It is broader, with higher costs and demanding stronger technical
intervention skills/knowledge.

3 Requaliûcation: _e costs and technical skills’ demand can increase to its
maximum, improving the quality of the building conditions comparing to the
original ones, both regarding architecture and engineering.

_ere ismuch technical information available. A few references are selected
for being useful and directed to strategies for rehabilitation interventions.

1 van Lengen (2010) wrote a manual entitled “Barefoot Architect” with many
helpful drawings on how to develop and deliver better designs for architectural
applications.

2 CMPorto (2017) published amanualwith synthesised information aboutprojects.
Directed by the local government of Porto.

3 InovaDomus (2002-2015) published a series of booklets with synthesis on
rehabilitation, from acoustic or thermal comfort, to services, to ûnishings, or
even structure.

4 Freitas (2010) and Appleton (2011) published books with complete engineering
(and architectural) principles that might help on better building rehabilitation,
speciûcally concerned with Portuguese reality.

3 .2 do-it-together

_is is one of three fragmented approaches that were identiûed as process for
the development of research. In this scale, interested people are virtually invited
to give suggestions on the development of a complex system encompassing
housing refurbishment and living space for a part of society with economic
and social struggles. As mentioned by (Gamman and_orpe, 2011), “by being
responsivewith people’s everyday lives, collaborative [and participatory] design
oòers possibility for designers to do their bit on themore sustainable world”.
_is idea of responsibility that is common throughout the dissertation, and
is re�ected on ûgure 3.5 conditions
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Figure 3.5: Mapping of user-driven inno-
vation according to focus and orientation
(Buur andMatthews, 2008).

suggesting that do-it-together’s concept places itself
somewhere inside a quadrant that is more concerned with society and less with
market, and seeking innovation through processes [such as social initiative and
activism] and less controlled by a number of conditions/restrictions.

3.2.1 Cooperation

Do-it-together, in this dissertation, includes the involvement on the design
process through Collaborative Design (or co-design) and Participatory Design
(or Participative Design). Collaborative design is a hot topic nowadays. It is
an approach on how to establish stronger connections between users and/or
organisations, strategically organised to think of new and better ways to design
our future, increasing value for society: people and institutions. Strengthen-
ing this bond between specialists and users/society, designing approach can
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be adapted to diòerent ways and new ûelds, by widening awareness into un-
predictable necessities or desirable solutions. _is approach of collaborative
design66. Everyone designs who devises courses

of action aimed at changing existing sit-
uations into preferred ones. (Friedman,

2003)

is addressed in this dissertation both between organisation/users or or-
ganisation/organisation, or even users/organisation/organisation. _e way the
communication is established varies greatly depending on the nature of these
partnerships. However participatory design is independent of collaborative
design in the sense that the design deûnitions can already be taken by another
team, it is usually a big in�uence on the design team due to the nature of it.
Participation is a social act itself on how to create impact on others with limited
resources or, at least, being an educational project of learning and testing things
together.

Summarising these two concepts and their diòerences regarding contribu-
tion and cooperation:

1 Collaborative design is most likely to happen in the early stages of design devel-
opment. Actors can havemany diòerent origins – diòerent experts, potential
users, non-potential users, end-users, control groups, etc – involved in the
creation and observation of processes beyond conventional techniques.

2 Participatory design can happen in themiddle-to-end phases of design devel-
opment. Actors – voluntaries, students, or end-users –might take part of the
fabrication process, with strategies challenging conventional organisations or
market approaches.

3.2.2 Concept

Academic research has been focused on possible ways for themethodology to
make creative collaboration more organised (Soini, 2015), usually applying it to
real life projects, such as Koskinen et al. (2012) on collaborative design or Buur
and Matthews (2008) on participatory design. Recently more attention has
been given to the in�uence of collaborative design on society and organisations
(Vaajakallio, 2012) and also to transforming societies (Koskinen et al., 2012;
_orpe and Gamman, 2011). Soini (2015) assesses that collaborative design
is still lacking research when it is to be applied on complex and larger scale
systems. _e same author addresses that it is diõcult to evaluate the impact
regarding the action of collaborative design. _ere are threemain reasons:

1 Fuzzy front end, where it deals with the exploration of opportunities and
generate starting points for new developments (Keinonen and Takala, 2006);

2 Outcome, due to open-ended nature of proposals (Verganti, 2009);
3 Organisation, of the “project work” in which the in�uence of the various par-

ticipants and diòerences between antecedent conditions and later reality is not
easily identiûed (Krippendorò, 2006).

Collaborative design usually follows a set ofmethodology procedures just
like traditional design such as drawing, conceptualising,modelling and other
practical activities. It deviates from the point of view that it usually does not
occur inside a design oõce but through an array of new tasks such as:

1 Workshop facilitation;
2 Local activism;
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3 Boundary crossing activities.

_ese exploratory ûelds have a great level of complexity in which designers
and design researchers should put their hand-on constantly to seek (social)
innovation and systemic change. _e role of a designer is to work as a facilita-
tor on the process of participation in themaking of all contributors, and act
as one too. Facilitation is a keyword on this process which has two diòerent
perspectives. One is facilitation as the activity of the designer, a set of skills on
preparation, leadership and extraction ofmeaningful conclusion from collabo-
rative working groups (Chiu, 2003). On the other, facilitation is the structure
on how it happens, such as elaboration of events to promote collaboration
through artiûcial/manipulative acts, for example, design games (Vaajakallio,
2012), or enabling others to collaborate through exercises to enhance sharing
of creative and innovate ideas (_ackara, 2005).

Collaborative design is a vehicle to engagemultiple actors together on a ûrst
phase of the design process to share and negotiate needs of users, their context
and technologies (Vaajakallio, 2012). On the process of discussion, empathy7 7. An imaginative projection into an-

other person’s situation. (Koskinen et al.,
2003).

has a vital role in the extraction of ideas, acting as one strong skill of a lead
designer. Interacting with users as people with feelings and doubts instead of a
vehicle that can increase/share of information and needs more easily (Koskinen
et al., 2003). Battarbee (2004) suggests a categorization for user experience
frameworks on empathy design due to its dynamic nature:

1 Person centred (physio-, socio-, psycho-pleasures) and individual’s experience,
2 Product centred connecting product features to experience,
3 Action centred, focused on interaction of people and products, and
4 Co-experience centred, where users experience together in social interaction.

User experience frameworks might be adapted to the proûle of the group/indi-
viduals and also the objectives of the design process.

Participation can have a powerful eòect on collaborative design, where
every actor (not only end-user) can be an activemember in the development
of products, environments and services (Kyng and Mathiassen, 1997). Due
to lack of expertise from the participants, the process runs with a pragmatic
approach to increase productivity, and runs with democratisation for shared
in�uence. According to Howard (2004) there are three important themes for
democratisation in participatory design:

1 Activities are developed within a local environment to which people, institu-
tions, culture and economics participate together. It means that every actor,
independently of the origin, has somehow to re�ect the local reality of where
the project is being developed.

2 Amateurs are empowered through collective design negotiation process, by
learning about the system being discussed/developed, acquiring new skills, and
having opportunity to increase awareness.

3 In�uence eòect due to shared ownership. Participation in the design develop-
ment increases capacity to diòuse process and solutions to other channels of
communication, organisational or political, by the these empowered partici-
pants.
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In the case of participation in discussion of design for social housing, these
aspects are particularly useful because the conclusions are within a topic of
social responsibility that should – in a long-term – increase the awareness88. Humans do not see and act on the

physical qualities of things, but on what
they mean to them. (Krippendorò, 1989)

for
important topics of equity, rights, and social activism.

3.2.3 Projects

_e following is an overview of many projects linked to collaborative and
participatory projects,mainly relatedwith environments of design, architecture
and construction. As it will be discussed later, some of these projects could
also be integrated into the section of do-it-yourself or also do-it-diòerently.
_ese participatory and collaborative characteristics were selected as themost
representative in this prospect. _is section is organised from early to latest
projects. No relations can be established between most projects.

EASA (1981-)

Figure 3.6: “Amsterdam Expres-
sionism” (2015) from EASA (1981-)
project. [Photo credits to EASA.]

[European Architecture Students Assembly] is the biggest
architecture students’ network, and it is originally based in Denmark. It deals
with experimentation for the realisation of temporary structures, events and
architectural experiments. It acts as a platform for students to share thoughts,
ideas andmethods across borders and cultures. For a short period, students and
tutors have the opportunity to get involved in various practical and theoretical
workshops, learning aboutmaterials and project. It runs through a collaborative
environment allowing students to acquire new skills.

ConstructLab (1998-) is a collaborative construction collective, working on
both ephemeral (such as project of ûgure 3.7) and permanent projects.

Figure 3.7: “Teatro del Mare” (2013)
from ConstructLab (1998-) project.
[Photo credits to ConstructLab.]

Such as
collectives like Raumlabor or EXYZT, this collective follows the development of
projects all throughout its development: design to construction. _e synchrony
between idea and reality is then controlled by the same team. _e collective
o�en works together with many other participants outside of their team and
also with other collectives, allowing synergy results in a collective work. _eir
practice looks for the discovery and knowing deeply the materials they use.
Carrying design to construction opens this space to feel the idealisedmaterials,
addressing their capacities and issues. To handle this desire the collective uses
low-tech and simple designs, also using appropriated techniques to be used
by everyone and limited resources. ConstructLab’s work is characterised by
integration of environmental awareness, use of recycled materials, and are
frameworked within a social, environmental and temporal contexts.

Raumlabor (1999-)

Figure 3.8: Inside the project
“Kitchenmonument” (since 2006),

a Raumlabor (1999-) project.
[Photo credits to Raumlabor.]

is a network collective based in Berlin focused on exper-
imental and participatory architecture ( an example of their work on ûgure 3.8).
_e group believes in a world with better living conditions for everybody,
through utopian experiments and keeping a constant questioning of surround-
ings: society and city. _e group pays attention to areas in need of renovation,
abandoned, or le� behind due to processes of urban transformations. _ese
are the ideal places to experiment new approaches to change, try new perspec-
tives and patterns. _eir projects are developed by the core team of architects
together with other interdisciplinary experts, especially the residents, which
are the users who know their necessities. _is strategy unites local actors and
external experts through experimentation and collaborative design, calling it
“research-based design”. _e issues diagnosis and their expertise, knowledge
and desire for improvement are only the beginning for change that Raumlabor
provides, creating opportunities for the local actors to continue their journey.
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Examples of their work go from spacial installations, creation of new public
spaces, open laboratories for artistic production and dialogues in public, urban
scale projects aiming transformation. As said, participation of local actors in
cooperation with experts is one of themost important ways to characterise their
work, combining creative disciplines, getting new ûelds of action, and testing
futuristic strategies. One example shown on ûgure 3.8 is the “Kitchenmonu-
ment” (since 2006), an ephemeral and interventionist object for the creation of
temporary communities inmany cities. _e group project hasmany similarities
with the next collective EXYZT, and o�en work together.

EXYZT (2003-)

Figure 3.9: “Southwark Lido” (2008)
from EXYZT (2003-) project. [Photo
credits to EXYZT.]

was created by a group of architects with the fundamental
principle of “building and living together”. It is a platform for multidisciplinary
creation with signiûcant impact on many active collectives, and their approach
intends to both design and build their projects, focusing their attention on
temporary structures and creating social spaces for cultural programs capable
of dynamically motivate local actors and society. _e objectives are social
inclusion and community development ( a project on ûgure 3.9). Today the
group is a network ofmany more disciplines, such as designers, photographers,
electricians, cooks, writers, etc. _eir work is distributed in many places in the
world, France, Italy, England Brazil, etc. Usually the network/collective choose
empty sites/buildings, acquire them temporarily with the permission of the
owner and transform them with do-it-yourself techniques, cheap and easy to
build. _eir approach to design is to use local inhabitants and speciûc user
groups to incorporate their needs and ideas on the designed spaces.

Just a Change (2004-)

Figure 3.10: [“Monchique project” (2017)
from Just a Change (2004-) project.
[Photo credits to Just a Change.]

is an initiative started by Portuguese students of
Engineering and Industrial Management, and Architecture. _is non-for-proût
association is dependent on volunteering, and currently works mainly on
rehabilitation of homes for people needing ûnancial help. _e project started
with diòerent kind of interventions but their initial purpose remained: aòect
others by giving opportunities for change in the lives of people. _eir work
(one example on ûgure 3.10) is mostly superûcial, acting only at the surface
level of a building, but it allows to give amajor contribution to more people.
_eir work is extensive, and are gathering support from institutions for their
social activism. _eir strategy follows three main steps: 1. Identiûcation of
situations that need intervention through social assistance entities and other
intermediaries, 2. Mobilisation of necessary resources (people andmaterial) to
support the rehabilitation work at the lowest cost, and 3. Rehabilitation, deûning
a plan andmanaging actors (volunteers, beneûciaries, building technicians and
the surrounding community) with special attention to the human interaction
dimensions.

Bellastock (2009-)

Figure 3.11: “Espace Publique” (2014)
from Bellastock (2009-) project, public
benches with stone, wood andmetallic
web. [Photo credits to Bellastock.]

is a research-action organisation working with the prob-
lematic of the cycles ofmaterials, using their main disciplines of architecture
and art. _e project proposes a strong concern for material sustainability and
more importantly placing the social aspect as the centre of their action. Ideas
and programme reach a higher audience through construction events, like
festivals and workshops, taking place in public and in real context, and also par-
ticipation in conferences and other professional meetings. _eir core team has
skilful cra�sman leading experimentation with discardedmaterials as resource
applying these reusedmaterials in urban furniture design (like in ûgure 3.11),
landscape and architectural interventions. Work in Bellastock occurs in a trans-
disciplinary form, as they promote, trying to go beyond limits of disciplines of
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the network, being educational institutions, private partners or associations.
Assemble (2010-)

Figure 3.12: “Granby Workshop”
(2015) from Assemble (2010-)

project. [Photo credits to Assemble.]

is a collective based in London working with architecture,
design, activism, a space to work collaboratively, with participation and with
multidisciplinary approaches. _is is an interdependent and collaborative
group of artists involving public as both participant and collaborator. In 2015
the collective won the prestigious Turner awards for art that has generated
much controversy due to the nature of their work: they are a collective (no
precise identity) and are focused on architecture (which is a discipline not
pure for art). In my opinion, it addresses some of the conclusions given before
regarding the importance of working more collaboratively, disregarding some
of the boundaries between areas of expertise, and that together we can be bigger
and have a wider impact. _e Turner Prize to this collective is only proving
this important step and that the world is (should/may be) changing towards
this kind of approach to art, social intervention, and approach to design and
work in general. _eir projects deal with principles of reuse and refurbished
materials, apply DIY to furniture, research experimental architecture, requalify
places in need, and consider themselves as a social enterprise. _e project that
put them on themap was the Granby Workshop (ûgure 3.12), which allowed
neighbourhood of Liverpool to be community-led rebuild. _eworkshopmade
the community to create their ownhandmadeproducts,with theirmaterials and
techniques, training and employing local people to sell their own products that
are “Made in Granby”. _is intervention was decisive to allow this community
to improve quality of life, bemore socially engaged, and generatemore ideas
for entrepreneurship.

MethodKit (2012-)

Figure 3.13: Pack of cards from
MethodKit (2012-) project. [Im-

age credits to Methodkit.]

is a tool to initiate a process of creative discussion, in
order to develop ideas, get overview of issues at hands, and a platform to make
people work together. It is a kit made of a compilation of cards (ûgure 3.13), sep-
arated by areas/libraries with diòerent topics. _ese kits are released 23 volumes
addressing very diòerent topics like urban planning, product development,
architecture bundle, sustainability, public space, etc. Companies like Apple,
Google, Spotify, Ikea and Volvo were already their clients. _ese cards make it
easier to co-design through guidelines facilitating the process of sharing among
participants on proposals of planning, brainstorming, development and evalu-
ation of projects. _e structure changes the start from scratch white-canvas to
a set of already thought guidelines to make it easier.

Warehouse (2014-)

Figure 3.14: “Cozinha Comu-
nitária das Terras da Costa” (2014)
from Warehouse (2014-) project.
[Photo credits to Warehouse.]

is a collective for artistic and architectural projects
based in Lisbon. _eir purpose is to develop and revitalise private or public
spaces through participatory processes that improve its conditions in physical,
social and cultural aspects. _eir architectural practice is based on a hands-
on approach, with creativemindset, experimental approach, and promoting
entrepreneur mechanisms on some projects in which they work. _e scale
of focus goes from city to furniture, but always looking for the activation of
processes towards participative architecture within social and cultural impact.
One of their projects, shown on ûgure 3.14, developed at Costa da Caparica,
addresses this social impact through architecture, where they build a social
kitchen with cheap materials and with the help of a poor community who
started to use that space as an extension of their houses. Looking to that
project today, it is evident the impact sincemany people began to move their
shelters/houses close the social kitchen. Other projects in the same area have
been developed since then, attracting much attention from similar collectives,
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and the community in general. _ey seek to “ to contribute to the regulation,
dissemination and sharing ofmethodologies,models and techniques used as
tools of participatory processes”, developed around principles of participatory
and collaborative projects.

_e project Critical Concrete (2015-)

Figure 3.15: “Summer School” (2016)
from Critical Concrete (2015-) project.
[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]

is an association focused on social
housing refurbishment with a clear educative programme which serves allow
the architectural interventions to happen. _e project was initially funded by a
European Project of Actors of Urban Change which is dedicated to local inter-
ventions for cultural engagement and city life improvements. Critical Concrete
is mainly supported by a fee payment of students wanting to participate in a
summer school workshop (ûgure 3.15) applying theoretical knowledge directly
in a practical case. _e project attracts student and actors concerned with
sustainability and social activism, since it is some of the basis of their context.
It works with social inhabitants with economical needs, with social institu-
tions, applying sustainable buildings strategies, easy to repair, low-cost, and
do-it-yourself philosophy. _is project is shown in higher depth on chapter 5.

3 .3 do-it-yourself

_is is the second of three fragmented approaches to this research. Here do-it-
yourself9 9. It is amovement strongly charac-

terised – by genesis – as a political criti-
cism against mass production andmass
consumption.

encompasses many diòerent ideas of interest, for projects interested
in ûnding alternative approaches capable of having any level of social impact
through design:

1 Opportunity to do-it with less (initial) investment and by being dependent on
others, such as professionals.

2 Use cra� (hands-on approach) as a physical tool for refurbishment, and as a
vehicle to enhance participation.

3 Shares ideas for collaboration and openness. It can be highly in�uenced – or
even dependent – on open-source platforms (web-based participation).

4 Choice for simple and repairable design typologies, less controlled by industrial
black-box products.

3.3.1 Framework

_e term do-it-yourself began to be associated, in the early 20th century, to
consumers in home activities for improvement andmaintenance, until mid-
century when it also got trendy status for small cra� works to save costs and as
creative activity (Gelber, 1997; McKellar and Sparke, 2004). Nowadays, even
though it still has this status for general population, it is used – as said before
– as political criticism from many areas, such as design, architecture, music,
informatics or networks. _ese alternative ways of doing things have had
created new morphologies and sub-cultures.

Today, themovement is growing bigger and faster due to quick and easy
transmission of knowledge. _e good do-it-yourself can only exist with knowl-
edge because it is complicated for people to ûnd solutions from scratch. _e
globalisation enabled by quick shipping and by the internet, allowed people
around the world to share and collaboratively work on solutions iteratively. If
collaborative design is potentially a strong development strategy for the do-it-
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yourselfmovement, today open-source information provided by networking
platforms is a requisite.

One of the ûrst designers to combine these concepts of do-it-yourself to
open-sourcewasEnzoMari (his idea is today similar to what IKEAdoes), one of
the propulsors of ready-to-assemble furniture. His strategy was to deliver freely
a compilation of some of his works with detailed drawings Vercelloni (1974),
such as a chairmadewith only with wooden boards and nails in ûgure 3.16,

Figure 3.16: Enzo Mari: Sedia 1
chair from (Vercelloni, 1974).

kept
simple to allow people to build it. His work helped in the creation ofmodels to
provide changes in the society.

_is approach has obviously many pros and cons. Some pros deûned: en-
gagement, gathering new skills, allowing doers to be creative, ûghting against
mass-consumerism or losing fear of tests. _e cons may be: time consumption,
ûnal quality and possibly durability and ecological environment. Undoubtedly,
doing-it-ourselves will take more time than buying industrialised product-
s/components. It is balanced by lower material costs (if not too complex),
improving self-knowledge and having amore profound bond with the object.
_e ûnal quality most possibly inferior because of industrialised structure and
money investment in development. Durability depends a lot on the philosophy
behind the company producing a product, but if honest it is diõcult for inexpe-
rienced doers to reach the same level. On the other hand, repairability can be
easier for simple designs developed asDIY balancing with the con of durability.
_e ecological impact is possibly higher comparing for on individual indus-
trialised product compared with a DIY one. It is due to production scale and
eòectiveness of production line. _e concentration ofmaterials and replication
of processes dilutes the footprint in many objects in a way that DIY can not.
_e balance comes then from the political framework of the movement for
less consumerism, surely compensating object footprint with reduction of the
consumer himself. DIY is not against industrialisation per se, since it is more
beneûcial in many aspects, it goes against the philosophy ofmass production
of disposable objects that big enterprises sell to increase their fortune.

3.3.2 Platforms

_e following is an overview ofmany projects linked to movements of do-it-
yourself and open-source projects,mainly related with environments of design,
architecture and construction. As it will be discussed later, many of these
projects are dependent on collaboration. _is section is organised from early
to latest projects. No relations can be established between most projects.

Instructables (2006-)

Figure 3.17: “CNC Class” from
the designer Jonathan Odom.

[Photo credits to Instructables.]

is a website dedicated to user-created projects that
are uploaded online. It was launched in 2005 and is owned by AutoDesk
corporation. _e platform is made of amaker-community with intentions of
sharing do-it-yourself designs,with step-by-step collaboration amongmembers,
with virtually anything that can be built. In their forums, the community can
engage in conversations discussing the projects, improving them, and learning
together with instructions. It acts somehow as a collaborative website (even
though it is a business paying for access of information), but more important it
motivates users to assume the role of a designer (easier with instructions and
computer-aidedmachines for manufacturing, as the example on ûgure 3.17)
approaching the limits between experts and amateurs, and also a place to test
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individual ideas without the need of investing a lot ofmoney in it to contract a
professional.

Open Materials (2009-)

Figure 3.18: “Liquidity” (2012) project
addressed on Open Materials (2009-).
[Photo credits to OpenMaterials.]

is a research group opening their ûndings and
ideas freely on the internet. _ey have a strong sense of experimentation with
do-it-yourself production methods and uses ofmaterials. _e purpose of this
platform is to promote research (like the example on ûgure 3.18) on materials to
the public, and are also open for collaborations from the interested community
to improve knowledge on them. _e platform can be a strong asset for the
development of exploratory projects due to having organised information to
master techniques and applications on materials, or even to discover new ones.
_ese kind of platforms are exactly the concretization of turning knowledge
and projects to people – sometimes socially-minded – with collaborative, open-
source and do-it-yourself approach. _e collection on their website is made
of many resources like news, techniques, theory, artworks, videos, have a
repository of relevant materials, tools and techniques (with descriptions and
physical properties, and information on experiments with tutorials.

Hermit Houses (2010-)

Figure 3.19: Application structure from
Hermit Houses (2010-) project. [Image
credits to Hermit Houses.]

is a cloud collective platform (ûgure 3.19) oòering
small house designs. It consists in providing thought building scenarios with
the possibility of being assembled with prefabricated do-it-yourself construc-
tion kits, oòers open-source manuals and also a mass customisation design
application. It is an answer to their philosophy of architecture that should
provide a service of harmony with their surroundings which is done through
a culture that involves collaborating, sharing tools and knowledge. _eir col-
lection allows a variety of designs, quick, easy to install and aòordable. _is
project serves the purpose of building a small retreat set up in around two days,
which is slightly diòerent from the objective of this dissertation, but it is useful
to study in terms of allowing “mass production”, aòordable and collaborative
development of structures that can help other in amore profoundmanner.

Open-Structures (2009-)

Figure 3.20: Open-Structures (2009-
) research projects. [Image credits to
OpenStructures.]

is an open-sourcemodular construction model,
which design is developed on a geometrical grid. _eir desire is to allow
“everyone designs for everyone” through the grid boundary structure to allow
it to become amodular system. OpenStructures has a database (ûgure 3.20)
free for everyone to share, download, andmanufacture the products/objects
in it. _e grid is built around a square of scalable 4 per 4 centimetres to allow
compatibility between the sub-parts of the design, and also parts that were not
originally from the same design to be used together in a new design. _e works
found in the database have several diòerent scales: 1. Parts (individual pieces),
2. Components (mechanisms), 3. Structure (bicycle) to 4. Superstructures,
(electric vehicles). _ey have a section dedicated to architecture.

SketchChair (2011-)

Figure 3.21: Examples of products from
SketchChair (2011-) project. [Image
credits to SketchChair.]

is a digital manufacturing platform for open-source
design and build for digitally fabricated furniture. _ey want to open up more
possibilities through the internet for the production of unique and individ-
ualised objects occupying the void of lack of accessible digital tools which
allow people to make their own functional products. _eir program allows
uploading of chairs created by users, growing collection of an open-source
library. It is thought for themanipulation ofmaterials in sheets trimmed in a
CNCmachines (ûgure 3.21), and goes through amethodology of 1. sketching
the chair, 2. testing digitally confronting ergonomic and anthropometric data,
3. exporting the pieces to the cutting directions, and ûnally 4. fabricating and
assembling the design with a real product.
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WikiHouse (2011-)

Figure 3.22: Structure tests
WikiHouse (2011-) project.

[Photo credits to WikiHouse.]

is a company researching possibilities to extend architec-
ture to the open-source. It is one of the ûrst digital platforms for housing, and
therefore are one of the better placed and developed organisations known in
state-of-art. It allows their projects to be locally manufactured into pieces which
are easily assembled together, reducing costs,making projects environmentally
sustainable, and have good constructive details. _eir designs were already
testedmany times, so their project is a proven concept already, as on ûgure 3.22
built in New Zealand. _e platform is thought to work in diòerent scales:
build one house or combine it to replicate housing in the urban development.
His co-founder Alastair Parvin call the movement as the “fourth industrial
revolution applied to housing”. WikiHouse follows some of these principles: 1.
Share global,manufacture local, 2. Design to lower thresholds (lower barriers
of time, cost, skill, energy and resources at every stage), 3. Open standards and
materials (cheap, abundant, standardised, sustainable and circular materials),
4. Human-friendly (safe, secure and healthy), 5. Modular (�exible product so
elements can be independently altered, substituted or upgraded) and 6. Mistake
proof (good quality on design development).

PaperHouses (2013-)

Figure 3.23: Design Dekleva &
Gregoric Architects featured
on PaperHouses (2013-). [Im-
age credits to Paper Houses.]

is a network of building partners that provide world-
class architectural designs for free through open-source licence platform. One
example is given on ûgure 3.23. It allows people to download sustainable designs
of blueprints, bringing together collectively architects and clients who can not
aòord these expensive services. Unfortunately, it depends a lot on the will
of architects sharing their knowledge on this database, and usually are not
the easiest projects to build. Regardless of that, it is an interesting project
suggesting changes on the paradigm of building industry and architecture. It
opens ideas for other kinds of projects,maybe less complex or paying attention
to refurbishment techniques of existing buildings. Sharing projects as open-
source is shared by other companies, one referred in this dissertation: Elemental
(2001-) with social housing in mind.

AtFAB (2013-)

Figure 3.24: Examples from AtFAB (2013-
) project. [Image credits to AtFAB.]

is a company designing simple,modern goods to bemade
together with new technologies such as CNC router machines and wood. _eir
work goes from furniture products (ûgure 3.24) and also architecture since al-
ready have built a scaled structure which has proved the concept. _ey provide
an independent digital fabrication workshops. _e designs can be downloaded
reducing the “energy-intensive waste of global shipping”, characterised by func-
tional and elegant products,with clever joinery details to assemble the plywood
parts. It is a proposal for digitally cra�ed furniture following the principles of
the do-it-yourselfmovement.

OpenBricks (2013-)

Figure 3.25: Room with product acces-
sible on OpenBricks (2013-) project.

[Image credits to OpenBricks.]

is anonlineplatform and so�warewith a strongdatabase/li-
braries for open-source architecture and design. _e project wishes to provide
a service for users to discover, design and build open elements of projects.
Some examples of possibilities are shown on ûgure 3.25. Many companies
and platforms use and work with OpenBricks, such as WikiHouse (2011-), Ele-
mental (2001-) or OpenDesk (2014-). _e works are protected with creative
commons licenses to be published and used. _e idea is to share and use sets of
partial ûelds of a project instead of having the need to share the entire/ûnished
project at once. Like others, it allows users and experts to inspire each other
and develop projects collaboratively.

Open Building Institute, is an open-source organisation trying to make
ecological, aòordable housing widely available. _ey usemany principles (as
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shown in the framework of ûgure 3.26) OBI (2013-),

Figure 3.26: Project framework ofOBI
(2013-) project. [Photo credits to Open
Building Institute.]

of ecology, low cost,mod-
ular, rapidly built, collaborative and open-source techniques to address their
objectives the best way possible. _eir library collection goes from structure
(blueprints with columns and beams),modules (eg. doors, windows), utilities
(eg. water, heating systems), procedures (on how to build), furniture pieces,
structural modules, and how to fabricate/manipulate materials. As said be-
fore, their project of open-source and collaboration wants to deconstruct the
paradigm of construction, leading our choices on housing to bemore aòordable
and controlled. It can have a major impact on countries in development or
communities with economic necessities, opening new possibilities for homes,
multi-family houses, greenhouses, barns, workshops, schools, oõces, etc. _eir
project is still growing and needing the collaboration from peers with the same
interests for sustainability on water supply, passive heating and cooling and
other green thermal techniques, insulation. Instructions are contributed by de-
signers around theworld and are reviewed by experienced builders. _is highly
complex and ambitious project is still growing, but it already seems to have the
structure to improve information and possibly to extend it to refurbishment
necessities too.

OpenDesk (2014-)

Figure 3.27: Material pieces from projects
ofOpenDesk (2014-) project. [Illustra-
tion credits to OpenDesk.]

is a digital fabrication platform with a set of designs with
open-source licence to be fabricated by the users (do-it-yourself, illustrated by
ûgure 3.27). To directly build the furniture, the platform addresses the user to
the sector of OpenMaking (2014-). It is an approach to furniture design with
great products, and a very good organised structure with clients from Google,
Greenpeace or Nike. _eir products can easily be downloaded and fabricated,
economically andwith sustainability. _e designs are not only open-source, but
also allow customization of furniture to better suit working spaces with speciûc
needs. As referred,OpenMaking (2014-) is under OpenDesk and it is global
platform for local making,

Figure 3.28: Case study oõce with furni-
ture developed in OpenMaking (2014-)
project. [Photo credits to OpenDesk.]

connecting makers, designers, and clients. _is
open design production platform intends to becomemore socially-conscious
and democratise the idea of production, just like Bauhaus principles,making
use of the new weapons of technology such as internet and digital tools, to
create opportunity to put goods and services at a global scale. Most of their
projects are usually sets of furniture to design environments like work oõces
(ûgure 3.28). _is subsection ofOpenDesk is more focused on themaking part
of the design project, putting clients and designers in contact with local makers
within their partnership database.

AkerKits (2015-)

Figure 3.29: Examples of products from
AkerKits (2015-) project. [Photo credits
to Akerits.]

is a company dedicated to urban garden kits. But it ismuch
more. It can deliver too open-source kits (examples on ûgure 3.29) providing
clients to achieve high-quality planters kits for gardening needs. It is possible to
buy them or simply download the source ûles build the kits for free anywhere
in the world. One aspect is the design quality of their products, another is the
interesting philosophy of a company delivering designs for free together with
an online store. _eir products are thought to grow vegetables, leafy greens
and herbs, and also create havens for honeybees and butter�ies. _is is one
opportunity for socially engaging projects and also allowing housing refurbish-
ment to bemore than the living part of a dwelling, to create opportunities for
food production and sustainability. _eir products are easy to assemble, do not
require screws or glues capable of snapping the pieces together, are thought to
be ecologically friendly, to be durable, and sourced from birch woods. _ese
kits open a possibility to createmicro-ecosystems in urban living space.
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3 .4 do-it-differently

Doing it together and doing it ourselves does not end every possibility for
social housing refurbishment. _is section proposes some other re�ections
on diòerent levels and scales of design. _ose were deûned and selected as
design for objects, design for new services improving social innovation, and
integration of eco-sustainability as an eòective tool for good low-cost and
environmentally friendly interventions.

3.4.1 Object Scale

No speciûc innovative objects/products for eòective (housing) refurbishment
were found, apart from traditional tools. Even though the following have
no application for rehabilitation, the products have interesting ideas for with
applicability on “superûcial” refurbishment of spaces, or having potential for
developments with some tweaking.

BrikaWood (2012-)

Figure 3.30: Assembly of
wall with BrikaWood (2012-).
[Photo credits to Brikawood.]

is a company that developed amethod to build houses
through the assembly of a wood product that cleverly interlocks in itself, like
illustrated in ûgure 3.30. It allows to build structures like Lego without needing
glue, nails nor screws. In between the wood-bricks, the structure is ûlled
with recycled oòcuts from the fabrication of bricks. _is product based on a
modular system allows the construction of simple, fast, economical, durable,
scalable and environmentally-friendly houses. _e company promotes it also
as eõcient on thermal and acoustic levels. Currently, it commercialised two
kits corresponding to diòerent wall thickness, depending on desirable level of
insulation (interior or exterior). Brickawood is one interesting example on how
a well-designed product has the capacity to be scaled up and possibly change
the paradigm of construction.

EverBlock (2015-)

Figure 3.31: Wall built with
Everblock EverBlock (2015-).
[Photo credits to EverBlock.]

is a universal modular building block system that allows
assembly of walls (like in ûgure 3.31) and furniture. As Briawood, it is a product
capable of being scaled-up. _is product, however, is much more versatile
because it comes in many colours and dimensions, it is faster to build, and
allow users to be creative, just like Lego, but on a diòerent scale. _e blocks
– also on ûgure 3.31, in 16 diòerent colours – have 15 centimetres of height
for all three diòerent dimensions: full-size 30 per 15, half-size 15 per 15 and
quarter-size 7.5 per 7.5 centimetres, with 8, 4 and 2 connector lugs respectively.
_e connector lugs have a height of 3 centimetres in addition to the 15. It is
also commercialised a ûnishing cap with �at surface, in all 16 colours, with
only one size of dimensions 30 by 15 by 6 centimetres. _e blocks aremade of
polypropylene, can be strengthenedwith accessories, and the company suggests
already a series of design options to maximise the use/assembly of it.

3.4.2 Service

_e scope of design is so wide that it does not end on visible things, either on
physical or digital world. Designing for services is probably amuch wider way
of designing for social innovation, in which platforms can address issues with
less restrictive boundaries, enabling planning and organising people, infrastruc-
tures, communication,material components, etc. Many studies and projects
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are available in the state of art (Jégou andManzini, 2008; Franqueira, 2009; Lin
et al., 2011).

Historically, even before this idea of service design was born, ideals of ac-
cess to good conditions of housing, participation, and delivering social activism
through housing was an important movement spread in Portugal, but partic-
ularly intense in Porto. It was during a short – but intense – period between
1974 and 1976, shortly a�er the revolution. _emovement is known as SAAL
(Serviço Ambulatório de Apoio Local, or Ambulatory service for local support,
illustrated in ûgure 3.32),

Figure 3.32: Social activism for participa-
tion on housing, a SAAL project. [Photo
credits to documentary “As Operações
SAAL”.]

characterised by the fusion of architecture and direct
participation of the communities living in the houses incapable of supporting
their necessities (Serralves, 2014). It was a political movement for social ac-
tivism, pioneer in Europe,mobilised by important names like Fernando Távora,
Álvaro Siza Vieira, Eduardo Souto deMoura and Nuno Portas. _at was an
especially importantmilestone since Portuguese society was feeling empowered
of being able to destroy the dictatorship ruling the country for many years. _is
feeling of empowerment is exactly some of the important concepts discussed
in the do-it-together section, a state of euphoria that enables communities to
create systemic change. _e transformation in that period was only possible
because architects organised themselves with contribution of disadvantage
people, providing specialised services that improved their living conditions. In
only two years of existence, themovement reached 40000 families.

_e following are two projects, currently running in Porto, that act as
service for housing refurbishment and social/environmental sustainability.

APRUPP (2012-)

Figure 3.33: Association APRUPP (2012-)
for materials’ repository. [Photo credits
to APRUPP.]

is a Portuguese association working as amaterial reposi-
tory (ûgure 3.33),managed by architects and engineers concerned with reha-
bilitation. APRUPP is interested in the reusematerials and elements,mainly
concerned with sustainability but also re�ecting local history and traditional
constructive knowledge. _is database allows: 1. Making available old building
materials, 2. Protection and value heritage, 3. Dissemination of traditional
constructive knowledge and local identity, and 4. Creation of awareness about
the use of resources, environmental protection and waste reduction. _e cata-
logue – available online – was created to serve the general public, construction
professionals and companies, city councils, owners and other entities involved
in urban rehabilitation.

Boundaries (2013)

Figure 3.34: Boundaries (2013), an editor
focused on sustainable architecture.
[Cover of book DIY Architecture.]

is an important reference because it consists on an in-
depth and complete repository concerned with sustainable, social, human-
itarian architecture. It is an editor of international architecture magazines,
journal and books, selecting and promoting ideas for new developments on
architecture of the future for the people. _eir collection is extensive, covering
“DIY architecture” (ûgure 3.34), “Architecture for emergencies”, “Humanitarian
architecture”, are only some examples. DIY architecture has interesting projects
of “Longhouse” in Borneo (Wallace, 2016) by its public interest designs, of
“Library” at Muyinga (BC architects, 2014) whom scaled themodel ofOpen-
Structures (2009-) (already refereed) to architectural level, of “Chuquibambilla”
(Maccaglia et al., 2013) for its social impact, of “Floating in the Sky” (Watanabe,
2013) for the proposals on low cost architecture, or of “Parcobaleno” (Viviamo-
laq, 2013) for its participative architecture.

Habitar Porto (2015-) (ûgure 3.35) is an initiative born from ideas developed
by architectAitor VareaOro (2015) in his doctoral studies with a social educator.
It started as Habitar Bonûm, more restricted on a parish of Porto, and later
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extended to other regions of Porto.

Figure 3.35: Illustration on par-
ticipative processes developed

by Project Habitar Porto (2015-).
[Photo credits to Habitar Porto.]

_is organisation act on 1. housing, 2. social
activism, and 3. urban planning. _ey provide services to facilitate housing
refurbishment, to provide housing at a fair price, and to create jobs at the local
level, by providing technical, legal and bureaucratic assistance. _is assistance is
performed in close collaboration by themany actors: municipality institutions
and social community. _emultidisciplinary approach of the project is capable
of proving solutions probably unreachable otherwise.

3.4.3 Sustainability

Sustainability1010. Meeting the needs of today without
compromising the ability of future gener-
ations to meet their needs. (_e United

Nations, 2008)

is both a hot topic and urgent, with a complex application
with many interests and visions. Because of that, it can be o�en misleading
or inconclusive. _is topic is of extreme importance for the ûeld of design
in which, by attacking one side of sustainability, the work may be damaging
another. Ethics of industrial/product design has been changing throughout the
years, from consumerism, to improvement of social capacities, to reformula-
tions based on technological advances, the twentieth century has been a big
challenge for the social and environmental impact of the designer. Some of
the tipping points were the real perception – supported by observation and
science –, where uncontrollable consumerism has started to awaken the social
and environmental reasoning. For both producers of waste forcing changes,
and buyers of products demanding alternatives. At least some. _is awakening
started as environmental concerns, but soon it expanded to areas of social
justice and economic equity and balance. Serving as an illustration, and decon-
structing the concentricmodel for sustainability of ûgure 3.36-a, it is believed
that themodel should sometimes be built in another way so the society can
understand that the value we give to things can be interpreted or measured
diòerently. Taking the ûgure 3.36-b,

Economic

SocialEnvironment

Economic

Social

Environment

Figure 3.36: Sustainability
models: a. State-of-art, b.

Slightly diòerent vision of it.

it proposed to have a broader interpretation
and inûnite conûgurations depending on the individual. Ethics is a subjective
and highly dependent on many questions. _is conûguration could be from
a project in which the designer works on the three vectors for sustainability,
giving more emphasis on the environment, but still working on the rest that
might be compatible or not. Papanek (1985) defends that designers should avoid
polluting with unnecessary objects11

11. “In an environment that is screwed
up visually, physically and chemically,
the best and simplest thing that archi-

tects, industrial designers, planners, etc,
could do for humanity would be to stop

working entirely. In all pollution, design-
ers are implicated at least partially. (...)
[I]t seems to me that we can go beyond
not working at all, and work positively.
Design can andmust come a way in
which young people can participate

in changing society.” (Papanek, 1985)

, and instead focus on socially responsible
issues which can create a positive impact on people’s everyday lives. _is view
– for instance – is a model in which puts the social part acting actively and
environmental acting passively.

(Industrial) Design is not only a profession for producing and designing
things, it should be revolutionary in potential, improving systems, optimising
methods, andmore importantly nowadays exploring ways on how to increase
awareness of the important and long-lasting issues. Designer should bemore
like an artist, questioning constantly, with an advantage of having an educa-
tion to help achieve it eòectively (due to project and technology). Design as
profession is still far from being well-deûned according to its role in regard
to social responsibility. However, Bártolo (2006) considers that a designer is
an active agent on the cultural construction, thus a designer can not adopt a
neutral position on actions and decisions.
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3.4.4 Environment

Even though this work is primarily focused on the sustainability in�uenced
by economic-social principles, it also tries to think about the environmental
impact. _us, this section is dedicated to it.

Nowadays, there are not many doubts regarding the impact that binomial
of production and consumption has in the pollution of our world. Preservation
and management of global resources have become a necessity according to
scientiûc observations and predictions for the future of the planet. Even though
this diõcult issue can only be attacked by the whole world – as it already hap-
pens with _e Paris Agreement or being worked by professionals and activists –
it starts in our decisions and awareness as individuals. Something that everyone
can do individually, in family, between friends, or in community, is to reduce
water usage, separation and deliver waste on recycle bins, prefer eco-friendly
options on transportation (bicycle, pubic transports, or low-emission cars),
use renewal sources of energy, buy local production food, bemindful about
consumption andmaterials, etc. Today, environmental impact is a concern of
many areas of knowledge, especially for design, architecture or engineering.
In all, there has been a growth on investment and debate, reaching areas of
science, economy, industry and politics.

Active design strategies aremostly connected principles of reuse, recycling
and reduction. Reuse works on the re-adaptation ofmaterials or products with-
out transformations that might or will createmore pollution. With recycling,
materials are processed/transformed in order to avoid using more resources
and to avoid dropping thesematerials on landûlls. It is important to understand
that recycling pollutes, but it should have a reduced environmental impact com-
pared with non-recycling industries. Nowadays, recycling is reaching a new
level: products. Companies like Apple are investing in taking thewhole product
to a profound disassembly and recycle/reuse processes, deûnitely closing the
life-cycle of a product, not on thematerial’s level but on the product (idea on
ûgure 3.37). Reduction is amore intangible than the others. It goes through

Raw
materials Manufacture Transport Use Land�ll

RecyclingSustainable
sourcing

Figure 3.37: Eco-sustainability model
(adapted from (Moxon, 2012)).

processes of dematerialization,which can be in order of consumption habits, op-
erations being substituted by services (centralization), replace some operations
with technology (such as paper [money, books, receipts, etc] for interfaces),
etc. Technically, and very important one is the notion of redesign, capable
of improving processes for industry and operations, which may increase the
use of new-eco-materials, eòectiveness of production, reduce degradation of
product’s use.

_ese concerns for sustainability – independently of the focus – can have
equal responsibility from consumer and producer. Both can demand changes
on culture and life style, but consumer seeks it, the producer bets on it since a
business expect success and proût. Transformation and rupture of what came
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before is never easy, therefore project management, research and (sustainable)
development is mandatory in the discipline of design. Design, from both
deliver and receiver sides, is one answer for change and exploration of a sustain-
able future. Sustainable design is amajor challenge for the future, accurately
promoting ecological action, social impact, and cultural concerns.

Re�ecting on housing, sustainability – or lack of it – can provide amassive
role on the design decisions. Housing, meaning construction, architecture,
engineering and industrial design, is actually one of themost polluter sectors.
Existing buildings are a precious resource enabling thematerial/elements’ reuse,
cost reduction compared to new construction. _e decrease of time for con-
struction is very correlated with the conditions of the building. Towers (2005)
suggests some issues that buildings must meet: 1. Conserving energy (consume
less energy, better insulation, promote solar gain, improvement of ventilation’s
eõciency), 2. Renewable sources (public policies putting houses collaborating
between themselves on collection of energy), 3. Water management, 4. Conser-
vation of scarce resources (selection of suitablematerials). Energy is amajor
factor. Sustainability on buildings come a lot from the smart use of natural
energy by 1. promoting solar exposition, 2. planning good insulation to avoid
higher energy consumption, 3. improving eõciency of ventilation, 4. install
alternative energy collector like solar or wind. Selection of materials is also
important, and designers can also reuse and recyclematerials smartly, while
making prevalence of respect for heritage and truth of an old building.

A possible eco-sustainable approach, which is much broader than working
with objects, is a concept of adaptive reuse, which is a strategy applied when a
building or a place becomes disused or abandoned. Re-adapting spaces –main-
taining original characteristics and identity – is aligned with environmental
philosophies, while spaces can be potentiated with fewer interventions. _at is
actually a very used strategy by collectives of Assemble (2010-) and Raumlabor
(1999-).

_e following is an overview ofmany projects linked to movements of eco-
design,mainly related with environment,materials, products and construction.
_is section is organised from early to latest projects. No relations can be
established between most projects.

Earthship (1970-)

Figure 3.38: House built with
principles of Earthship (1970-

). [Photo credits to Earthship.]

is a research and construction movement for sustainable
architecture developed by the architect Michael Reynolds. It is a type of passive
housemade of natural and upcycledmaterials. _esematerials go from earth-
packed tyres, glass bottles and cans (ûgure 3.38). _e houses built with this
method use solar (also wind) energy for heating and cooling, have a sewage
treatment, are built with local, natural and recycled materials, and incorpo-
rate strategies for water harvesting and food production. _e design is kept
simple, to allow people with little building knowledge to construct one, and to
keep building costs low. _e development group is expanding throughout the
planet, teaching the techniques, delivering teachings as open-source informa-
tion.

Figure 3.39: House of Wikkel-
house (1989-) project. [Photo

credits to Wikkelhouse.]

Earthship is already being established, beyond private constructions, like
examples of schools in Africa and South America.

Wikkelhouse (1989-) is a company proposing a new product: a housemade
out of cardboard (ûgure 3.39), in a sustainable andmodularmanner. Its concept
is based on the overlay ofmultiple cardboard layers to increase the strength of
the structure, fabricated in a closed shape, like a box. _e system is patented
by the company, a�er research and development ofmore than four years. _e
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structure is made ofmodular rings, which provide �exibility on the desired
size of the house. _is wall system has 24 glued layers is covered by wood
and aluminium to protect the structure against climate eòects. _e company
suggests that the house is 100% recyclable a�er a normal life expectancy of
50 years. _e house can be assembled very fast, one day without considering
foundations, sewage and electric works.

Eek (1992-)

Figure 3.40: “Oak chair in scrapwood”
from Eek (1992-). [Photo credits to Piet
Hein Eek.]

needs no presentation. A famous industrial designer who is
referred has someone with showing interesting works as an up-cycle designer
(an example of a chair made of scrap-wood demonstrated by ûgure 3.40).
Concepts of transformation and reinvention are applied on the reduction of
waste, and the increase of value of unorthodox objects. His work is located on
the boundaries of art and design. Unfortunately, themarket price of his objects
is too high because of the interesting ideology applied tomaterials. Eek assessed
that companies had the tradition to consider le�overs as too expensive to do
something with it, because of high labour costs. _en the concept was raised
from there, proposing to treat wastematerials as gold (material) and virtually
assuming labour as free. In reality, nothing has changed, old materials are
cheap and labour is expensive. Due to his admiration and respect for materials,
his design development was based on putting a lot of work into materials to
increase its status to gold level. _e reference is interesting because it has a good
visual inspiration for the kind of interventions at hand, being object- or house-
scale. _rough participatory work, labour is free (participants volunteering to
themanufacturing of objects) andmaterials are cheap, thus the investment is
mainly on time and not on money.

SuperUse (1997-)

Figure 3.41: “Sewer PipeHotel” (2010)
project promoted on SuperUse (1997-).
[Photo credits to SuperUse.]

is an open-source database dedicated to promoting exam-
ples of recycling, reuse and upcycling materials for design and architecture. It
is directed by the Superuse Studio defending sustainable design, open-source
methods, and tools for the design community, aiming to use eòectively wasted
resources, and energy. _eir ûelds of actions go from artistic interventions,
to design, architecture (ûgure 3.41), urbanism and research, looking for to
building innovative and smart products, developing strategies for smart urban
transformations. Two databases are available on superuse.org with materials
and applications, and harvestmap.org with amapping of places on where to
ûnd wastematerials (limited to the Netherlands).

REFUNC (2001-) is an artistic group of designers, architects and artists
working with an experimental approach

Figure 3.42: “Silo city” (2013) from RE-
FUNC (2001-). [Photo credits to RE-
FUNC.]

to interventions with architecture,
products, public space and education. _eir work is characterised and con-
cerned with 1. up-cycling of materials for architecture, 2. work on social
interdependencies thinking of new functions and spaces, and ways to trans-
form waste, and 3. ûnding new uses for materials, objects, and spaces. It is on
the boundary of art, architecture and design, always focusing on local materials
to be transformed using reduced budgets. One special, romantic and highly
experimental example is the “Silo city” (shown on ûgure 3.42) from inside,
which is a housemade for a family of three from an unused cereals’ silo which
was modiûed into a new and comfortable (space, thermal and acoustic) house,
with reduced costs and less resources. _e project is so interesting from the
point of view of dwelling as product, that the entire house was later moved to a
diòerent country.

Cohda (2006) is a British design studio started by product designer Richard
Liddle with an interesting approach to the production of sustainable furniture.
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Figure 3.43: Cohda products: “Re-vive”
table from (2010) on le�, “RD-4” (2007)

on center, and chair’s fabrication on
right. [Photos’ credits to Cohda.]

_e company’s philosophy is to search solutions for new problems or demands
from something old. Two examples of sustainable proposals are presented on
ûgure 3.43. On the le�, the project consists on a table with adaptable legs. It
not only has the functionality of changing the table’s height, it can transform
any rigid surface into a permanent or semi-permanent table, it is simple, easy
and adaptable to use, and uses a well-developed product: clamps. _e two
sub-ûgures on the right are presented handmade chairs made of 100% recycled
domestic plastic waste. _e assembly of it is quite simple, using a machine
to extrude (recycled) plastic and a skeleton mouldmade of wood boards and
pins. _is straightforward and eco-friendly approach to design shows how
low-technical approaches can produce highly visual and sustainable products.

Figure 3.44: “50% sawdust” of
Kulla (2007-). [Photo cred-
its to Kulla Design Studio.]

Kulla (2007-) is an industrial design studio, based in Israel, focusing their
work on material research. _e stool on ûgure 3.44 is made of “50% sawdust”
(seating part), which has developed a new design method based on material,
by combining two diòerent types of waste: wood sawdust and plastic bags. _e
product has new aesthetic qualities and applications created by the homoge-
neous mixture of two wastematerials, without more adhesives as plastic acts
like one. _e product is fabricated via compression moulding process. _e
studio has other products applying the same techniques: lamps and plates. _is
studio design is not completely concerned with eco-design and sustainability,
but their work has important insights new approaches on eco-products.

Ocón (2011-)

Figure 3.45: Lampshades ofOcón (2011-).
[Photo credits to Pet Lamp Project.]

is a project initiated by the designerAlvaroCatalán deOcón to
reuse of PET plastic bottles together with traditional weaving techniques from
diòerent parts of theworld, producing unique and colourful lamps (ûgure 3.45).
_ework acts on sustainability (by increasing ecological awareness and creating
objects completely made of recyclablematerials), cultural diversity (using and
preserving skills of artisans and traditional handcra�s), and ethical (fair trade
with local collaborators). _is way, the project is both interesting from the
social point of view through collaborations and participation with local, does
not require expensive materials nor tools (plastic bottles and scissors), and
respects cultural heritage through cra� skills.

Conceptos Plásticos (2011-)

Figure 3.46: Temporary shelter
and brick system from Conceptos
Plásticos (2011-) project. [Image
credits to Conceptos Plásticos.]

is a company with a developed system for bricks
and a structural system made of recycled plastic to build functional houses,
like presented in ûgure 3.46. _e system has a series of ûtting sockets in which
bricks and pillars interlock to form a solid/safe structure. Moreover, it is fast
and cheap to build, it provides good heat insulation, and retard combustion.
_e bricks are fabricated using the extrusion process, creating a three-kilo brick
from discarded plastic. _e project was developed for the Colombian reality,
speciûcally thinking of low-income families. _e system was already applied in
temporary and permanent homes, shelters, classrooms and community halls.

Precious Plastic (2013-) is a delightful project from the designer Dave
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Hakkens from Netherlands.

Figure 3.47: _e four machines from
Precious Plastic (2013-) project. [Image
credits to DaveHakkens.]

_e project’s intention is to spread the know-
how to boost plastic recycling, ameaningful project on the reduction of waste
and opening opportunities on creation of new and cheap products with speciûc
techniques. For that, he delivers an open-source database with information
on how to manufacture four machines capable of recycling plastic, with the
do-it-yourself approach. _emachines aremodular (pieces can be repaired,
replaced and customised), open-source (available for free to everyone and
anywhere), and inclusive (with basicmaterials and tools to allow it to be DIY).
_e functions of each one of the four machines (ûgure 3.47) are: 1. Extrusion
(melted plastic exits through a thin pipe, allowing to use it as ligaments), 2.
Injection (plastic is shaped through compression insidemoulds), 3. Compres-
sion (diòerent technique than the previous but similar in compressing into
moulds, however, is more suitable for larger products), and 4. Shredder (turn
plastic into �akes, to make it easier to store, control colour and quality). _e
designer has other projects on education through videoblogs, and other on
reuse of materials on compressed solids to apply on the �ooring (which is
no innovative from the but shows, again, concern for reduction of waste and
positive environmental impact in the world).

ByFusion (2015-)

Figure 3.48: “Replast” by ByFusion (2015-
). [Photo credits to ByFusion.]

is a company working with transforming plastic. It con-
sists in a patentedmachine turning unclean mixed plastic waste into a 100%
recycled ready-building material. Even though it is an enterprise with patented
machines, their project on ûnding their market on architecture and construc-
tion with an eco-friendly material/product is interesting to notice. _e brick
product is called Replast (set of blocks assembled together on ûgure 3.48), and
requires no adhesives or glues, has a very low greenhouse gas emissions com-
pared with traditional blocks, and has good thermal and acoustic insulation
properties. _ey propose to assemble the blocks metallic stirrups bonding
them to form the desired structure.

Zufelt (2015-)

Figure 3.49: Müll of Zufelt (2015-).
[Photo credits to Carter Zufelt.]

is an industrial designer with projects focused on recycling.
_e stools like on ûgure 3.49 make part of two furniture pieces, stool and side
table. It is made of recycled plastic (grocery bags ofHDPE and LDPE) through
compression moulding. _is work received some prizes. It was also opened to
other small scale objects, ûnancially backed by a crowdfunding campaign.

Joining Bottles by Micaella Pedros (2016-) and Bottle It by Charlène Guil-
laume (2015-) are two independent projects exploring wood-joining technique
using shrunk plastic bottles.

Figure 3.50: Joining Bottles of Pedros
(2016-) and Bottle It by Guillaume (2015-
). [Photo credits to Micaella Pedros (ûrst
two) and Charlène Guillaume (last one).]

When the plastic is heated, thematerial shrinks
bonding the pieces in the middle of its contraction. _e projects are experi-
mental, work with amaterial that has a positive environmental impact because
preference to discarded bottles is given, allow the use of wood in small pieces,
and contribute to an innovative way to reinforce objects structurally. _e tech-
nique can be adapted to diòerent shapes, diòerent materials, and is a cheap way
to build/assemble objects, therefore with potential on social impact.

3 .5 preliminary remarks

General (theoretical) and background (theoretic-practical) reviews are an im-
portant contribution for themind-set needed to understand the problem, from
question to problem, from research and deûnition, or from divergence and con-
vergence. _is exploratory and broad research enables the creation of amindful
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connection, both conscience and sub-conscience. _e following intends to
synthesise previous exposed research. _ese remarks should be treated as pre-
liminary contributions to knowledge for design development and delivering,
for following divergences and convergences, from problem to solution.

3.5.1 Disciplines

An analogy is given on the application of design for housing refurbishment
with ûgure 3.51, considering complementary disciplines as a scale on the human
body. _e body-scale refers to the discipline of Architecture and deals with
social impact and ways of living, the hand-scale with discipline of (Product-
)Design deals with constructive details, aesthetics, and feelings, and ûnally
“functionality”-scale with discipline of engineering, helps on structure, safety
and function.

Figure 3.51: Representation of
three scales: 1. Body, 2. Hand
and 3. Structure as disciplines
(drawings by BurneHogarth).

Multidisciplinary approach to complex systems is being increasingly neces-
sary to give eòective solutions. Social housing is not only a series of objects since
these physical structures are deeply connected to emotional stability and com-
fort of families, and to culture and heritage. Product design is a ûeld capable of
encompassing these complexities within its boundaries. It is the responsibility
of the designer himself to expand limits to areas enabling positive social impact.
In the ûeld of housing, traditionally subdued to architects, refurbishment of
existing houses releases the intervention project of some architectural skills. It
occurs because since the scale of intervention is not the building, but the scale
of apartment and objects. Partitioning, furnishings, furniture and domestic
objects are well in the range of traditional product-design, used to body scale,
understanding materials, and creative/lateral thinking.

3.5.2 Mapping

_e mind-map proposed within this research does not have the pretension
of calling social responsibility from pure design standpoint. It does not have
that miraculous status, but nothing prevents us from working on these utopian
ideas. _ey will deûnitely contribute to more awareness, of hopefully leaning
the world a better place.

Designers have to play with the rules of world. Independently of living in a
more capitalist or socialist society – that coexist in every developed country
–, professionals from any discipline are better when addressing principles of
sustainability. _ese ideas are not meant to judge industrialisation, it only does
notût strategical approach for social regeneration and freedom. Standardisation
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andmass production can be visually linked to fast food industry, very useful for
everyday life when needing a quick and tasty meal. _e issue with an industry
like that is the volatilenature of the business and intrinsic quality of the products,
because they were developed (with extreme quality) to satisfy necessities of all.
When satisfying necessities of all, the designer is dealing with average/mean
characteristics, which may not be a good option in the long run. Hand-made
satisfaction and development on the real needs could be considered as the
new movement against consumerism, like slow food opposes fast food. _e
impact on health, happiness and truth are evident. _e connection with things
when they aremade by the person itself according to direct necessities, increase
the symbolic value, care and possibly ultimate satisfaction towards it. Cra�,
Author Design or Social Design can be some possible answers to themassive
consumerism in which Design has started to deal with a�er the 2nd half of the
20th century. _ere is something important about the process of doing it for
yourself, with your hands. _esemovements explored in social projects and
participative design.

Do-it-yourself and do-it-together are profoundly connected with each
other, as discussed before. One takes advantage from design collaboration and
the other applies those principles of not being dependent on corporations or
institutions for change, respectively. Both have a capacity to be socially engaged.
DIY is not taken has an alienated approach to design, it is quite the opposite
since today it ismixedwith interned platforms which allow collaborative design,
share of knowledge and ideas. In this sense, themovements can be characterised
as not being dependent on industrial manufacturing and for-proût companies
to allow us to make, produce and deliver for aòordable values, choose eco-
friendly materials, user-centred designs thinking about the speciûc person who
becomes the user, with a strong sense of cra� and repairability of goods.

Inspired by amodel proposed by Sanders and Stappers (2008), ûgure 3.52
looks forward to combine and place some of the selected projects on a grid of
importance, regarding mentioned aspects that were assessed while combining
product design, housing refurbishment and social activism. _e evaluation
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Figure 3.52: Research mapping with a
qualitative evaluation of the projects/ref-
erences.

of the projects regarding design and research-led is slightly conservative since
many projects placed on the top part of the grid are researching while designing.
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Research (theory) is fundamental, but it lacks something when it is not faced
with practical work. In that regard,many of the studied projects are a signiûcant
contribution on how the project of social design should behave. Doing as much
as possible, when and how it is possible with the available resources. Analysing
the position of the projects horizontally, the aõnities with this research is
stronger. Participation and collaboration are present on many of the most
impactful projects that were evaluated, reinforcing the idea that it is not easy to
make a change without the contribution of other players. _is is increasingly
crucial and proportional to the scale and complexity of the project, and – as
seen – social housing and refurbishment fall under those categories.

3.5.3 Social Impact via Housing

Small-scale production design places cra� in the centre, even though it can be
an expensive tool if considering the cost of time. Big-mass production design
places industrialism (apart from proût) in the centre, with a positive eòect of
democratising the acquisition of goods, since it is more immediate for people
to buy or assemble themselves. Using both, balancing pros and cons, is one of
the exercises necessary for sustainable design.

Regarding the broader objective to reach social impact via housing, three
theoretical hypotheses are subliminal to the previous contents.

1 Single authorship (discipline as traditionally conceived) is a stalemate. _e
world is bigger and better place if working collectively instead of continuing
fragmented.

2 New approach for incremental political change is necessary. Society needs
more awareness, professionals should address more sustainable principles, and
all together enable independent social activism.

3 Horizontally-structured collectivities – but also large studios with architects,
artists, designers, engineers, theorists, etc – challenges the limited outlook of
a uni-disciplinary language. Professionals should seek for the expansion of
disciplinary boundaries.

On the practical spectrum, inspired by Parvin (2013a) and reinforced by
selected projects, conclusions’ summary for housing work are drawn.

1 Rehabilitate or Build less
⋅ Prioritizemaintenance, and only then rehabilitation
⋅ Use cheap solutions: reusematerials, apply local and available options
⋅ Apply sustainable interventions (comfort/materials/used techniques)

2 Fragmentation
⋅ Apply partitioned and controllable interventions
⋅ Scale interventions to proportional economical possibilities
⋅ Preference to go small instead ofmassive constructive interventions

3 Go amateur
⋅ Use techniques comprehensible by local people, such as DIY strategies
⋅ Involve community with the rehabilitation
⋅ Develop activities for socialization while working on housing
⋅ Apply of cultural activities, enhancing neighbours’ connections for social
impact, with strategic platforms and programs
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Figure 3.53: Learning together, learning with who came behind us.
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PART II

DEVELOPMENT AND PRACTICAL
RESEARCH





4
PREPARATION FOR PRACTICE

On these preliminary studies, some areas adjacent to the research of hous-
ing refurbishment are delivered. Anthropometry and ergonomics are highly
important when designing spaces where user interaction occurs: furniture,
dimensions and placing of windows/doors, or area of divisions. Due to the
nature of participatory design, in which the project and drawings are built by
active and non-specialist actors, knowing the available tools, their names, safety
measures, and how to use them can advance the quality and eõciency of the
practical job. Finally, an overview ofmaterials and construction techniques
(of Porto/Portugal) increase the possibilities for better results, reduction of
costs and time, andmay help more people to participate in social regeneration
through housing.

4.1 anthropometric measurements

Anthropometry studies themeasurements and dimensions of the various parts
of the human body.

Figure 4.1: Anthropometry references for
furniture and products. Book covers of
Panero and Zelnik (1979) and Pedro et al.
(2001).

It is related to the studies of physical or biological anthro-
pology, which is concerned with analysing the genetic and biological aspects
of the human being and comparing them with each other. Anthropometry
uses several techniques to measure each part of the body, providing valuable
information to athletes and sedentary individuals about their physical and
biological condition. Etymologically, the word anthropometry is formed by
joining of two terms of Greek origin: athropos - man or human being -, and
méton-measured. Anthropometry is the study of the dimensions and parts of
the human body.

Ergonomics uses anthropometry techniques to adapt thework environment
to the human being, for example: creating chairs, tables, scissors and other
objects that are easier andmore comfortable to handle, creating objects that
adapt to the human body. It consists of the set of disciplines that study the
organisation of work in which there are interactions between humans and
machines1

1. Ergonomics is an interdisciplinary
science that studies the relationships
between people and environments,
according to Grandjean (1978).

. _is term originated from the Greek ergon - work -, and nomos
-, laws or norms. _e main objective of ergonomics is to develop and apply
techniques of adaptation of theman to his work environment, as well as eõcient
and safe techniques to perform in order to optimise well-being and increase
productivity. Two key issues in ergonomics are the safety at work and the
prevention of occupational accidents. In this context, ergonomics suggests the
creation of adequate places and support for work, the creation ofwork methods
and remuneration systems according to income (valuation and study of work).

Having in hands good reference books on anthropometry is essential when
developing projects on housing refurbishment. Two books are presented on
ûgure 4.1, considered to be good and complete on product and furniture design.
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Panero and Zelnik (1979) is an older in-depth database and Pedro et al. (2001)
is more recent but only gives dimensions on �oor-plans. Even though local
projects like this one are developed for the end-user, the comfort and satis-
faction are provided by ergonomics which is directly dependent on measures
(anthropometry). _ese aremore complex because it depends on interaction
actions between user and object. _ese references should be taken as ûnal
information, but should be analysed regarding the end-user and also the nature
of population where the project is being developed. Taking Portugal as a study
case, it is shown a collection of anthropometricmeasurements of the limited
data for the Portuguese population. It consists of 95 individuals of various
ages – 42 females and 53 males –, ûlling the proportions suggested in ûgure 4.2.
Anthropometric datawas treatedwithout gender or age restriction, and generic
statistical information is given for mean/average, and extreme plus central
percentiles. _e information is presented on table 4.1.

In-depth research can be applied to the study of human body focused on
Portuguese population. _e following ûgure and table are only a few examples.
On table 4.2 it is presented a comparison between the studied population with
data collected sample with a Portuguese source of Arezes et al. (2006) that has
a higher sample. _e error is negligible in this case, at least for the three ûrst
measures. Update this data base andmake it available should be a necessity
and useful source for better designs. On the case of ûgure 4.3, it compares the
height dispersion by age group and by gender. _e illustration in a graph allows
to perceive the tendency for the growth of heights by the younger generations
(the sample decreases for older people but the trend seems evident).

Figure 4.2: Anthropometric collection proposed by Panero
and Zelnik (1979).

Table 4.1: Anthropometric data of the selected population. In centimetres.
Mean P1 P5 P10 P50 P90 P95 P99

S 168.6 152 154 157 168 180 186 192
VRS 129.3 98 114 115 130 142 146 162
BPL 53.4 39 42 44 55 62 64 65
BKL 53 42 45 47 52 61 64 67
BTL 72.8 55 62 64 72 83 89 94
BLL 105.7 81 91 95 105 119 125 134
KH 52.7 44 46 48 53 58 59 60
EHS 78.9 64 70 70 79 85 86 116
TC 19.4 12 14 15 20 24 26 27
MBB 48.7 34 37 40 49 57 60 63
VGR 205.8 180 183 188 204 226 231 242
EH 105.4 92 95 97 105 115 120 122
MBD 27 18 21 21 27 32 34 35
S 44.9 34 38 39 45 51 52 54
MHS 61.7 52 55 56 62 68 70 71
ERH 25 16 18.5 20 25 30 31 33
SH 88.9 70 80 81 90 95 97 101
* TTR 73.8 61 65 68 72 83 87 90
* PH 41.2 34 36 36 40 46 49 63
* HB 39 32 34 34 39 44 45 45
# EEB 41.4 33 34 34 42 51 51 52
# SAR 80.1 72 72 72 82 87 88 89
*few and # insufficient data
Stature, Vertical reach sitting, Buttock popliteal length, Buttock knee length,
Buttock toe length, Buttock leg length, Knee height, Eye height sitting,
Thigh clearance, Maxim body breadth, Vertical grip reach, Elbow height,
Maxim body depth, Shoulder, Mishoulder height sitting, Elbow rest height,
Sitting height, Thumb tip reach, Popliteal height, Hip breadth,
Elbow to elbow breadth, Side arm reach.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of heights by age group.

Table 4.2: Comparison between the source of Arezes et al. (2006) and the
collection.

Woman Stature Sitting h. Shoulder Popliteal h.
Ref. 156.5 86.5 44.5 36.5
Study 162.6 85.5 43.1 39.8
Error 3.8% -1.2% -3.3% 8.4%
Man
Ref. 169 92 47.5 40
Study 173.7 91.9 46.5 42.0
Dev. 2.7% -0.1% -2.1% 4.9%

4.2 equipment for participation

Participation ofnonprofessionals in works ofmaterialisation of design and archi-
tecture, assembly, conservation or construction, is dependant on the knowledge
of equipment and tools available for eòectively do it. Surely, theory on this kind
of work is a lot less eòective than learning it by doing, but some information
related to it can be condensed as preparatory information andmight help later
for to overcome doubts, as simple as knowing their names. _e speciûc vocab-
ulary of equipment might be a diõculty during work between non-technical
peers. Communication is crucial, and for that names are presented in both
English and Portuguese. Some of the identiûed essential safety equipment and
tools are presented and kept on themain body of the dissertation, and some
others are placed as appendix.

It would be tiresome and diõcult to go through so many diòerent tools.
_us only a few number of considerations are given along with subsections.

4.2.1 Safety

Knowing protective equipment and having respect for safety measures limits
many unfortunate surprises. We need to understand that everything we do
has a risk involved, which may be direct or indirect and be immediate or
revealed later. When working with cutting devices, working on dusty and noisy
environments, things that might splash to eyes, the inherent risks are higher,
hence demanding more attention. Figure 4.4 has a selection of equipment for
our protection.

_e safety measures proposed by CCOSH (2017) are:

1 Select the right tool for the job.
2 Substitutes increase the chance of having an accident.
3 Inspect tools for defects before use.
4 Replace or repair defective tools.
5 Replace cracked, splintered, or broken handles on hand tools.
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Figure 4.4: Personal protec-
tive equipment, from le�

to right, and top to bottom.

Head protection:
Safety glasses (Óculos de
proteção), Safety goggles

Face shield, Welding helmet
Ear plugs, Ear muòs

Mask (light), Dust mask

Hand protection:
Safety Gloves Comfort (Luvas), Safety

Gloves for general work, Welding gloves

6 Maintain tools carefully.
7 Keep them clean and dry, and store them properly a�er each use.
8 Inspect cords for defects (cracking, fraying, faults in the insulation).
9 Check for damaged switches and ones with faulty trigger locks.
10 Inspect the plug for cracks and for missing, loose or faulty prongs.
11 Wear safety glasses or goggles andwell-ûtting gloves appropriate for the hazards

to which may be exposed when doing various tasks.

Safety boots or impact helmets are not listed, but they are some of the
most important safety equipment. Most fatal injuries occur by head trauma
that can be absorbed when using a helmet. Many injuries happen on feet due
to unprotected shoe sole and tip by heavy falling materials or by stepping
on nails pointing up. Safety glasses or goggles are necessary when cutting
any type of material, painting or using any caustic material (like lime), and
working in a dusty environment. Eyes are a particularly vulnerable area of our
body, and not always with immediatemanifestation of issues. When welding,
the light is so intense that it is very dangerous to look directly at the �ame
without protection, and should never be done without a speciûc helmet or
visor. _e lack of plugs and muòs on noisy work spaces is one example of
later manifestations of auditory issues. Masks are important to be used for
dusty works, but also when dealing with other less obvious works like painting,
mixing cement or lime. Hands are themost injured locations, thus the use of
comfortable but adequate gloves for the job is highly important. _e ûgure
shows three examples of gloves – among others – available for diòerent jobs.

4.2.2 Hand Tools

In this section are traditional tools that do not need the electric power and
can be used for many applications andmaterials: wood,metal,masonry, etc.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 (the later more speciûc regarding materials) have some
of the basic tools for bricolage work (important on DIY movement). On ap-
pendix A, ûgure A.1 has a selection of tools for dimension and quality control,
and ûgure A.2 has a selection of plumbing, plastering, speciûc cutting and other
miscellaneous.
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Figure 4.5: Tool sets, from le� to right,
and top to bottom.

Screw drivers (Chave de fendas/parafu-
sos), Drywall screw (Parafuso), Wood
screw, Nails (Pregos)
Bit holder (Porta pontas), Bits (Pon-
tas) [Main types: 1.Flat, 2.Cross-slot or
Philips, 3.Torx], Drill bits (Brocas) [top-
bottom]: Space bit, Wood bit,Normal
Masonry,Metal bit (general),Hole saw
Bolt (Parafuso),Nut (Porta), Wall plug
(Bucha), Welding rods (Elétrodos)

A few considerations on tool sets given by ûgure 4.5:

1 Wood screws do not have thread until the head. When binding two pieces of
wood, the thread should hold the bottom piece, and the head hold the top part.
In case there are only drywall screws, a pre-drill is even more recommended.
If work was to go fast, a technique should be screwing-in catching both pieces
of wood, screwing-out (simulation of pre-drill) and screwing-in again pushing
both pieces together.

2 Flat head on screws are not recommended. It is diõcult to screw, and the head
gets damaged very easily. _e best option is torx (star).

3 Wood drill bits have a pointy tip, and if used on other materials it gets cracked.
Masonry drill bits have a thicker tip and do not work well on other materials.
_e steel drill bits have normal tips and can be used on other materials.

4 For challenging holes, it is recommended to reduce the size of the drill bit. Drill
bits, up to 8mm on steel or 4 for wood are easily damaged if a user is pushing
it forward hard or misaligned.

A few considerations on general hand tools given by ûgure 4.6:

1 One of themost important criteria for the selection of hammers is needed accu-
racy (carpenter’s hammer), hardness ofmaterial (for example use ofmasonry
hammer for stone), combination with other tools (for example a wood chisel
should go with a carpenter’s hammer, and amasonry chisel should go with a
mallet), or range (destroying a wall need body power provided by the sledge
hammer).

2 Nippers are very useful to force the removal of rusty screws from walls and
other materials.

3 Clamps are not only a necessary tool for accuracy and support for assembly/con-
struction, but also very important as a safety tool releasing hands or stabilising
the elements for the action.

4 As clamps, pliers are also a useful tool to increase safety during work.
5 A locking plier is a handy tool assisting a vast number of tasks, such as bending

materials, unscrewing damaged screws or nuts, etc.
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Figure 4.6: General tools, from
le� to right, and top to bottom.

Claw (or carpenter’s) hammer
(Martelo),Masonry hammer
(Martelo de alviões),Mallet

(Maço), Sledge hammer (Marreta).

Toolbox saw (Serrote),Hack Saws
(Serra de arco), Coping saw (Serra de
arco), X-acto or Box cutter (X-acto).

Snips cutter (Alicate corta chapas), Bolt
cutter (Cizalha), Wire cutter (Alicate
de corte lateral),Nipper (Turquês).

Slip joint plier (Alicate universal), Long
nose plier (Alicate de pontas), Locking
plier (Alicate de grifos), Tongue-and-

groove plier (Alicate cremalheiro).

Clamp (Grampo), C-clamp.

[Open end] wrench (Chave
de boca), Adjustable wrench

(Chave ajustável [ou inglesa]).

Wood chisels (Formão demadeira),
Masonry Concrete chisel (Cinzel

ou Escopro), Concrete chisel, Files
or rasp [diòerent types: �at, round,
half-round, etc] (Grosa ou Lima).

6 Wood chisels should never be used on diòerent materials. _e tip is supposed
to be sharp and accurate.

7 _e wood chisel shouldmark the limits, and only then remove the wood with
angled side against the good wood. _at angle gives support and accuracy to
the cut.

8 _e rasps should be used from rough (faster) to so� (ûnishing) grain size.

4.2.3 Power Tools

Power tools are very useful because they reduce the amount of energy that
we need to spend on a job using hand tools, and also allow to achieve better
results. On the other hand, these tools can be hazardous in�icting injuries
when not managed carefully, or when the user is distracted. Injuries can be
avoided respecting thematerial, by not allowing distractions and by using safety
equipment. Probably one of themost important safety measures when working
with power tools is always to unplug/turn oò the tool when cleaning, verifying
something, walking,moving hands, or changing cutting pieces, like saws. _e
most common power tools, virtually allowing the fabrication/construction of
everything, are presented on ûgure 4.7. A few considerations on these power
tools:
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Figure 4.7: Power tools, from le� to right,
and top to bottom.

Drills:
Electric screwdriver or Drill (Aparafu-
sadora), Impact drill (Aparafusadora
de impacto), and Rotary hammer drill
(Berbequim ou martelo perfurador)

Saws:
Miter saw (Serra de esquadria), Table
saw [with miter saw] (Serra demesa),
and Circular saw (Serra circular)

Cutting:
Angle Grinder (Rebarbadora), [Plunge],
Jigsaw (Tico-tico ou Serra vertical), and
Router (Tupia).

Sanders:
Orbit sander (Lixadora excêntrica), Belt
sander (Lixadora de rolos), and Planer
(Plaina ou Debastadora).
Abrasivematerial:
Sanding disc (Lixa circular), Sanding
belt (Lixa de rolo), Flap disc for Grinder
(Disco abrasivo)

1 Drills have diòerent speeds. _e faster speed is recommended for drilling into
so� materials or driving smaller screws, and slower speed the opposite. A faster
speed has a higher increase of temperature between materials; for examplewith
thermoplastics, it might start melting thematerial instead of drilling a hole.

2 Electric drills can be used as both screwdrivers and drills. _e bits may need
bit holders (ûgure 4.5).

3 Reinforcing again: full attention to ûngers and legs and respect for safety
measures. _e tools of rows 2 and 3 are themost dangerous.

4 Hammer drill and rotary hammer drill gave hammering options that facilitate
a lot the drilling work.

5 Big drills like rotary hammer drill can be used with the stirrer to mix concrete.
6 Circular saw, router or jigsaw should have the support of ametallic ruler, or

wooden boards clamped to thematerials being cut.
7 Sanders always have a channel that can be used with a vacuum cleaner. If
available it should be installed together, since it reduces the amount of dust in
the air bad for health.

8 Sanders should always be used �at against thematerial being sanded in order
to maximise the utilisation of the paper. Otherwise, it will be too worn out in
the extremities needing replacement without being completely used.

9 Grinder can be used with cutting discs or with abrasive �ap discs.
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4.3 materials on housing

_is section dedicated to materials proposes to shed some light on typical
found on Oporto housing. It is not intended to be an extensive description
ofmaterials or constructive techniques, but to provide some information to
improve knowledge about the bodies in which intervention take place. Teixeira
(2004) is a strong reference regarding these topics, with organised information
about constructive techniques andmaterials used on (bourgeois) housing of
Porto from the 17th to 19th centuries.

4.3.1 Wood

Wood is one widely usedmaterial on buildings, in their structure, furniture,
ûnishings, and also tools to build it. _is material is available everywhere, it is
a renewal resource, CO2 neutral, it is economical, easy to handle, transform
and assemble, and has excellent structural properties like good elasticity and
response to traction, compression and bending demands. Other intangible
properties are interesting visual and tactile properties, a natural material that
can help enhancing human well-being. It is also durable when protected, but
vulnerable to rotten by cycles of drying/moisturising, biological or bugs’ attacks,
or combustion. Independently of the economic power of the owner.

_ere are many trees’ species with diòerent colours, ûbres and inherent
properties. _e treatment of man, like dry time or when it is cut also aòect
the quality. One way to guaranteemaintenance of wood’s properties is to use
varnishing or adequate paint on the exterior surfaces.

_e most used wood on that period are (ûgure 4.8):

Figure 4.8: Wood textures on old houses:
a. Sweet chestnut, b. Oak, and c. Pine.

1. Sweet chestnut
(Castanho), 2. Oak (Carvalho), 3. Pine (Pinho), for the structure of roofs,
stairs and �oor beams, while tabique, frames and �ooring was built with pine.
Sweet chestnut has a pale to brown colour, coarse texture, it is light and hard
but easy to work. Even though it is very resistance to water, it is vulnerable to
parasites’ attack. Oak, is brown and non-uniform texture, hard andmoderately
heavy. It is one of the hardest woods to work, but it compensates by being
durable and resistant. Pine is probably themost used wood in construction,
due to its abundance. It is usually pale to reddish brown colour, coarse texture,
moderately hard, heavy, and easy to work. Bad characteristics are linked to not
being themost durable, presenting some knots, and vulnerability to the attack
of parasites.

_e dimensions of straight tree trunks aòected the width of housing in
Porto, never higher than 7 meters. _e wood beams for ceilings and upper
�oors had to be long enough to overcome the total space between

Figure 4.9: Tabique wall structure.

stone walls
that support the weight of these structures.

_emost common partitioning walls (interior walls) were built with system
known as tabique (ûgure 4.9). _is system was also applied on exterior walls,
mainly on upper storeys, but it is more prone to degradation than stone walls.
_ese walls are constructed with vertical wood bars with thickness around
4/5 centimetres and width of around 10/15 centimetres. _ese vertical planks
were connected on both sides with smaller pieces of wood distributed in the
horizontal with 1/3 centimetres width and separated by 3/5 centimetres. _ese
horizontal elements also served the purpose of holding the covering layer of
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mortar that hide and smooth the interior structure. _is system is abundant
because it is a light, cheap, and fast structure to be built on housing.

Engineered wood materials useful for the practical work but not found
on old houses, are Oriented Strand Boards (OSB) and Plywood (Contrapla-
cado), as presented on ûgure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Engineered wood’s textures:
a. OSB, and b. Plywood.

OSB is formed by wood strands (�akes)
compressed together in speciûc orientations with adhesives. _eir appearance
is characterised by being rough and having an irregular surface with many
diòerent visible strips of wood. _ese boards come in many thicknesses, it is
light, and usually not recommended for environments with humidity exposure
even though it can be overcome depending on treatment and board’s class. Ply-
wood is a sheet material manufactured from thin layers of wood – cut as thin
boards directly from tree trunk – that are glued together. _e layers are rotated
from one another in order to �ip the direction of ûbres to increase strength.
Plywood can come frommany diòerent types ofwood: colour, strength,weight,
or resistance to water.

4.3.2 Metal

_e applications of this material is very old, and the technology for extraction,
fabrication, and quality has changed a lot. Its raw materials are extracted from
rocks and minerals, before going into a process of melting and separation.

Figure 4.11: Colour of diòerent metals: a.
Iron, b. Copper, c. Zinc, and d. Lead.

_e general properties of this type ofmaterial are great mechanical strength,
capacity for deformations before rupture,malleability, electrical conductivity,
and lot of textures and colors (ûgure 4.11) and possibilities for construction,
like welding, wires, sections, etc.

_emost usedmetal belongs to the family of irons. _ere are three types: 1.
Wrought iron (ferro forjado ou laminado) is pure iron, with almost no carbon,
2. Steel (aço) is an alloy of iron and carbon (this last up to around 2%), and
3. Cast iron is an iron-carbon alloy with a percentage of carbon superior to
2%, which makes it more brittle. Onemajor issue with iron-basedmetals is its
vulnerability for humidity exposure, being rapidly damaged from oxidisation.
To overcome it, themetals can go through a process of galvanization2 2. Application of a protective zinc coat-

ing to steel or iron to prevent it from
rusting

.

Zinc (Zinco) is the secondmost usedmetal on architectural applications
a�er iron/steel. Apart from the application on galvanization of iron (sheets,
proûles, nails, screws, etc), it is used for gutters, rainwater drop tubes, roof
coverings, decorative elements, etc. _is material can be applied without any
layer of painting or other protective measures against environment attacks.
Copper (Cobre) was never widely applied on buildings due to costs, compared
with alternatives. It is found on roof coatings, gutters, pipping or decorative
elements. _e material is very durable, maintaining its appearance for very
long time, since it creates a protective patina on the surface. Brass (Latão) is an
alloy of copper and zinc with a percentage of 3% to 45% for the later.

Lead (Chumbo), one of the oldest metal known to man, is an easy metal to
work with but more expensive than the previous because it is less abundant in
Portugal. Lead found in houses by ûxing iron elements to stone elements, and
some pipes for water, gas or sewage.
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4.3.3 Ceramics

Traditional ceramics are a so�-mouldedmaterial made from a liquid or semi-
liquidmixture ofwater and soil particles that can have diòerent sizes or sources,
but usually clay. It can be – and o�en is –mixed with an undetermined number
of other materials, like sand. A�er going through a process of ûring, it changes
irreversibly thematerial into a hard (and brittle) one. Ceramics are widely used
on housing (ûgure 4.12) through domestic objects, bathroom equipment, roof
tiles (telhas), wall tiles (azulejos), and hollow bricks (tijolos).

Figure 4.12: Diòerent examples of ce-
ramics: a. Toilet equipment, b. Roof

tiles, c. Wall tiles, and d. Hollow brick.

Roof tiles are one of themost common applications on construction, be-
cause it is cheap to produce, it resists well to environmental conditions, and for
that a stable system to be applied on a roof to protect the dwelling conditions
against water from rain. _ey come in many designs, some �at, other with join
grooves, placed on top of a wooden structure and sometimes ûxed together
with some binders, likemortar.

Tiles on walls are one of the strongest symbols of Portuguese identity, since
we are one of the few countries applying this material on façades of private
houses, instead of being exclusive for interior spaces or façades of important
buildings. _ese are usually squared pieces with a small thickness andmade of
whiter clay power. One of the sides have drawings and is glazed, the other is
raw and textured for better adhesion between tile, wall andmortar. Portuguese
houses can have these tiles applied on front façades, and later in history in
bathrooms and kitchens.

Hollow clay bricks are used to build walls joined with mortar in between
horizontal and vertical joint connections. _e houses focused on this research
havemore application of this system on later interventions than original built.

4.3.4 Miscellaneous

In this subsection, various materials are brie�y described and individualised
because these materials reduce the possibilities to modify the intervention
taking into account the capabilities that industrial/product design has to oòer.
Regardless of that, these materials exist in the typical houses in which this
research is focused, and therefore looking at them is of extreme importance.
(To simplify organisation, the list ofmaterials is inserted on a list.)

1 Stone (Pedra), ûgure 4.13.

Figure 4.13: Granite stone.

Together with wood, it is one of the most used
materials for construction until materials started to be used and controlled, like
reinforced concrete. _esematerials have the characteristics of being available
in nature, everywhere, and provide good properties of stability without needing
many manipulations. A strong quality of stone is its resistance to degradation,
basically capable of lasting forever, and being only attacked superûcially and
changing the colour. Independently of its natural properties, there are diòerent
types of stone, and man has chosen accordingly to availability, dimension,
height, looks (colour, visible minerals) and “health” (cracks, humidity, etc).
_e stone used in Porto is mainly granite, abundant in this region. Granite is
generated by the slow cooling and reduction of pressure ofmagma/lava, and is
an easy type of stone to identify. It is usually used on façades (exterior walls)
and other walls that receive loading from suspended �oors, ceilings and roof,
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through wooden beams. _e façades are also worked with a so�er type of
granite stone, on details of doors, windows, etc.

2 Glass (Vidro). Formedmainly by silica, it is aman-createdmaterial from the
fusion of some compounds. It is transparent, shiny, strong but brittle (little
deformation before it breaks). _is material is abundant in housing: many
objects, windows and doors. Glass has changed the nature of architecture,
aòecting a lot the details on doors and windows.

3 Plaster (Gesso)., ûgure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Plaster and lime textures.

_is material has been used for a very long time
in our civilisation. Plaster activated with hydration of water and was always
combinedwith othermaterials, like hair or fabrics to reinforce its strength. _is
material is very natural and does not needmajor safety protection (probably
for eyes only), is used by sculptors, and these artists were the ones applying
it on houses as decorative enhancement. _e powder of calcium sulphate in
the base of the plaster solidiûes very fast when in contact with water, has bad
adhesion on stone and wood, and provokes corrosion on iron. _ematerial
is vulnerable to high temperatures and humidity, and for these reasons, it was
substituted by the following material, Lime. Plaster can o�en be used to ûll-in
cracks of wood.

4 Lime (Cal), ûgure 4.14. Lime is also an ancient technique which is still used
today with high economy. It is applied for ûnishings on construction and
architecture, like coatings. _e powder/material is collected through the process
of calcination3 3. High-temperature process that trans-

forms calcium carbonate into calcium
oxide.

of limestones. _e process conserves the white colour and is
caustic (burns skin or other organic tissues). Due to its corrosive properties,
it has to bemanipulated with attention to safety. _ere are diòerent types of
lime, and depending on its production, it can harden reacting with air or with
water. Lime was o�en used as the bonding material used on mortars and/or as
pigment for paintings.

5 Cement (Cimento) is one of the most used binders today, to fabricate – for
example – concrete (water, sand, crushed stone, cement, and additives). It
comes in a form of a power and has a grey colour. Applications of this material
on buildings in which the work is focused on are more limited to paving of
exterior parts of the housing.

6 Sand (Areia). _e most used aggregated for mortar, and one important for
concrete. Depending on the source, the grain can have diòerent dimensions,
aòecting drastically the properties of themortar.

7 Mortar (Argamassa), ûgure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Clay bricks bonded with
mortar.

It is composed by an aggregator (e.g. sand),
a binder (e.g. lime, cement [or plaster in the past]), and water making the
paste. _emain function ofmortar is to act as a binder between blocks of stone
or bricks, as a protective layer as for coatings on walls, and also as materials
capable of providing regularisation by smoothing surfaces and hiding the con-
stitution of what is behind it. _e use of aggregator means that this material is
porous, thus themixture has to be in good proportions in order to protect water
from penetrating in it. To overcome some limitations, like this one,man has
engineered these compositions by introducing additives capable of improving
thematerial with new properties. _e proportions of its constituents, and their
quality aòect the response of thematerial drastically. In general, this material
has a goodmechanical strength, elasticity, durability, good adhesion to other
surfaces, and helps on the impermeability.

8 Painting (Tinta) is a strong identiûcation of housing. It is the skin, and how it
presents to the owner and community around. Undoubtedly it is a thin layer
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ofmaterial, but a thick layer ofmeaning. Characteristic painting is made of
lime (white) with pigments and additives. Lime painting served the purpose
of improving hygiene (caustic, anti-mould and antibacterial properties) and
also helping the preservation ofmaterials such as wood and iron. Exterior and
interior stone walls and plasters can be painted with lime paint and oil paint,
while glue paint andmilk paint aremore dedicated to interior plasters.

9 Asphalt (Asfalto), also know as Bitumen (Betume) – even though slightly
diòerent – are sticky, dark coloured (close to black) and viscous materials
processed from petroleum, that can have natural or reûned sources. It was used
to waterproof exterior walls or used to on some wood elements to protecting it
from rotten, as, for example, on wood structure of skylights.

10 Plastic (Plástico). _e use of plastic came later on the thesis development. Since
it is a particularly important material to be explored, for environmental and
economical reasons, this material is speciûcally dedicated to it in the section 6.1
of chapter 6.
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Figure 4.16: Giving support to ideas.
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5
ILHA: HOUSING SCALE

Housing is a human right. It is an essential part to provide life with security
and emotional balance. Low-income people sometimes even having access to
housing it may not be able to provide enough conditions for a healthy devel-
opment. In other, having access to a private living space does not necessarily
corresponds to having a house, because it depends on how well conserved
the object of architecture is. Houses of low-income population needing in-
terventions is well-documented. _is chapter intends to expand the scope of
industrial design to the housing scale, questioning the role of an industrial
designer as a social actor, and qualitatively assessing the eòectiveness of design
approach applied to an unusual environment.

5.1 case study overview

_e ûrst edition of the Summer School organised by the Critical Concrete Asso-
ciation was launched in August of 2016. _e program was developed to repeat
for the following ûve years, dedicated to social and cultural intervention. Two
primary vehicles are to be considered on this housing refurbishment approach:
sustainable architectural rehabilitation, and educational (and sometimes in-
spirational) programme. _e part of the work in which I was more involved
was developed in a typical housing of the Porto known as “Ilha” and intended
to apply a less conventional architectural approach, which brought together
dozens of people working simultaneously for a period of three weeks. _e work
of preparation and a�er the summer school was much longer and prepared
by amuch-limited number of people. I was fully engaged with ûnishing the
work to re-deliver the house a�er summer school ended, and have partially
collaborated on preparation and post-monitoring the occupant of the house.

_is description is generically conducted in four co-dependent areas: 1)
_e association’s program, whose motivation constitutes energy for 2) _e
community involvement with energy and hope to leave their mark that time
allows through 3) _e technical means of architecture and design with 4) Socio-
cultural impact.

5.1.1 Program

_e summer academy had as functional vectors the cultural promotion and
social cohesion through intervention in buildings inhabited by people with
socio-economic needs. _e interventions would involve organising integrated
projects in the area of sustainable architectural rehabilitation and the develop-
ment of integrated products in the dwelling that had characteristics of durability
and easy maintenance. To achieve these goals, the organisation planned a se-
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ries of strategies such as theoretical and practical workshops to optimise the
eòectiveness of interventions. It was also planned the possibility of develop-
ment of tasks detached from the built through interventions of outer space,
introductions of new ways to inhabit and involvement of the neighbouring
community, work that was not concluded by temporal constraints. _e project
program itself constituted the necessary generating ingredients that led to a
quest for multicultural, curious andmotivated individuals to contribute their
best to the outcome.

5.1.2 Community

_e program’s assets have generated a truly participatory, multicultural and
multifaceted community, from students to the guidance team. _e contri-
butions of the various personalities were made through disciplines such as
architecture, design, engineering, cra�s, social sciences and urbanism, some
more theoretical, others more practical, somemore restricted to one area, and
others with greater technical amplitude. My participation sought to learn and
contribute to the maximum of each and every area, which allowed a vision
of the work developedmore internally – by linking the organising team – in
detail – by the practical work – and globally – by participation in pre- and
post-intervention activities, as said before. More than 65 people were involved
in the project, directly or indirectly, in which about 40 were the students who
dedicated themselves to the development of the practical work. Human capi-
tal was fundamental to feasibility. It is important to highlight characteristics
of some groups of stakeholders. _e organisation of the association created
ways to achieve an excellent environment ofmutual aid and knowledge trans-
fer, passed a vision of positive and conûdent work, while strengthening the
premises of sustainability and respect for themanagement of resources in the
social project. A team of architectural and design mentors with experience
gained from their work, intelligent professionals with great mastery to give
students enough freedom to look for their design solutions, lose the fear and
pressure to make amistake, and clarify themore inexperienced doubts. _ose
in charge of the theoretical workshops, also with distinctive specialities, have
brought inspiration, hope, knowledge, ideas that promote thinking out of the
box, and even provocations that confront the will – sometimes innocent – with
reality – for example, too controlled by lobbies. _e participatory equation was
also complemented with links to other less active partners during the activities,
such as the occupant andmajor interested in housing, social assistance techni-
cians of themunicipality, and other occasional technicians who collaborated
in the architectural intervention.

5.1.3 Means

_e practical applicability of the project described here is restricted to the
speciûc case of a housing worker located in the parish of Bonûm. An area of
Porto with a high number of dwellings with rehabilitation requirements, very
degraded andwithout minimum conditions of habitability. In order to improve
some of these problems, given the conditions, resources and recipient, it was
agreed that the design of the various specialities would have to be based on
principles of sustainability through the reuse of equipment,materials manage-
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ment and repair/reuse of themaximum of objects and architectural elements.
_e applicability of some of these concepts had a lower utilization than the one
wanted to be in con�ict with the time factor.

_e housing is located on an “island” where the general conditions of
the remaining neighbours do not need socio-economic as in the example we
worked. Still, it is perceived that the spirit of community, probably less intense
than in the past,maintains itself with cordial support between itself. Generally,
the housing has an interior area with about 40m2, although the total area with
private backyard and front garden amounts to 120m2 (ûgure 5.1). _e structural
system is made by exterior walls in stone masonry with grout joints, a box-
enclosed system supported by wooden beams that join the side walls. _e
wood is used inside, for the window frames, partition walls in partition and
wooden �oors. In general, the wood presented already some biotic attacks by
insects. _e pavement was degraded in several places by unevenness and some
holes. _e electricity was restricted to the ûrst room at the entrance, which
corresponded to the bedroom. Without kitchen, bathroom, and uncontrolled
degradation of all spaces it needed an immediate intervention on the house.

_e project began with a clear strategy of distributing tasks through the
resources at hand – students and mentors – with group discussions at each
end of the deûned tasks. At this point, the design approach was distinct from
the common one because it became participatory rather than guided. While
mentors have had supervisory responsibilities and served as a mechanism
for approving the work – but equally participatory in taking on the role of
designers – it was up to themultidisciplinary andmulticultural team to do their
own con�ict management during the implementation of the original ideas. _e
initial tasks consisted in the development of a project with:

1 Model of the housing at the scale 1:20;
2 Assembly of a scale-widemodel that would serve as development and testing
for the intervention of the wooden structure to repair pavement, and some
walls and ceilings;

3 Beginning of demolition work, cleaning of debris and separation ofmaterials
that could be reused, coordinated with the initial design conclusions;

4 Architectural measurements of housing to rectify technical drawings;
5 Development of a three-dimensional model to do some studies related to the

way of inhabiting, strategies for comfort and control in the entrance of light;
6 Development of quantity maps, converging the work developed along these

tasks in order to rectify the adjustment with the available budget, looking for
errors and new solutions.

_e architectural nature of the housing with a very narrow plant width
of less than 4 meters, and a cover with a development of about 10 meters,
has become one of the team’s concerns regarding the combination of use of
natural light for comfort, thermal gains and energy costs’ reduction for artiûcial
lighting, so important in a social project. Another interconnected concern was
the thermal comfort of the dwelling that did not have isolation by the cover.
In this sense the energy eõciency of the space was improved with a system of
insulated boxes with rock wool, thus limiting the technical requirements of
the application on the roof at high altitude, and the reduction of energy spent
maintaining smaller volumes to control thermal energy. Minimal services
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such as sewage system, water supply and electricity supply had to be redone
almost entirely. Two cores had been carefully developed to provide a bathroom
(equipped with toilet, shower and washbasin) and a functional kitchen (stove,
dishwasher, bench, storage cupboard, and space for fridge).

_e aforementioned concerns were necessarily combinedwith the planning
of the new spaces, creating good relations between each other, improving the
way of living, and the integration of the furniture elements. As a constraint and
challenge for development, there was clearly the union and synchronisation of
20 individuals in a unit, the project, through the search for ideas, timely and
common timings, andmanagement of somany elements –people,materials and
limited tools – all in the same small place. _e work of intervention was mostly
done simultaneously with the various teams parcelled out on the spot. _e
inexperience in handling tools andmaterials was somehow rapidly overcome.
_is realisation and the way the project progressed in that time window under
those conditions validates the possibility of betting on participatory strategies
such as these.

Some of the results of the practical work were amarked improvement of the
cra� techniques, such as manipulation of various power tools andmanuals, and
work with numerous types ofmaterials such as wood,metal, glass, ceramics,
polymers, concrete and others. Obviously, the project demanded sensibility to
the project, in addition to more technical issues. _e reorganisation of space,
determination of areas and distribution of functions, thought of interior/ex-
terior �ow housing comfort are the language of architecture. Moreover, they
weremethodically worked by all. But especially in cases of emergency, with
theminimum of desire and sensitivity (truth, sometimes uncommon to more
technical professions) various actors can – and should – collaborate in “archi-
tecture”. No fragmentation. Among architects, designers, engineers, and others,
without fragmentation, in a participatory and integrated way.

_e mental processes with which a project is developed are greatly sup-
ported by training, but are also very dependent on experience. At that time, I
was academically trained to develop numerical analysis ofmaterials such as
reinforced concrete andmasonry walls, but themanipulation in the construc-
tion of these sets during the practical work was not by any means natural. _e
too theoretical approach of engineering has not allowed me to have the full
understanding of the diõculties and time it takes to manufacture the same
elements. Surely that an experience like this, so practical, can make designers,
architects and engineers better professionals, also from the point of view of pro-
cedural/constructive development. So o�en, these technical areas of knowledge
tend to focus a lot on the ûnal results, and less on the process. It was interesting
to notice some lack of synchrony from the participation integrated by so many
elements, with diòerent educations and communication styles. Some actors felt
more comfortable to provide solutions by knowing the boundary conditions
and working on the problem sequentially and orderly until they could ûnd a
minimal solid set up to begin the iterative reûnement process. Others adopted
amethodology in which they tried to solve all problems in amore dynamic
way, attacking the project as a whole without dividing it into more controllable
sets, as they tried to solve everything from the inside out. _ese diòerences
of approach have been experienced in an interesting way, because each one
has his method, that can bemore artistic, functional, eòective or free. It has
demonstrated the importance of communication and empathy.
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Excluding the structural deûciencies (which therewere few), the reorganisa-
tion of space, and the specialities proposed in the project to guarantee comfort
and safety, the practical/physical rehabilitation work was donemuch by the
“product-”design scale, which is somewhere between man and his hand. Rela-
tively to the conventional scale where the designer intervenes more, there was
not time for the repair of window frames and doors, but their replacement by
new elements were designed for the space. _e furniture is a huge investment
of time, especially if it is drawn from scratch. _emanagement of the budget
in similar situations should be done in a very pragmatic way, attacking ûrst in
speciûc situations of greater emergency and not trying to solve all problems at
once.

Technicians, independently of being designers, architects, engineers, ar-
tisans, or simply interested workers, can greatly improve the lives of citizens
in need with some eòort, but need the right platform to do so. Some of these
ways may not even involve physical intervention, but bet on the education
of the occupants, think of ways to value space, or re-launch the interest of
communities in the housing problem. Alternative cultural strategies can help
to reduce housing degradation. Here again, design can be used as a tool, not
only as a product, but a service that supports sustainability, social cohesion and
cultural preservation.

5.1.4 Socio-cultural Impact

_e city is not made of stone but of encounters. Architecture has a strong
in�uence in dwelling/inhabiting, in living, in encounters from neighbours to
generations that were not known, but through the inheritance of what was le�
to us. _emethodology used in the project was based on respect for heritage,
on the program deûned by the interview of the occupant of the house, and
on the resistance of suggesting relocation of the occupant that had a complex
emotional baggage with the house and developed habits with the location.
However, changes weremade. Most obvious by the new spaces of the bathroom
and kitchen that were a substantial alteration. Others by the deconstruction of
the previous bedroom-living room in two distinct divisions (maintaining some
functional relation), or motivation for the valuation of the back yard (in this
case, staying in the program, and can only be worked in an educational way)
to promote with both improvement of dynamics of life,making the occupant
more active and interested.

5.1.5 Participatory Design

_e project can not be disconnected from the human factor with the emotional
involvement inherent to those interested in a social project like this. Amag-
netism that elevates the technical work of the architectural intervention to a
level of intention, involvement and will that reduced constraints and limita-
tions. _e gains were somewhat reciprocal/mutual. _ose who “received” (the
refurbished house) gained some hope and joy, and those who “gave” (actors on
practical intervention) received personal satisfaction and appreciation.

Whatever technical background it may be, we can use examples like this to
think of ways of helping each other. Manipulate synergies of joint integration
of knowledge and will to do relevant work, valuing the profession, heritage and
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life of those who need it. _inking and promoting new forms of participatory
design that are integrated by multidisciplinarity (or replication) could be an
individual requirement to those interested in social, cultural, housing projects.
Re�ections like these should also be in amore participatory, open and honest
way.

5.2 practical research

_e practical research was an incredible ride, frommany perspectives: personal,
technical and scientiûc. _e biggest contribution probably is not directly shown
in any of the descriptions within the document, but more on themindset and
perspective on design, work and life. Full of constraints and interdependencies.
Contributions for social impact comes with a cost ofmoney and time for the
actors, even if the approach is more sustainable than others.

_e following will discuss some considerations during the process, accom-
panied by drawings,memories and descriptions. A visual report – that does
not replace the current chapter – is placed in the appendix B, especially from
the set of ûgures from B.1 to B.4. _e section will not explore many of the
challenges to avoidmaking it too exhaustive.

5.2.1 Architecture

_e intervention occurred in the object of architecture, a house represented on
ûgure 5.1. _e work has to adapt to the language developed for architecture in
order to show it: technical drawing with �oor plans. In works of rehabilitation,
architecture adopted a system of yellow-red plans in which black colour corre-
sponds to unmodiûed parts, yellow for elements that need demolition and red
correspond to the project of new elements. _is yellow-red information, here,
is only linked to the walls and not with �oors, ceilings and furniture that were
also intervened. Every wall, even if not in red, was intervene, and also �ooring
of spaces labelled as c, d, e and part of g.

_e interior of the house has a length of 10.5 meters and width of 4 meters,
with a usable area of 38.9 squaremeters extendible 12.8 squaremeters consid-
ering the up-elevated space of the bedroom (space f). Considering the usable
exterior space inside the house, the area extends more 59.9 squaremeters, plus
the garden space on the street of 18 squaremeters. _e walls together occupy
15.5 squaremeters of the entire dwelling. In term of space, the building has a
lot of space for a good liveable house.

Typology of long architecture brings challenges. One is connected with
diõculties of bringing light to the interior of the divisions, and being little
exposed to the temperature rise from sunlight energy gains. Still regarding
�ow of energy, is the ventilation, since it is harder to maintain good health
conditions for occupants and materials if spaces are not correctly and o�en
ventilated. Another issue means that the house will need a long corridor in
order to move inside, unless every division is always accessible, which is not
ideal when more than one person is occupying the house, for privacy and
comfort. Moreover, of course, services (electricity, water, sewage) have a higher
development in length.

_e owner of the house lived alone (at that time), but the design looked
to optimise it to a maximum, having the perspective of being occupied by
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Figure 5.1: “Ilha” house, area of interven-
tion.
Le�: Yellow-Red �oor plans on scale
1:200, including Front Garden and Back-
yard. (Yellow: Demolition, Red: New
project).
Right: Floor plan of Final Project, on
scale 1:100.)
Description
36.6 m2 - Backyard 1
7.5 m2 - Storage 2a
15.8m2 - Water tower b
Toilette 3
Veranda 4
6.1 m2 - Kitchen c
Staircase for attic 5
3.3 m2 - Fully equipped bathroom d
Kitchen 6
9.1 m2 - Dining room e
Room 7
9.5 m2 - Bedroom 8f
7.8m2 - Living room g
3.1 m2 - Corridor 9h
18m2 - Front garden 10

more individuals. _e following sections explain some decisions that have
conditioned the ûnal �oor plan for the house.

5.2.2 Living Section

As already explored throughout the document, the design approach on the
housing refurbishment was based on principles of do-it-yourself and do-it-
together, which, in this last case, the together meant collaborative design and
participatory design. _at way, the entire team tackled the design (both project
and object) as a complex system. _e project had to makemany interactions
between the diòerent actors which have worked as an eòectivemethodology.
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Communication between parts is/was fundamental. On the object side, the ar-
chitecture had to be split into parts so that the teams could work independently
in each space, and in close relation within the boundaries.

_e fragmentation of the system is probably the only possible way to refur-
bish the house with necessary quality,management of time,material resources
and design ideas. _ese spaces were then divided into the appropriate func-
tional areas from the brieûng: bedroom, kitchen, (new) bathroom, living room,
and the team assessed the possibility of having an independent dining/living
room. _ewhole team developed this process by studying and discussing where
would bemore suitable to place the spaces. _at was one challenge since a team
ofmore than 20 individuals quickly developed a lot of ideas and possibilities
that were not necessarily compatible with each other. _e assessment was per-
formedwith �oor plans (with in-depth survey already showed on ûgure 5.1), 3D
models, and a small scalemodel in wood (for the stone walls) and cardboard
for the interior design. Finally, with an entire set of back and forth discussions,
the ûnal project could be understood as a set of functional boxes, explained
with the ûgure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Housing bodies and their
connections. Representation with an
isometric projection and scale 1:200.

a) Living room and Corridor
b) Attic

c) Bedroom
d) Dining room

e) Bathroom
f) Kitchen

_e compromise from the collaborative design concluded the organisation
of space and interconnections (a user �ow/path plan) as shown by the ûgure 5.2.
_ere were some design limitations:

1 Natural light: Extremities are more exposed to natural light, resulting – for
those places – in a potential reduction of electricity for artiûcial light.

2 _ermal comfort: Rooms that aremore exposed to light (openings likewindows
and doors) are alsomore prone to have temperature variations since the existing
window/door frames were not energetically eõcient. Obviously, for reduction
of costs for these elements that are expensive industrial products, the team has
decided to move the bedroom and living room to protected places.

3 Sewage: Connections for the public distribution were placed in the toilette (5.1);
therefore it would have to be close enough to reduce intervention costs.

_e ûnal project proposed ûvemain boxes, plus a secondary one that would
work as a attic or a small bedroom, on the upper �oor (above the bedroom and
accessible from the living room). _e attic is not coloured because it was not
ûnalised. Dining room (that can also be used as a living room), bedroom and
bathroom were the only fully insulated spaces in the project for thermal comfort,
from the ceiling and walls. _ese three spaces are some of themost important
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and private places for the user. Surely, the kitchen is also an important space,
but it would not be possible to limit the costs and still insulate every room.
Kitchen and living room could – on the other hand – act as buòer areas for
temperature control, such as a thick double wall. _e kitchen and bathroom
were placed close together for a higher eõciency of the sewage distribution
service and reduction of costs.

5.2.3 Partitioning

_e division of space into individual boxes meant an in-depth dedication for
the designing of partitioning, study of the existing wall/supports and insulation
placement. A summary of the work/project is shown on ûgure 5.3. In it, four

Figure 5.3: Exploded view of the ûnal
walls. New doors and windows are
also deûned. Representation with an
isometric projection and scale 1:200.
Center: Floor-plan
Top: Stone walls
Le�: Clay masonry wall
Right: Old wooden walls (made of
“tabique”)
Bottom: New wooden walls

types of walls are represented:

1 Stone: _e four main walls that limit the dwelling and have acted as the struc-
tural spine of the house, holding the roof and all the wooden beams. _ese
walls have the triangular shape of the roof and on the two opposing wall façades
have openings for two doors and two windows. Although the walls maintained
its morphology (it would not be suitable to change them because it would
consumemany resources), the interior and exterior faces of them were inter-
vened, mostly cleaning weak mortar joints, smoothing the surface by ûlling
the gaps between the stones with cement and some were also painted. It gave
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two diòerent feelings inside the house: a raw looking vibe in the corridor and a
white clean and bright space on places where it was painted.

2 Tabique (type presented in ûgure 4.9: _e original interior walls that were
limiting the bedroom and secondary room. As seen in ûgure 5.1 with the
yellow-red drawings, and on ûgure 5.3, the wall separating both original rooms
was detached and relocated closer to the stone wall. It allows creating an
entry space on the dwelling, instead of entering directly into the room or to a
corridor, as previously. Other parts of the walls were removed, and one of the
door openings was closed. _e plaster of the entire wall was removed in order
to maintain a smooth transition between the moved parts. _us, it lost the
skin (continuous layer of plaster) and showed its interesting structure of wood
stripes (skeleton). _e tabique stayed raw from the living room, the corridor,
and one of the sides inside the bedroom. All the other faces were covered with
plywood to insulate them with rock wool, strategically to close the functional
insulated boxes to savematerial and follow the box-concept already referred.

3 Clay brick: _is wall was located in the back façade of the house, with poor,
weak and thin characteristics. A small portion of it, in the corner, was trimmed
and redone with new bricks to close the space. _e exterior of it was cleaned,
smoothed with new plaster and painted. _e interior had the same treatment,
with an application of an extra layer of broken tiles as a patch work. It gave
character andmade the kitchen more vibrant.

4 Plywood: _ese walls were built entirely new with a structure behind to hold
a quantity of rock wool for the insulation. _e structure is represented on
ûgure 5.4. _e design for it was thought to take into account: a. the available

Figure 5.4: Wood wall structure.
Representation with an isomet-
ric projection and scale 1:100.

Plywood panels: 240, 125, 2 cm
Wood-boards with cross

section of 10 by 2.5 cm:
Long with 260 cm (10+240+10 cm

for ceiling, wall and ceiling re-
spectively), and Short with 60 cm.

(Better visualization with digital version.)

dimensions of the wood boards of pine, b. joints between the boards with
enough space to be screwed together from the “front” (since the back was
always occupied by the stone or tabique walls), c. join wall structure to the
�oor structure, and ûnally d. allow stability/compatibility with plywood boards.
A real scalemodel was built to test the design before the interventions have
started. _e �oor structure was entirely redone for the new dining room and
bathroom because the original wood �oor structure was completely rotten and
uneven. _e new bedroom was completely covered with plywood to sustain
the insulation. _e voids for the rock wool were of 1.20 per 0.60 metres with
a depth of 0.10 centimetres. _e design of the structure proved to be eõcient
and fast to build. One of the trickiest aspects of it was to guarantee a perfect
levelling of the �oor boards since the air-chamber beneath was deep, forcing
the stones (making connection with the earth) to become tall and unstable.
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Apart from the treatment on the walls, the new �oor and ceiling of wood
structure referred in the plywood walls in ûgure 5.4, the �oor of the new
kitchen was also redone levelling it with new concrete. It remainedwith cement
ûnishing because the space is between insulated/interior and the exterior. _e
�oor becamemuch more functional that way to install household devices and
comfort with furniture.

5.2.4 Windows

Two types of windows weremade: a single glass window placed on the brick
wall of the kitchen (ûgure 5.5), and a double glass window attached to the new
wood structure for the plywood walls next to the stone wall window opening
facing the new kitchen. _ese windows had diòerent designs because of the

Figure 5.5: Front view of window on
the le�, exploded view with one leaf
open on the right, and detail on the
right. Representation with an isometric
projection and scale 1:50 and detail in
1:10.
(Better visualization with digital version.)

thermal eõciency. Since the kitchen was not insulated, a simple window was
suitable, while the window for the dining room, an insulated space, would
make sense to be double glassed to contribute for the reduction of energy
transmission.

To install the single glass window in the brick wall, awooden framewith the
ûnal dimensions was assembled and placed in the opening. With it installed, the
gaps/voids between the frame and the brick opening were ûlled with a cement
mixture creating a closed support for it, without permeability. _e frame was
ûxed to the wall with long wall-plugs, and then the windows were attached
to the frame with hinges installed in the position that allows them to open
outside. _e windows were built with a combination of pine and OSB woods.
Both were attached as sandwich with pine on the outside (more stable with
moisture) with a cross section 50 per 25 millilitres, and OSB facing the inside
with stripes of 50 per 15 millilitres. _is design, even though it looked very nice,
no certainties regarding how both types of wood would behave together with
diòerent responses to cycles of sun and rain. As shown on ûgure 5.5, glass was
placed in grooves of 20 millilitres made with a router on the pine wood with
gaps of 20 millimetres, to sustain the glass with a thickness of 3 millilitres of
thickness.

_e double glass window was made exclusively of pine wood and followed
a similar design to install the glass. A substantial diòerence is found on the
secondary glass. It is simply placed on an independent secondary/interior wood
frame that is placed inside the primary/exterior frame. Since the window was
cra�edwith little resources, the space between both glasses would become dirty
and blurred. For that reason, the secondary window /glass can be easily opened,
improving the capacity for repairability andmaintenance. Industrial double
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glass windows are closed in vacuum or ûlled with speciûc gases to improve
heat transfer. It is certainly is not themost eõcient window, but it was built to
limit the insulation of the room with few resources.

Metallic windows were later constructed and installed with Critical Con-
crete for another project. Since it falls out of this project, those examples will
not be presented in the results of the project. _ese windows, represented on
ûgure 5.6, weremade of four main parts: 1. frame ûxed to the wall with wall-
plugs, welded with L-proûles, 2. window structure ûxed to the frame through
metal hinges, and welded together with L andO-proûles (theO is to allow it
to close properly and not lock when rotating), 3. industrial double glass cut
with the speciûcmeasures, and 4. small framemade with welded O-proûles to
secure the glass on the window frame. To guarantee eõciency, isolating tape

Figure 5.6: Drawings of ametal-
lic window. Representation with

an isometric projection and
scale 1:50, and detail in scale 1:10.

(Better visualization with digital version.)

was put inside the window frame where the glass touch and inside themain
frame/window to avoid water from entering, and also silicone between the
inner O-proûle frame and the glass to insulate it properly. _e glass and frames
need to have a tolerance of around half a centimetre to avoid cracks and ûtting
because thematerials tend to deform a lot with temperature variances.

5.2.5 Doors

Diòerent door designs were tested: #1. Amix of pine and OSB, very similar
to design of window on ûgure 5.5 divided with little transparency on top with
glass and plywood board covering the rest, #2. Reuse of old dislocated door
trimmed to ût the new place, #3. Pine wood and plywood, with a construction
similar to ûgure 5.7, and #4. Made of scrap wood glued and screwed together
in stripes for the frame and plywood to cover the interior.

_e pine/OSB door (#1), similar to the window on ûgure 5.5 may be already
self-explanatory. It was made to be installed in the kitchen, to have the same
language as the window, but the owner found it too weak to serve as access
to the exterior (even though it was for the backyard). Because of it, the team
reused it and applied it to the bedroom door, accessing it from the living room.
It was also an interesting solution since that door was built with a top glass
rectangle, allowing the bedroom to win some light – if needed – keeping the
door closed.

To replace the “weak” door of the kitchen, an old and stronger door was
reused and applied (#2). _e dimensions of the opening were copied to the
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Figure 5.7: Simple door design. Represen-
tation with an isometric projection and
scale 1:50.
(Better visualization with digital version.)

larger one, the excess was trimmed and then installed with the original hinges.
Because the old door was taken as a waste product, the solution became very
cheap and easy to install. Onemain issue of it was that the colour did not match
the rest of the intervention, but it is a small detail when assessing suitable
options to refurbish social housing.

_e design for the door made of pine wood and plywood (#3) was applied,
with slight diòerences of shape in four openings of the dining room: corridor,
bedroom, bathroom and kitchen. _e design was straightforward and fast to
assemble. It has four boars making a frame, where a plywood board – smaller
than the outside limits of the frame –was screwed. Around the cornersmade by
connection of the frame and the plywood, smaller pieces of pine were covered
in the extremities (improving the looks), increasing the thickness of the door,
allowing it to ût the wall frame (door-post), and also to enabling the use that
thickness to install the door handle and lock. _ese doors were easy to assemble,
are easy to change/repair, andmatch the identity of the room where they were
installed.

Finally, a door made of scrap wood (#4), visually explained by ûgure 5.8),

Layers of scrap wood

Plywood

Figure 5.8: Scheme of front view for a
door made of scrap wood.

sourcing from waste or small pieces of cut-outs was tried to be assembled.
It was only ûnished later. Even though the pieces looked very nice and the
idea of using scrap wood is interesting as environmental impact, it was very
time-consuming. With this design, scrap wood was collected, cut into stripes
of 3 centimetres width, and glued together roughly in about ûve layers, in order
to build a door frame with elements with a cross section of 3 per 8 centimetres.
_en,with the stripes all glued and sanded, they the ends were trimmed into 45-
degree diagonals to allow the lines of the stripes to have a continues progression.
_e corners were ûxed with a series ofmetallic rods to lock the frame pieces.
In one of the inner sides of the frame – perpendicular to the lines of the stripes
– a groove was opened with a router to serve as a nest for the plywood board
that closed the door.
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5.2.6 Furniture

_ere was a project planned for the furniture of the house. _e house already
had a bed, a sofa and two chests of drawers. _e team planned to build some
furniture pieces, but due to lack of time and resources, they were not made.
_ose were, at least, a dining table and the respective chairs, and a kitchen
workbench. Only the workbench was ûnished/started, and a small ceiling lamp
was assembled with wooden pegs. Somemetallic tables were later built with
Critical Concrete, but these will not be presented as results because they were
not made for this refurbishment project.

_e kitchen workbench, presented on ûgure 5.9, had the functional ob-
jectives of storage, support a washing basin (for the new water source), as a
cooking space and to receive a little stove. _e design idea adapted, like the other

Figure 5.9: Module for kitchen work-
bench. Representation with an iso-

metric projection and scale 1:50.
(Better visualization with digital version.)

designs, to the available materials. It used a combined structure of screwed
pine wood with OSB boards. _e box was set to have a height of 90 centimetres
with an elevated footer of 10 centimetres (to bemore comfortable to work in
it without hitting with the feet and also helping it to be cleaned), a width of
around 1 meter and a depth of 70 centimetres. Two similar independent boxes
were built: 1. Interior open space closed by two vertical doors (keeping some
pipes inside and leaving space for storage of bigger objects), and the other with
2. Interior sectioned into three compartments (two drawers and a horizontal
door). _e dimensions of the vertical doors were 80 by around 50 centimetres
of height and width, respectively, the drawers 20 centimetres of front height
(and around 15 centimetres of clear height inside it) and horizontal door 40
centimetres of height opening horizontally with a piano hinge at the bottom. A
table top was placed on top of both workbench boxes, and it was cut to place
a reused aluminium washing basin. _e basin itself was displaced slightly far
from the wall to improve the comfort in the kitchen, but still leaving it close to
the water supply pipe and the sewage pipe. It was measured to allow enough
space for the little stove to be placed next to it. _e front face of it (doors and
drawers) weremade of OSB wood, the rest of the structure and handles of pine
wood, and the table top was made of plywood (prepared to resist to constant
water).

_emetallic table will not appear in any of the later ûgures with results, for
the already given reason. It was made out of window frames, already described
in ûgure 5.6, with metallic L-proûles for the table top structure, represented in
ûgure 5.10. _e legs, also with L-proûles, cover the corners in the top, welded
with two vertical lines and other two inner-horizontal-corner lines of weld are
made to provide strength to each leg. In the bottom of each leg, a triangle was
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Figure 5.10: Drawing of ametallic ta-
ble. Representation with an isometric
projection and scale 1:50.
(Better visualization with digital version.)

also welded to reduce the stresses to the �oor. Everything was sanded to avoid
hazards of skin scratches. _e top table cover was made out of reused wood
boards, chosen by dimensions that would limit the waste a�er trimming, and
were placed to make a perfect ût. Finally, they were sanded and oiled to have a
better ûnishing. _ese tables are strong but also too very easy move.

5.2.7 Services

_e services of the house were planned and redone: water supply, electricity
and sewage. A summary of it is shown on ûgure 5.11. _is topic is just brie�y
exposed.

Electricity was extended to thewhole house, with the installation of a series
of ûxed lights (ceiling and walls) and corresponding switches, electrical plugs,
and also a fan to remove the humidity in the bathroom, as marked in ûgure 5.11.
Switches and plugs were installed taking into account convenience and limiting
the resources to the suõcient. Every plug and switch meant the use ofmore
length wire,more ûxing items, and time to install it. _e ûnal location for all is
comfortable for usability.

Access to water is another fundamental human right. _e house only had
one access of water at the entrance. To expand it, the team installed the piping
channels from there to a distribution connector on the wall of the bathroom,
with external valves. From there the water was distributed to the bathroom’s
equipment and kitchen’s washing basin, also circulating through a heating
system, as described on ûgure 5.12.

Kitchen: Washing basin

Heater

Water Tower

Water Supply

Bathroom: Toilet

W
arm

C
ol

d

Bathroom: Basin

Bathroom: Shower

valve valve

Figure 5.12: Water supply scheme, with
two solutions to heat the water, depend-
ing on the position of the valves.

_e heater, oòered by the municipality,
was electric because the owner did not want to handle gas bottles. In order to
help to reduce the energetic demands, a “zero-energy” heating system (and
also experimental) was designed for the house. It was called “Water Tower”. A
whole structure in height, the piping connections and the solar panel were built,
but it will not be developed in this dissertation because the issue of sustainable
heating and the construction of it are – alone – another complex topic within
the housing refurbishment. It can be seen in some frames of ûgure B.5. _ereby,
only a very brief explanation of it is given. _e system was installed in a new a
wood structure with a base of 1.3 per 1.15 metres, occupying a small demolished
part in the back part of the house. It has structured in four main levels in height:
1: Base with stone ballast to balance the structure (few centimetres from the
ground), 2: Inclined sun panel (around 2.5 and 3.5 metres height), 3. Water
deposit tank (between 4 and 5 metres), and 4. Small deposit with a �oat system
connected to a valve to stop over�ow (at 5 metres). _e water supply, working
in pressures, gets to the top deposit, and from there it works on gravity and
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Figure 5.11: Floor plan of house services
with locations of: Electricity points (with

legend), Equipment of bathroom and
kitchen using water supply, and Con-

nection of exterior sewage. Scale 1:100.

�uidmechanics with heat transfer. _e water is heated inside the solar panel,
assembled with a series of smaller pipes and a glass to create a greenhouse
eòect. _e warm water rise due to heat and pressure eòects creating a circular
heating process. _e main deposit was insulated to reduce energy loss. _e
system was proved to work, increasing the temperature of the water – of course,
warm and not hot – as an alternative to the electric heater, saving money in
electricity. Obviously, the system only works when the sun is exposed, which
it does not happen in cloudy/rainy days, typical of the winter period. It is a
signiûcant limitation of it. Regardless of it, the house has two diòerent options
that can be chosen independently.

With a fully equipped bathroom and kitchen, the sewage had to suòer
slight modiûcations. Hopefully, the majority of the boxes to drain it to the
public system was already build. _e toilet, basin and shower were drained to
an intermediate sewage box which was connected to the exterior connection,
and the washing basin of the kitchen was connected directly to the external
connection, draining to the public system.
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Figure 5.13: Do-it-together on a social housing project.
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6
RE-PLASTIC: OBJECT SCALE

Plastic is an abundant material in the world, full of pros and cons. One of the
big cons is the abuse of fabrication and application of diòerent plastics, which
has created an environmental issue. _e necessities to recycle and thinking
about reuse is especially important for this material. For the purpose of social
housing refurbishment, thismaterial can be particularly useful because its value
is very low. _e primary costs for the user who wants to reuse it is only time or
networking. With nice designs and ideas, this material can be used to fabricate
new and desirable items for the house, improving the life of users, cheaply,
easily, while being environmentally friendly. _is chapter comes down to the
object scale, intentionally developing and testing a study case for its framework
on social housing environment.

6 .1 material

Plasticmaterial consists of a wide range of synthetic or semi-synthetic organic
compounds. It is typically an organic polymer1 1. A large biological or inorganicmolecule

composed ofmany repeated subunits
(Painter and Coleman, 1997). It is diòer-
ent than plastic, which is aman-made
material, purely synthetic.

of high-molecular mass con-
taining other substances. Plastic is a type of polymer usually derived from
petrochemicals, but also from renewable materials such as polylactic acid
(from corn,manioc or sugarcane), or cellulosics (from cotton linters). _ose
aremade ofmany diòerent chemicals such as carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxy-
gen, chlorine or �uorine, which undergo a process of polymerisation that puts
the elements reacting with each other. _ese processes can be trough hear,
pressure or also with catalyst aids.

6.1.1 Brief Description

Plastics have a lot of good qualities for the industrial design applications and
desirable quality of products.

1 Low price. Market price of production and availability of location is more
competitive than others

2 Easy and fast for manufacturing – With technology, the time for production
of plastic objects is low compared with others. _e techniques, even without
technology, does not require a lot of cra�sman skills.

3 Versatile. Depending on the type of plastic, the waste on production is low
because it can be reshaped. Due to its material structure characteristics, it
allows endless choices of colours and shapes. _is is one of themain materials
used today for rapid prototyping, one of themost advanced areas of product
design.
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4 Water response. Many othermaterials present an accelerated degradation when
in contact with water, or are permeable to it.

5 Hygiene. Due to its smooth surfaces and impermeability to liquids (both, if
designed like that), it can guarantee good conditions for sanitization.

6 Mechanical properties. Plastic is a strong material, large deformation before
breaking, and it is an easy material to control its properties.

Due to these characteristics, it has been greatly used from 1960/1970’s onwards
(Martinho and Rodrigues, 2007), with main application on packing (40%),
building and construction (20%), automotive (10%), electronics (6%), agri-
culture (4%), and others (20% distributed by consumer appliances, furniture,
health, etc), as presented on ûgure 6.1.

Packing, 40%

Construction, 20%

Automotive, 10%

Electronics, 6%

Agriculture, 4%

Others, 20%

Figure 6.1: Distribution of Euro-
pean plastics’ demand by segment in
2015, based result of PlasticsEurope
(2016). A total of 49 million tones.

(PlasticsEurope, 2016) _e biggest issue
of this material is connected with its slow decomposition rate of their large
molecules a�er being discarded.

6.1.2 Typologies

_e polymericmaterials can be divided into two categories of plastics (Smith,
1995).

1 _ermoplastic. Reversible behaviour under high temperatures. _ese can go
through a process ofmelting and solidiûcation without losing their initial prop-
erties (mechanical or visual). Some plastics under this category are ABS, nylon,
polycarbonate (PC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), PLA, polypropylene
(PP), polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), or Te�on. _is class is good
in terms thermal, electric, andmagnetic insulation, and have good strength to
impact (Silva et al., 2013).

2 _ermosetting plastic. Solidiûcation (by curing process of heat) is irreversible,
without being able to change again to a so� solid or viscous liquid state. Some
plastics under this category are acrylic resins, epoxy, polyesters, polyurethanes
(PU), or vinyl. Plastics of this class resist well to high temperatures and have
good dimensional stability (Silva et al., 2013).

6.1.3 Processing Methods

_e following processing methods are used to convert plastics/polymers into a
ûnished product. _ere are slight diòerences in themethods considering pro-
cessing of thermosetting plastic or thermoplastic. _is work is focusedmainly
on thermoplastics because they have the capacity to melt and so, be reused.

a b

c

d

Figure 6.2: Processing methods for
thermoplastics: a. Injection mould-

ing, b. Extrusion, c. Blow mould-
ing, and d. Compression moulding.

_erefore, the following identiûed processes are speciûcally with application on
thermoplastics. Figure 6.2 presents schematically four of themost important
processes that do not need necessarily technological equipment.

1 Injection moulding (a): Plastic granulate goes from a hopper into a heating
chamber, where the material is so�ened into a �uid state. At the end the
chamber, the resin is forced at high pressure into a cooled, closed mould,
solidifying to a solid state. _e process allows complex products with high
accuracy.

2 Extrusion (b): Plastic granulate goes from a hopper into an extruder. _is
extruder is a long heated chamber where thematerial is pushed continuously
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along the chamber. _is process is a combination of heat and mechanical
pressure applied by themetallic walls. At the tip of the extruder, the plastic is
forced out through a small opening, cooling by air or water. _e process allows
production of elongated products.

3 Blow moulding (c): _is process is usually combined with extrusion or in-
jection moulding that pre-moult the thermoplasticmaterial. _ematerial is
compressed by air inside amould to conform it against its walls. _is process
allows the production of hollow products.

4 Compression moulding (d): _ematerial is squeezed into amould with appli-
cation of pressure and heat. Temperature, pressure and length of time aòect the
outcome of the product. _emethod ismost commonly used for thermosetting
materials.

5 Rotational moulding: It consists of a closed mould ûxed on a machine that
makes it rotate (application of pressure through kinetic energy). _e granulate
is placed inside a heatedmould, that with themovement distributes thematerial
evenly inside it. _e process allows production of hollow products.

6 _ermoforming: A plastic sheet is applied against amould with mechanical or
air pressure (vacuum or high), converting the sheet structure into a diòerent
shell product.

6.1.4 Identiûcation

_e plastics can be identiûed according to the Symbol Resin Codes (SPV, 2015;
ACC, 2011), and demonstrated on ûgure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Symbol resin codes (SPV,
2015; ACC, 2011): 1. PET, 2. PEHD, 3.
PVC, 4. PELD, 5. PP, 6. PS, and [not on
image] 7. O (other). (_ere aremore, but
these are themost important.)

To understand these 6/7 types
of plastic, it is described according to name, characteristics, and applications.
(Some data was gathered from EC (1997).)

1 PETE or PET: PolyEthylene Terephthalate
Use: Polyester ûbres2

2. Polyester can be a thermoplastic or
thermosetting plastic.

, thermoformed sheet, strapping, so� drink bottles, furni-
ture. Characteristics: Transparent and light. Recycle: Easy.

2 HDPE or PEHD:High-Density PolyEthylene
Use: Bottles, grocery bags, recycling bins, agricultural pipes, car stops, play-
ground equipment. Characteristics: Light, impermeable, and high strength.
Recycle: Easy.

3 PVC: PolyVinyl Chloride
Use: Pipes (hard), window proûles, fencing, �ooring, shower curtains, lawn
chairs, children’s toys. Characteristics: It is being substituted by PET. Recycle:
Diõcult to recycle. (Avoidmixing PVC with PET.)

4 LDPE or PELD: Low-Density PolyEthylene
Use: Plastic bags, six pack rings, food packing ûlms, wash bottles. Characteris-
tics: Flexible and impermeable. Recycle: Can be.

5 PP: PolyPropylene
Use: Auto parts, food containers. Characteristics: Transparent, shiny and
resistant to temperature. Recycle: Can be.

6 PS: PolyStyrene
Use: Desk accessories, cafeteria trays, plastic utensils, toys, clamshell contain-
ers, packaging peanuts, insulation board. Expanded polystyrene: styrofoam.
Characteristics: impermeable, strong and light. Recycle: Diõcult and less
usual.
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7 OTHER or O: Other plastics, such as acrylic, nylon, polycarbonate, and poly-
lactic acid (a bioplastic), andmultilayer combinations of diòerent plastics
Use: Bottles, headlight lenses, safety shields/glasses. Types: PolyCarbonate
(PC), PolyAmide (PA), , ûbres, nylon, bioplastics, etc. Recycle: Depends on the
plastics. Bioplastics, for example, can be recycled.

Among these plastics based on oil or natural gas, others are based on renew-
able resources, such as corn starch, cassava roots, beet starch, or sugarcane. _e
most well-known bioplastics are PLA (Polylactic acid), bio-PET (supported by
Coca-colawith PlantBottle campaign), and bio-polyethylene (used by Tetra Pak
developed by Braskem (2014)). A distinction in bioplastics has to be established,
because even though these are all bio-based plastics, from the enumerated three
only PLA is biodegradable.

According to data collected within the European Union from 2014 to 2016
(PlasticsEurope, 2016), and described on ûgure 6.4,
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Figure 6.4: European plastic demand
of plasticmaterials (including thermo-
plastic and thermosetting plastics) on

proportion. (PlasticsEurope, 2016)

themost used plastics are
PP#5 and LDPE#4.

6.1.5 Recycling

Recycling is the process of converting a material of a product closing the
process, in the end of its life cycle, by transforming it into new shapes while
guaranteeing quality of material’s characteristics. As already mentioned on
section 6.1.4, plastics3

3. _ermosetting plastics cannot be re-
cycled because it is not possible to melt
thematerial when reheated. However,

thematerial can be shredded and used as
inert for new plastics or other composite

materials.

can go through the process of recycling, with diòerent
scales of ease, depending a lot on the location and available tools. For this
reason, the previous assessment of categorising materials vs recycling is a
general analysis of information collected.

Recycling of plastics require techniques which imply investment of ma-
chinery, energy, chemicals, pollution prevention, etc. _ere are three strategy
categories (Hopewell et al., 2009):

1 Mechanical recycling. It can be primary or secondary recycling. Primary
consists on the reuse of feedstock materials from production waste, such as
from defective product. _e post-industrial material can be reused for new
applications, as closed-loop recycling. Secondary consist on the transformation
of plastic waste from consumer products to produce new ones with reduced
speciûcations, as downgrading recycling.

2 Chemical recycling. Also known as tertiary recycling, it consists on the trans-
formation of plastic waste through chemical products, reshaping the plastic
mixture to form new raw polymers with the same quality.

3 Energy recovery. Also known as quaternary recycling, it recovers energy
through incineration, creating the released its “fuel” to generate new energy.

In this work, it is clear that the focus is on the secondary recycling, working
with post-consumer plastic waste. _e typical industrial mechanical recycling
follows the process: 0. Collecting the waste, 1. Identiûcation and separation of
materials into their polymer structure, 2. Shredding into granulatedmaterials
(uniformly to guarantee quality control), 3. Disinfection, 4. Drying, and 5. Use
of any of the processes as described on section 6.1.3.
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6 .2 strategies

_e idea of developing products has to have in mind inherent limitations
of working for and in social environments. _erefore, addressing the social
concerns of this project should take into account material properties, safety and
cost/availability. _e following will present some preparatory developments
for the practical work.

6.2.1 Plastic Selection

Polyethylene is the obvious choice because it is one of the safest plastics, and
one of themost available due to its use/waste. It allows melting at temperatures
below 180 degrees without releasing any toxic fumes. Since the purpose of
their use follows the do-it-yourself philosophy, ventilation for fumes should
not be mandatory. Regardless of that, the spaces in which the materials are
being processed should be open for the air to �ow naturally, such as opening
the windows. _emechanical properties of thematerial are also good like high
strength, although it is slightly brittle. One of its worst characteristics is the
shrinkage ratio varying from 2 to 6%, which is higher than the other plastics.

Polypropylene is also a suitable plastic choice, for availability and safety.
To control the experiments to fewer variables, this plastic was disregarded,
although it would be beneûcial to blend with PE to increase the stiòness and
ductility of thematerial.

Considering only polyethylene, as referred before, this material comes in
two diòerent types: low density and high density. _ese diòerences of (mechan-
ical) properties are presented both visually on ûgure 6.5, and quantitatively
on table 6.1. _e results are taken from some references, but it is important
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Figure 6.5: Comparison ofmechanical be-
haviours ofHDPE and LDPE.

Table 6.1: Polyethylene properties.
γ σy σu Et σ c Ec σ fl Efl T

kg/m3 MPa MPa GPa MPa MPa MPa GPa ○C

HDPE∗ 960 29.5 30.5 1.4 32 .7 35 1.15 130
LDPE∗ 920 9.4 13.4 .29 8.1 .20 110
LDPE+80 15.9 .32
LDPE+60 20.0 .34
LDPE+40 21.5 .40
LDPE+20 25.6 .54
References in Plastics International (2017)∗ and Sarkhel et al. (2006)+.

to acknowledge that these are highly dependent on the speciûcities of PE that
may vary a lot. For example, on ûgure 6.5, LDPE looks to have similar ductility
compared with HDPE, but many some other references address an increased
ductility for the low-density version. On table 6.1 it is shown the interesting
results from experiments of blends between HD and LDPE.
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6.2.2 Collection of Plastic

To research possibilities of getting plastic directly from companies, privates,
and other institutions that work with waste resources, some located in the north
of Portugal were contacted. _e interest was to ûnd already shredded plastic,
since it is one of the challenges trying to recycle thematerial by melting it.

1 OpoLab built the open-sourcemachines of the project Precious Plastic (2013-).
_eir business plan is to sell the use of thosemachines, but people have to bring
their own plastic to work directly in their workshop space. _erefore, currently,
they do not have a collection of already shredded plastic.

2 Ecorritel has a warehouse with waste, but it is not treated or shredded. _ey
sell the waste separated by typology.

3 Lipor was not very collaborative and took a very long time to answer. _ey said
that the collected plastic waste was not shredded.

4 Extruplas do not sell unprocessed plastic outside of their company. _eir waste
materials are recycled directly in their furniture and designs.

5 Sociedade Ponto Verde was surprisingly uncooperative, not even helping ûnd-
ing companies working with wastematerial.

6 With a search on classiûed advertisements, a small business was found selling
waste plastic. It was a small independent company in Águeda injecting recy-
cled plastic. _ey had a collection of waste plastic and had the equipment to
separate plastic from metals and shred it. _eir price would be around 0.35
euros/kilogram.

7 Renascimento only sells recycled plastic in big bags (1 tonne each), and only
directly to companies.

8 Seraical sells their waste material in compressed chunks with a price of 300
euros/tonne. _ey do not have shredder “until it compensates ûnancially”.

9 AGI has some diòerent options for plastic. It is a company dealing with ûrst-
class quality of plastic, the same stands for recycled plastic. Recycled plastic
(with quality control) can only be bought in large orders to reserve from an
international company.

10 Gintegral sells small samples for tests. _eir core business for plastic is to sell
it in big bags. HDPE is sold by 450 euros/tonne, and it comes already washed
and shredded. _ey separateHDPE into four source categories: bottles caps,
pallets/crates, jerricans, andmixed (majority coming from injection products).

11 Globipedestal only sells thematerial in big-bags.
12 A family living in the social housing neighbourhood of Bairro da Bouça (Porto),

collects some wastematerial to sell it within the national program “tampinhas”
(caps) to make somemoney. At that time they had ûve bottles of 6 litres full of
plastic caps. _ey can sell it from 20 to 30 euros/kilogram. I bought it to them,
ûnding only ûve of those six bottles with HDPE and delivering back the rest to
the family with polypropylene plastic and other unidentiûed.

13 Demolições Costa Almeida is a company that recycles waste from construction
and demolition sites. _eir plastic comes from electric wires that they shred
and separate copper from plastic. Electric wiring and cables are usually made
of PE and PVC plastics.

14 Other companies, such as Beetria, Daniel Morais and Resi�uxo were not con-
tacted.
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Plastic is abundant, and with the right contacts, it may be a suitable source
for social housing. Unfortunately, the research work ûnding plastic showed
that waste plastic when enters the commercial boundaries is very diõcult
to exit without the investment of a lot of money. _e material is cheap, but
these companies are not willing to give or sell in small quantities. It shows the
importance of a plastic shredder for reasoning impact.

6.2.3 Application Options

Many diòerent products can be developedwith plastic as a resource. _is object
research intends to assess diõculties and to gather experience with it, in order
to be able to apply it in later social housing interventions, such as on future
works with Critical Concrete (2015-). Many objects could be developed. As
seen before, design can easily be applied in many sub-levels of housing. Some
ideas for development and applications are:

1 Partitioning (apartment level): a. Brick system to assemble partitioning walls,
b. Window frames, c. Doors, d. Roof tiles, e. etc.

2 Furnishings (apartment level): a. Floor boards, b. Toiled deposit, c. Washing
basin, d. etc.

3 Furniture (object level): a. Chair, b. Stools, c. Bed, d. Table, e. etc.
4 Objects (object level) with inûnite options: a. Plates, b. Ceiling lamp, c. Photo
frames, d. Door handles, e. Kitchen equipment, f. Photo frames, g. etc.

Plastic brick, roof tiles and structure for chairs and stools could be one promis-
ing projects for the testing campaign on the research. On one side, bricks
would be interesting for the development of clever joint systems to interlock
them, but it would also demand too much investment on moulding frames and
too uncertain for a dissertation work that was already too extensive. Another
option, the roof tiles, sincemany of the problems with housing are the lack of
water protection on the degraded roofs would also be very useful, but again
it would mean a complex moulding system that falls out of the work scope.
Published sources by the Portuguese Association of the Ceramic Tile Industry
(Dias, 2009; Sousa and Abrantes, 1998) have information on the most used
bricks and roof tiles used in Portugal, and characteristics that could be used as
a directive vector to adapt the design. On the other side, developing a system
for a chair can be a nice introduction to the material itself, and scalable for
other objects from the same family: stools, tables or beds.

6.2.4 Design Assumptions

For an eõcient application of design in a social environment, it has to be
robust, easy to repair, simple to make, cheap, etc. With these ideas in mind,
the object should have amorphology that is easy to replicate, should need as
littlemanipulation as possible, and not use too large quantities ofmaterial that
would delay themelting process toomuch. Some of themost important general
considerations and assumptions to take into account in the design development
should be:
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1 Technical resources. _e practical research try to limit technical resources to a
minimum. For the fabrication as “do-it-yourself ”, compressivemoulding is the
cheaper way to fabricate objects from recycled plastic. Power tools will be used
and standard elements from themarket too. Complex moulding designs are
avoided to amaximum.

2 Modular. Considering modular principles presupposes less investment in
mouldings and time on production work. Ideally, if one single piece allows
the creation or assembly ofmany diòerent objects needed, it can have a great
impact on fabrication concerning costs and time.

3 Joints (and 100% plastic). Assemble pieces have to be connected to each other
in many ways. Screws, joints, pins, wire, or combination of these. _e design
assumptions for the development will prefer to avoid other types ofmaterial
which are not from waste sources. _erefore, ûtting joints/sockets and wire
from plastic were studied with deeper focus.

4 Size. _e size of pieces should be kept controlled. If plastic is melted directly in
themoulds, they should be able to ût inside a domestic oven. If thick elements
are necessary, they should be limited to aminimum because it would take too
long to melt in a small oven, since big amounts restrict the transference of heat
throughout all thematerial.

5 Weaving. Using wire can be an interesting resource to create a seating structure
or even helping on ûxing pieces together. _is strategy was tested, cutting
manually plastic bottles (usually ofmade of PET) into a long and thin material,
just like wire.

6 Moulding. Diòerences in thematerials used for themoulds change the ûnishing
of the recycled pieces. Metal moulds provide a better surface but are harder to
make.

7 Compression direction. It is of extreme importance to consider that, without
industrial tools, the size dimensions in the direction of the compression is
complicated to control. _erefore, one of the sides will always have to be
trimmed and post-processed.

6.2.5 Dimensional Analysis

_e practical work will be developed with a scaled proportion to accelerate
the process and wasting less material during the testing phase. Considering a
chair/stool, it was decided to scale it to a children’s proportion44. Reaching on a long fascination

for small chairs, which I think that
was developed from memories of

my grandfather peeling potatoes or
fruit in the kitchen. _at rigid and

stubborn man sitting on a children’s
chair resonates in my mind since then.

. All the tests
can be performed with this strategy. Studying children chairs, the average
dimensions are 40, 35 30 and 25 centimetres, respectively for seat depth, seat
width, seat height, and back support height. It is about a 70% proportion used
for adults. Being the height of the seat one of themost important dimensions,
it will be used as themodular length dimension.

_e following analyses are performed for 90 degrees straight shape kind of
chair with 30 centimetres of development, checking theminimum dimensions
for the section of the elements on the stool, it is divided into axial load, bending,
and �exural deformation.

_e compressive strength of an element can be computed by

σc =
P
A

. (6.1)
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Considering the weight of one person of 80 kg entirely in the leg of the stool,
P = 80 kg = 0.8 kN, and the compression strength of σc = 20 MPa, the cross-
section has to have sides larger than 0.6 mm.

Now, concerning the bending moment, with a concentrated force is applied
in half-span of the bar, as shown on ûgure 6.6,

BarStool Section
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+

Figure 6.6: Scheme for understandable
structural analysis.

themaximum momentum for
the bar can be computed by

Mmax =
PL
4

. (6.2)

Considering again a conservative force of 80 kg (around 0.8 kN), and a length
of 30 cm for the stool, themaximum moment in the bar is 0.06 kNm. To verify
the dimension of the section for this load, the computed bending force has to
correspond to the �exural strength of thematerial. _e �exural strength in a
section can be computed with

σb =
Msectiony

I
, (6.3)

where the perpendicular distance to the neutral axis is

y =
h
2
, (6.4)

and themoment of inertia of a rectangle is

Irect =
bh2

12
. (6.5)

Considering σb = 30MPa and Msection = 0.06 kNm, the dimension of the
squared section must be 2.3 cm.

Finally, checking the de�ation, it can be computed by

δ =
PL3

48EbI
=

0.8(0.3 − 2h)3

48Eb(h4
/12)

, (6.6)

where Eb is the �exural modulus of thematerial, here considered from 0.7 to
1.0 GPa. _e de�ation has a variation of 3.4 to 4.8mm,which can be interpreted
has slightly high, regardless of using conservative load combination. _e section
increase to h = 4 cm, reduces the de�ation to 0.8 and 1.2 mm, which is a strong
contribution.

_is analysis was only to give initial hints on recommended dimensions
to use. _e values are, on one side conservative, on the other, it may be rec-
ommended to increase its section for a more robust ûnal product. _ose
conclusions are given on the following chapter 7. For this phase, a section close
to 3 centimetres is considered a good indicator to proceed on the practical
work.

6 .3 practical development

Developments for the project, divergent creative process, fabrication and ex-
ecution are given in this section. _e process is not delivered in extensive
detail since it intends to follow the do-it-yourself philosophy and servemore a
personal learning process.
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6.3.1 Morphology

As said before, one of the brieûng objectives imposed on the designdevelopment
was the modular capacity.

Figure 6.7: Inspiration of furniture de-
tails: shelves Woody Column by HAY
(2009), joint detail by an unknown au-

thor (Unknown, n.d.), detail of the shelf
Breakdown by Rigano (2011), detail of

chair WB-5 by Blaser (2011),metal joint
XYZ by Vormen (n.d.), and a 3D printed
joint Keystone by MinaleMaeda (2014).

Not modular only to be able to assembled by a
number of lego pieces, but to reduce the number of pieces into aminimum.
Ideally to only one piece, that means that it would tend to become a cubic-like
object, where three lengths would be similar. _e second primary objectivewas
to use only wasted plastic, because it is cheap/free, available, environmentally
friendly to recycle, and to give a concept/identity to the product.

_e identity of a fully-packed with recycled plastic andmodular product,
would probably only eõciently be achieved with good joints. Much attention
was given to joints, through the inspiration of many books, such as of Sato
and Nakahara (1995), on Japanese joinery, or old sources on a compilation
ofHasluck (1907) that has many notes followed by illustrations on handicra�
mastery with wood. Also research onmodern products that also have nice joint
details and are shown on ûgure 6.7. Some need extra pieces (HAY, 2009; Rigano,
2011), some solve the connections with an individual element (Unknown, n.d.;
Vormen, n.d.), other inspired by Japanese joinery (Blaser, 2011), and even
needing technology to 3D print it (MinaleMaeda, 2014). Not every detail has a
direct application in this project, but all give interesting hints on how to execute
it.

Many ideas for the product shape were tested through sketching, physical
and digital modelling. Most ideas were generated from principles of continuity
and minimalism. _e brainstorming had a sketch as a creative illustration
direction of a chair/stool presented on ûgure 6.8. _is sketch also synthesises
ideas for joints and the use of strings as a bounding object.

Figure 6.8: Illustration of cre-
ativemindset. Reduction of de-
sign complexity to aminimum.

_e ûnal morphology adopted a prismatic element with a certain end
joint that improves the connections between the elements without necessarily
needing screws to hold the piece together. It consists somehow in a fork shape
that by turning each element in each longitudinal direction, they automatically
interconnect. _e ûgure 6.9 (and also physical model in ûgure C.1, placed in
the appendices) shows two versions of these joints, a simpler one that allows
the assemblage of a stool, and another incorporating sockets to assemble a

Figure 6.9: Joint ideas for the prod-
uct: a. Joint with three elements, b.

Joint allowing chair assembly, c. Dif-
ferent conûgurations with the joint-

element design, and d. Closer look of
the complete chair and stool versions.

chair and pieces for the seat and back of it. With themodular element – second
version – the object can at least adopt six functional conûgurations. _is design,
even though the elements connect with each other, they are not interlocked.
To overcome it, some possible solutions are: 1. Joints are carved in a way that
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they become very tight and enter with a good amount of pressure, 2. Use of
pins, that can be removed by leaving the tip of them just a little outside, or 3.
Use of a �exiblematerial – like string – to fasten the elements together. Screws
and industrial are disregarded in this research/project.

6.3.2 Workshop

_e work was developed with a ceramicmuøe available in the workshop space,
but it could be prepared in any oven-kind household appliance with a capacity
to reach 180 degrees Celsius. _is is the recommended threshold temperature
to melt the plastic and to avoid the release of toxic fumes from the high-density
polyethylene. _ese temperatures and the fact of being possible to process it
with low resources (oven in this conditions is virtually available anywhere) was
one of the primary objectives of the practical research.

_eway design ofmoulding and demoulding is determinant on the success
of the pieces. In this work, not industrial techniques are applied, therefore
it is needed to ûnd a compromise between the ideal design and what can be
done in a cheap and cra� way. In ûgure 6.10 are shown some examples of
moulding possibilities. Ideally, it would have already the negative for the joints

Figure 6.10: Sketches with a number of
ideas for moulding platforms: a. Incom-
plete joint A, b. Incomplete joint B, c.
Complete joint, and d. Set ofmetallic
proûles in a wood box, similar to the
used one.

to maintain consistency for every piece, reducing time on the post-processing.
_at possibility is not executable,money wise and considering that the plastic
shrinks when it cools down. Another possibility to maintain an even squared
section with an O-proûle would be recommended, but it would never exit
from the mould by hand. In order to ûnd a balance between reduction of
post-processing, costs, and dimensional consistency, a combination ofmetal
and wood moulds was designed. With U-proûles of aluminium, the plastic
can be melted directly in it, in the oven, and then transported to a wood
frame altogether, and compressed on the mouth of the proûle. (Illustration
of themoulds are presented on ûgure C.2.) _e result is four prisms with 30
centimetres long with three smooth and shiny surfaces.

Figure 6.11: Surfaces of plastic pieces
before carved joints. Le�: Surface in
contact with themould. Right: Surface
trimmed from the excess a�er compres-
sion.

From there, one of the
long sides has to be trimmed and smoothed, and the joints carved as planned.

_e granulated plastic (a�er shredded and washed) had a dimensional
variation between 3 and 10 millilitres. Pieces that were too big compared with
the rest were removed from themix. In total, 16 pieces were built, and slightly
diòerent approaches were applied to it.

On ûgure 6.11 it is shown faces against metallicmould and part that was
trimmed a�er compression, from the second and third fabricated sets. _e
faces against themetal mould are very smooth and have a glass look, while the
part that was trimmed lost some brightness. It actually depends on the used
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tool. Partially due to the used a circular saw, instead of a jigsaw or a bandsaw
that would “brush” the plastic a lot less. Sanding with a very ûne sanding paper
and application of heat with a hot-air blow, the glass look can be recovered,
even though there is a risk of deforming the pieces.

Figure 6.11 shows an additional information regarding voids inside the
pieces. Layers of granulated plastic were sequentially added into the mould
when the later was already suõciently melted. But to achieve good compaction
wasting less plastic is a tricky exercise to do with a handmade approach. On
the right side of ûgure 6.11 is possible to notice that the four bottom pieces have
darker islands, which correspond to voids ofmaterial. On that try, less material
was applied to avoid wasting plastic. _e set corresponding to the upper four
pieces of the ûgure wasted at least 399 grams (counting only big chunks), and
the second set – with a higher control of plastic – wasted 135 grams, 66% less
plastic but worst ûnishings. Possibly it could bemore controlled if the used
granulated plastic was shredded in ûner dimension, although it would also
aòect the way on how the plastic cools, shrinks, and deforms. _ose holes
can be considered as increasing value on aesthetics for the ûnal product, but
structurally – especially close to the joints – can weaken the piece, so it must
the taken into consideration.

6.3.3 String

A strategy decided to be adopted was the use of string/rope for weaving the
seat and/or to ûx the joints by increasing its strength.

One option was to make a thin band/ribbon out of sectioning plastic bottle
made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET). For that two DIY tools were fab-
ricated according to two references. _e ûrst ofMalegowski (2015) (le� side
of scheme on ûgure 6.12)

Perspective
Ref. #2

Front view
Ref. #1

Bolt

Nut Washers

Blade
Base

Pro�le

In
Groove

Out
Groove

Blade

Figure 6.12: Schemes of cutter de-
vices for plastic bottles: Reference
#1 ofMalegowski (2015) and Ref-
erence #2 of RudyExplor (2016).

is a cutter device simply made of a series washers,
hold together by a bolt and nut into a piece of wood to ûx on a solid structure.
With two sets of washers overlayed side to side, while the blade is tightened
by the pressure of washers/bolts/nuts, allowing it to be adapted into diòerent
heights, cutting the bottle to proportional plastic band sizes. _e second DIY
device that was tested came from suggestions of RudyExplor (2016) (right side
of the scheme on ûgure 6.12). It was used the aluminium U-proûle for the
moulds to cut a small groove onto a corner. _ere, a bladewas glued next to the
exit, so the plastic bottle can be trimmed when forced to pass through. Since
a U-proûle was used, a second wider groove was open for the plastic band to
pass through. _e ûrst option has better results because: 1. the plastic does not
touch sharp parts of themetallic proûle, damaging it less, 2. the blade is secured
with amore safer way, reducing the hazard it to jump out, and 3. it is very easy
to adapt into many more heights, without having to cut the proûle again. On
both options, the part where the plastic bottle enters inside the groove with
the blade should have some support, so the wall of the bottle does not become
unstable, breaking it instead of cutting it smoothly.

WarmCold
Figure 6.13: Eòect of hot air pres-

sure inside plastic bottles and
plastic shrink to remove creases.

Most plastic bottles have creases/wrinkles in it to increase the stability of
the bottle. _at makes them to be harder to trim, but fortunately, there is an
easy way to smooth the surface by applying heat to the bottle with the cap on
(as represented in ûgure 6.13). By doing it, it occurs a combination of eòects, on
side the air trapped inside expands and pushes the walls of the bottle out, and
on another side, the plastic tends to shrink against the pressure of the air inside.
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It causes the bottle to smooth the creases. A�er that procedure, almost any
plastic bottle can be easily converted into a string with one of the two previous
devices.

Another option to make string/rope from plastic is to use LDPE of plastic
bags. For it, the bag can be braided/weavedwith a sequence of bags, or each bag
can be trimmed in a way it turns into a long strip of bags, allowing once again
to be braided. String of plastic bags needs to be assembled as a rope because the
material does not have enough stiòness alone, while a string of plastic bottle
already has enough tension to work alone. Although it is an option, it was not
used in this research because it would aòect the appearance of the stool, and
the PET string worked just ûne right away.

In both cases, bottles or bags, the string can be strengthened by combining
many strings into a unique solid rope. _ree or more strings can be crossed
together through a twisting and rotation of strings. For the application in this
research, the plastic strings are strong enough to withstand the tensions.

Various solutions for the knots were tested. Some ideas are displayed
on ûgure C.3, with plastic strings, plastic “rings” or a combination. Most of
those, due to the width of thematerial when trimmed – �at string/rings –, the
connections end up being too bulky. _e best option, regarding ûnal aesthetics,
is a knot that uses one of the loose ends to lock the know in itself, as shown
on ûgure 6.14.

Figure 6.14: Sketch/Scheme for the best-
tested knot of a �at string: a. End string
over another, beginning of the knot, b.
Turn under the other, c. Two transversal
turns, d. Two longitudinal turns over
itself, and e. Tighten by pulling, or with
hot air for a stronger knot.

_e strategy is basically to make fold/turn twice one loose end
of the string transversally around another piece of string in 45 degrees, and
then fold/turn twice again longitudinally on the previous two transversal turns.
Due to the characteristics of the plastic, when a slight pressure, it creates some
creases that lock the knot. _is strategy, if done carefully can hold itselfwithout
any further manipulation, but, if needed, the knot can be charged with hot air,
forcing the plastic to shrink and lock completely.

6.3.4 Challenges

Many diõculties have arisen through the process. Working with amaterial that
is processed at very high temperatures is challenging. To make it work, things
should be carefully planned to limit ineõcient work. It can be done anywhere,
with a little number of tooling, but it is highly recommended to prepare all
the procedures in advance and have everything cleaned. Safety is key to avoid
burns or losematerial. Cutting and sanding raisemuch dust, therefore,mask
and goggles are needed to health complications. _e waste plastic, being in the
form of dust or small pieces can and should be kept, since it can be shredded
again andmelted for new applications. Some challenges are highlighted:

1 De-moulding with the aluminium U-proûles system can be increasingly diõ-
cult for later elements. Removing the rigid elements create small deformations
on the U-proûles that should be taken care, as illustrated in ûgure 6.15.

DeformationOriginal Removal

Figure 6.15: Deformation of themoulds:
a. Mould with plastic element, b. Re-
moval or the piece from themould with
the location of the impact with the chisel,
and c. Slight deformation of themould
due to the impact.

It may
occur from a combination of eòects: a. the impact of the chisel that is applied
on one of the sides when de-moulding, b. the contraction of the plastic forcing
the sides/walls of the section to close, and c. the burned plastic does not allow
any more a smooth removal of the hard pieces. _e side walls become slightly
tilted to the interior, creating diõculties in the evacuation of the element. To
limit these issues, themould should be properly cleaned between uses, that de-
formation should be corrected (if possiblemaking the side walls tilting slightly
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to the outside), de-mould when it is still warm but rigid enough (to control
deformations), and on the walls of the mould. De-moulding products were
not used or tested since the objective was to limit the costs of production to a
minimum. (De-moulding speciûcally for thermoplastics are available on the
market.)

2 Perfecting the design of DIY moulds is vital to limit the previously identiûed
issues. Strategies with protruding ends ofmoulding sheets (metal or wood) can
be used with little costs, like on the right part of the ûgure 6.10 or ûgure 6.16.

Figure 6.16: Mould with
metal plates or wood boards

_ey are both easy to make, and also easier to removewith smooth hammering.
3 _e used granulated – coming from shredded injection products – have a

thicker dimension. For that reason, enough time for melting the material
properly has to be given in order to limit the voids inside the pieces. To limit
it, somemeasures should be taken: a. More time inside the oven, b. Add the
granulated in smaller quantities, avoiding upper layers of “raw” material from
keeping the heat from entering, c. Apply some pressure on top of themixture
with scrapers to compress it, forcing the voids to be ûlled with smoother plastic.

4 A practical challenge is to limit the waste plastic to a minimum. With DIY
techniques of compression, get the perfect amount of plastic inside themould
is not trivial, even more since the pressure is never applied evenly in it. _ere
is always an excess to be trimmed on one side with this technique. _is excess
layer should be kept minimal, even though the plastic can the shredded and
melted again.

5 _e work can be performed without a poweredmachines (such as a bandsaw),
even though it helps massively. A jigsaw together with a proper mould for
correct alignments allows all the pieces to be fabricated properly. Without it, a
handsaw and chisel can be used to carve everything.

6.3.5 Remarks

_e practical research in theworkshop has evidenced some potential limitations
from the design. Working with plastic is not the easiest material because there
is not much time to manage it while still hot/melted, and handling it on those
high temperatures is also a challenge that needs some practice. _e use of
unûnished moulds also poses some challenges because the plastic tends to
shrink, and dimensional accuracy may not be ensured. _e design is simple
and relatively easy to fabricate, using only straight faces, and joints carved
with thirds of cross section width of the piece. Power tools are useful but are
not mandatory. _e practical work has proved that it is possible to fabricate
interesting designs with reduced costs, and 100% coming from diòerent sources
and techniques (melting polyethylene, PE, or making strings from polyethylene
terephthalate, PET).
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Figure 6.17: Plastic use on housing refurbishment.
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PART III

DISCUSSION





7
RESULTS

Previous chapters 5 – for ilha house project – and 6 – for an eco-sustainable
object – were focused on processes and strategies for design development. _is
chapter is addressed to the analysis of the ûnal results. Hence, the following
sections, once again divided into housing/body and object/hand scales. Shown
images of the results are accompanied with re�ections based on previous re-
search for assessment of social innovation and its impact.

7.1 housing refurbishment

_is section is entirely dedicated to the case study of housing refurbishment,
presented on chapter 5. It separates the results on the practical work and on a
re�ection of themost intangible parts of the intervention.

7.1.1 Physical Modiûcations

_ere is no better way to assess the strategical vectors deûned previously than
showing the results of the housing refurbishment by comparison of pre- and
post-intervention ûgures. _e following ûgures are a small selection to open
some discussions. More photographs are presented in the appendix B.

_e order of the ûgures for the ûnal results is according to the order of
house �ow, just like anyone would progressively see while visiting it in reality.

_e house is inserted in a series of others similar to it, as usual, in an Ilha’s
type of construction. _emain façade was not damaged, but already slightly
degradated superûcially, enough to stand out from the rest of the street. _is

Figure 7.1: Façade changes a�er inter-
vention: before on the le� (back façade,
impossible to take in the front due to
accumulation of debris in the front gar-
den) and a�er on the right (front façade).
[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]

can be already the ûrst layer to create social diòerences between the community.
Figure 7.1 shows the back façade (no good photograph of themain façade was
available due to the accumulation of debris in the front garden), slightly more
dirty than the main façade, and the main façade a�er the intervention. _e
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colour of the house was changed from a dark green to white, because it was the
best available exterior colour we had to apply in order to have a consistency
with the rest of the street, since themajority within several tones of white. _e
front door and windows were not changed (as in the back façade), only sanded
and repainted to regain its good appearance. It also shows the new roof, which
was installed by themunicipality, with an agreement with the neighbouring
house to change it also for a lower price.

Figure 7.2: Front living room
changes a�er intervention: before
on the le� and a�er on the right.

[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]

Entering the house, where before directly facing a corridor and a door on
the le� for the bedroom, now there is a small living room (ûgure 7.2) – like a
big usable entrance hall – and the corridor. Before, when entering the house, it
instantly was giving the impression of a very dark and claustrophobic space.
Moreover, the �oor was damaged and uneven. _e �oor was ûxed, the le�
wall and door for the bedroom were removed,making use of the light coming
from the window. _e ceiling of that partial space of the original bedroom
was also removed, representing a higher ceiling height. _e interior part of
the roof was protected with a waterproofmembrane, and covered with OSB
wood boards, because of their light characteristics, both regarding mass and
also colour. _e space above the new bedroom, now a space used as an annexe,
has an upper door from the entrance, and it is closed by OSB wood boards that
slide sideways. It is is only accessible from there with a ladder (the installation
of a ûxed staircase was out of the primary necessities for the intervention). _e
le� and back stone walls were brushed and painted white, and the right stone
wall was brushed and ûlled with mortar in the joints, as shown a�er in the
corridor. _e furniture was already owned by the owner.

Figure 7.3: Corridor changes af-
ter intervention: before on the

le� and a�er on the right. [Photo
credits to Critical Concrete.]

_e new corridor is brighter than previously (ûgure 7.3), due to the reasons
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pointed out before. It has this raw vibe on the walls with a nice rusty look,
introducing a new identity to the house. _is strategy of stripping thematerials
allowed to reduce the time of construction (no plastering, smoothing surfaces
and painting) and also the costs for morematerials. _e holes were covered
with cementmortarmaking it smoother, but still rough. _e �oor was damaged;
therefore many �oor boards were replaced with new ones. _e �oor now is
completely levelled and not rotten. _e wood wall, separating the corridor
from the bedroom was stripped too, removing the mortar and showing the
wooden structure inside it. Since it was in a good state of conservation and
looked very nice, it was only treated with wood oil and was le� like that. Again,
it contributed to the feeling of living in a raw space that is nice and beautiful. It
is stressed that every wood element (ceiling beams, �oor and wall) were treated
with an industrial oil, that not only protects it against bugs andmoisture but
also makes the colour more vibrant.

Figure 7.4: Bedroom changes a�er in-
tervention: before on the le� and a�er
on the right. [Photo credits to Critical
Concrete.]

_e entrance space is connected directly to the bedroom and to the liv-
ing/dining room from the corridor. _e bedroom, shown on ûgure 7.4, is also
connected to the living/dining room with a second door. _emost used space –
actually the only previously functional space – has moved back, now divided
by the front living room and the new bedroom, as seen before. Since now
it is not directly connected to the exterior stone wall, it uses the front space
as a big air box to improve thermal performance from that side. Every wall
(apart from the partitioning wall for the dining/bathroom) and ceiling were
insulated from the interior. In the selected ûgure 7.4 the tabique was yet to
be covered by rock wool. _e covered result can be seen in some frames of
ûgure B.5, in the appendix. By opening or closing the bedroom door to the
front room, it is possible to control the temperature of the space depending
on necessities of winter and summer, by promoting ventilation or preventing
heat loss to the outside. _e room maintained the original �oor – that was in a
good state of conservation – only treated with oil. _e ceiling and three walls
were covered with maritime plywood, and the head of the bed was le� with
the striped tabique, as in the corridor. A new ceiling lamp was made out of
wooden pegs. _e original furniture was kept, with minor adaptations to ût
the new dimensions of the bedroom.

From the bedroom, a second door gives access to a living room on the back
(ûgure 7.5) that can serve as a dining room. _e new limits for this space are the
back stone wall – that does not reach the back limit of the roof – and the new
bathroom. Completing the space boundaries, are the corridor/bedroom that
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Figure 7.5: Dining and living room
changes a�er intervention: before
on the le� and a�er on the right.

[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]

gave access to it, and the shared stone wall with the neighbour. _is room was
originally the kitchen/living space and had a stair case for the upper �oor (a free
space le� by the inclined roof). _e �oor and walls were in an advanced state
of degradation, and no electricity was available. Many interventions occurred
in this space. _e �oor had to be completely redone, a lot of debris were taken
out from that division, and a new electricity and insulation were installed. _e
whole division was insulated for a better comfort during winter, placed on
ceiling and walls, following the addressed strategy of insulated boxes shown
in ûgure 5.2. _e adopted constructive system was described with ûgure 5.4,
a system of wood frames inûlled with rock wool and then covered/ûxed with
maritime plywood boards. _e plywoodwas treatedwith oil making the colour
of the room more vibrant and shiny. In it, four doors, similar to the scheme
showed on ûgure 5.5, were built and installed. Moreover, the new double glass
window – closed in the ûgure 7.5, and referred in section 5.2.4 – was applied
according to a DIY-built with increased thermal performance. _at window
opening is helpful to avoid using so much electricity because it allows some
light coming from the kitchen to enter. _ere was a plan to bring more light
from the roof through a horizontal window on the ceiling. However, due to
cost limitations and construction time, it was not performed in the end. _e
space remained empty because of lack of time andmaterial resources to build
new furniture, such as table and chairs, even though the project already had
some plans its construction. Hopefully, with time, the owner can ûll that space
by his own means.

Still inside the original living room, next to the location of the removed
narrow staircase, a new small and very important space is found: the bathroom.
_e original bathroom outside the house was completely disabled. Neither
water supply nor sewage were working. _e owner only had the option of
using the bathroom from the neighbours, or at night to use the backyard. A�er
the intervention, it moved to the interior of the house – improving quality of
living – and it became a fully equipped and functional bathroom, with washing
basin, shower and toilet, as shown on ûgure 7.6. _emajority of the surfaces
inside the bathroom were covered with a black and white linoleum material
glued on wood surfaces, to make the space easier to clean and to protect the
support from moisture with waterproof properties. Also addressing humidities,
a ventilation fan was installed above the shower, switching on directly with the
artiûcial illumination. _e bathroom cuts the window slightly for the kitchen;
from one side, the room could not be smaller than it is, from another side, it
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Figure 7.6: Bathroom changes a�er
intervention: before on the le� and a�er
on the right. [Photo credits to Critical
Concrete.]

could be used as a light source, once again to help to reduce the bill with light
to aminimum.

Finally, passing through the dining room again, and exiting the insulated
spaces, the kitchen is found. It is located in the intermediate space that was
before occupied by the bathroom, a type of “veranda”, presented in ûgure 7.7.
It is closed between the back stone wall and a thin brick wall, and covered
by the end of the roof. _e kitchen was one of the spaces that have changed

Figure 7.7: Kitchen changes a�er in-
tervention: before on the le� and a�er
on the right. [Photo credits to Critical
Concrete.]

themost. Before, the small space for it was almost unrecognisable: degraded
and unequipped. Also similarly degraded to where it moved and was installed.
It was a dark and dirty place. _at was considered as the ideal location for a
kitchen, facing the back garden, exposed to sun light, nice to cook and share
food with family and friends, and with easy access to the exterior. With the
intervention the colours are a lot lighter, completely changing the feeling of
the space. Painting an old wall looks almost like amiracle. Apart from being
painted white to increase the clarity and sense of hygiene, the walls were also
treated by brushing and ûlling the loose parts. _e thin brick wall, facing
the back garden was covered in black and white tiles, reused from recovered
waste, giving that patchwork look that works very well. _e slope of the �oor
was corrected with a new layer of concrete. _e ceiling was covered with
waterproof layers and OSB boards, and no insulation was applied – to reduce
intervention costs –, just like at the entrance. _e window and door were
replaced with new designs, as presented on ûgures 5.5 and 5.7. Two sets of
working tables were built for the kitchen, as presented on ûgure 5.9, as storage
space, to install a reused aluminium washing basin, and to give space for a
little electric stove. _e furniture and basin were installed to be fully functional,
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with interior connections to water supply (cold and warm) and drainage to the
sewage system. _e space now occupied by the fridge, before occupied with
the toilet, is hiding pipes and the electric heater, with open and free access to
allow an easy repair. _e kitchen was equipped with some plugs and switches
for convenience of use, looking for a tight balance on costs. (_emunicipality
provided home appliances that were installed by the design team.)

_e back façade was painted white, just like the front façade. Some surfaces
of the water tower were also painted white. Unfortunately, the backyard was
not treated a�er the intervention due to lack of time, although it can be an
excellent opportunity to grow plants and vegetables.

Strengthening what was already stated, a photo report is provided in the
appendix chapter B, with ûgure B.1 before intervention, ûgures B.2, B.3 and
B.4 during participatory intervention, and B.5 in post-interventions and ûnal
results.

7.1.2 Immaterial Observations

_e project was developed for Mr Alfredo, the owner of the house. _e as-
sessment of it ultimately comes down to his own opinion and impact. An
interview to Mr Alfredo was made 20 days a�er his return to the house, which
is translated on appendixD. _e interview showed that in the beginning hewas
unsatisûed with the quality of the ûnishings, considering that the bathroom
could bemore equipped with hangers, storage and shower curtain, and that the
top �oor was inaccessible to him. On the ûrst moments, he was disappointed,
but he quickly realised how much better the house was, and that the quality
of living had changed drastically. He has pointed out that it allowed him to
gather some energy and joy in order to motivate him with diòerent aspects of
his life: socially (inviting friends and family to visit him without any shame),
professionally (positiveness to search and ûnd a job) and emotionally (occupy-
ing his time tweaking details and feeling rejuvenated). Personally, as an actor
in the intervention and author of this dissertation, it was also indescribably
rewarding to see that the contribution was so signiûcant and positive in his life,
even when in the beginning he could not hide a slight feeling of disappoint-
ment with minor details. _at, in itself, was also interesting to realise how the
human mentality works. A person who received so much, who has seen his
unhealthy house changing to a fully functional one – all for free –, still had an
initial decompensation to impose requirements and feel disappointment with
the “small picture”. _at event was a �eeting moment before he pulled himself
together, but it serves as a warning lesson: peoplemay havemany ways to show
gratitude, or even lack of it.

Lastly, some remarks on the opened points of the theoretical research are
concluded:

1 Collaboration: Multidisciplinary teams worked every division of the dwelling,
and then together approached to ûnd compromises between all. _e diversity
of solutions gathered for the intervention was much richer due to that combi-
nation of fragmentation and discussion, promoted by collaboration. All the
ideas grew with each other, making it more diverse, reducing design errors,
and saving intervention costs. It might have cost more time than overriding
this phase, having a pre-planned layout, but personally, I do not believe it
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would be the better optimisation since real collaboration has also increased the
understanding of the problem and the commitment.

2 Participation: No companies were involved. _e design team worked together
to ûnd solutions, and then built everything, as one. In this case, the owner had
contributed for a speciûc brieûng, which was an important part of the design
development, but, apart of some short visits to check the progress, he didnot par-
ticipate in it. Since it was done by an international team, some diõculties with
a language barrier between the design team (mainly non-Portuguese speakers)
and the owner occurred. Even between the team, speciûc vocabulary for tools
andmaterials have createdminor misunderstandings. _e non-verbal commu-
nication and empathy gave conûdence to the owner. _e team was described by
him as colloquial and dedicated to the project. _e practical participation was
intense. Everyone was committed to make the best possible project, regardless
of their individual objectives (learning, designing, contributing to something
bigger, etc).

3 Cra�, hands-on approach: _e participation allowed all the actors to learn new
– or at least improve – cra� skills. Probably the highest quantitative impact
on everyone, understanding materials, strategies during construction, use of
hand/power tools, learn new cra� techniques, etc. _e learning progress was
important and rich, making the project – apart from the social impact – an
educational platform for many students and young professionals.

4 Open-source: Open-source is still not fully developed. Works like this disserta-
tion are only the beginning step to process the gathered information, analyse
and assess it, separate relevant information, rectify project deûciencies, and
make the whole package available. _emessage from works like this should be
exposed, both concerning theory and practical research.

5 Sustainability: _is is a tricky topic to assess our actions’ impact. _e project
tried to reuse as much of oldmaterials and objects as possible, adapting them to
the house. _is process takes time, and it is sometimes diõcult and probably not
very eõcient. On next experiences, the team should try to measure better time,
money,material and social costs opposing to buy industrial products. Studies
made byBellastock (2009-) inR&D projects (such as bellastock.com/reemploi)
show the beneûts of reusing/re-adapting, but the topic was not evaluated in
detail for this housing refurbishment project.

6 Repairability:_e strategy of not hiding every service allows an easier access for
faster and cheaper repair. _e water supply system and electricity installation,
when closed, can be accessed behind wood boards that are easy to unscrew.
Materials like wood and simple designs like the ones that were used, are not
diõcult to repair, by nature, but not enough thought was given to it due to lack
of time.

7 Product and Housing: _e practical research has proved that a house can
be fragmented into many levels of complexity and scale. Product design can
be much more than just the industrial-scalable characteristics of this area
of expertise. It is eõciently dealing with the physical and emotional impact,
inside the housing environment, or, at least, with many of the subdivisions that
compose a house. Intention matters, and fearless action matters even more.

_e project receivedmedia attention by national newspaper, broadcaster
and design web-page (Critical Concrete, 2016a,b,c), and also on some publi-
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cations by the project supporters from Robert Bosch Foundation andMitOst
(MitOst, 2017; Janke, 2017).

7.1.3 Social Activism

Probably it is impossible to condense the subtleties of a project like this. All
the personal connections/ties, the direct impact that the work had in the life of
a person, the projects that everyone brought as inspiration, the will to impact
and learn, and how much was done during that period, is almost indescribable.
It would be better written by a social scientist. However, some conclusions are
drawn on it.

Personal social proût always occurs in both ways: to who gives, and to who
receives. Who gave in this project got a rich educational experience and vision
on how to do without waiting. In my opinion, it is highly positive, and it is
an indirect form of social activism. Here, activism through an educational
programme. Who receives, in these kinds of projects, is most likely getting
kindness from others, feeling that someone addresses some of the struggles,
learns indirectly a diòerent way of thinking, and – of course – a refurbished
house that is so essential for any life. When it is combined with strategies
to engage the society, widening awareness, andmotivating communities for
participation and collaboration, social activism is even stronger. _e used
model for social activism was a combination of education with innovation.
Design methodology, or at least mindset, has acted as an organisational tool.
Some design/tool beneûts are highlighted again:

1 Workshop facilitation;
2 Local activism;
3 Boundary crossing activities.

Hereupon, it is needed to point out that the participation from the community
was not great. Probably because the team did not have enough time to dedicate
to that aspect, since the primary focus was on the housing refurbishment.

A powerful subliminal message possible to synthesise would be about the
conscience that we need less material things to have a good quality of life. Less
but better, or at least with moremeaning. We can makemany things without
depending on industrialisation. All our actions leave a strong footprint on the
environment. We can do more for others in need.

7.2 product contributions

_is section is focused on the object designed with social and environmental
concerns presented on chapter 6. _e object, as referred before, was done in a
smaller scale – kid’s size – to allow the prototyping purposes, and it is was not
intended to reach the quality of a ûnal product. Moreover, investing a lot of
time and eòort on ûnishings would not be compatible with the social concerns
of the project. One interesting part of this object research was the development
of a joint connection for many elements, and for that reason two similar objects
are also presented, improving the results and conclusions. _erefore, apart
from a stool made 100% of plastic (PE and PET) that is themain prototype, two
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other were built: a chair made of ûr (abies pine) and scrappedMDF boards,
and a stool made of scrappedMDF and particle boards.

7.2.1 Element Fitting

_e designed joint applied to the objects is illustratedwith technical drawings in
the ûgure 7.8. _e ûrst version, with a less deep central cavity, allows the pieces

Figure 7.8: Technical drawing for the
detail of joints, two versions: chair and
stool.

L
L

L

L/3
L/3+tol

to be assembled as a stool. It was applied in the plastic prototype. _e second
version diòers from the ûrst by doubling the dimension of the central cavity,
allowing more elements to be connected to it. _at enables moremorphologies,
such as a chair. It was applied on the wooden prototype.

Figure 7.9: Lack of cube: “Olho do Guará
- n.6” (1983), a sculpture by Lygia Pape.

_e production of it is
very simple, always using thirds of the length of the cross-section.

Both versions produce an interesting smaller cube void, that could have
been inspired by the work of Lygia Pape in ûgure 7.9. In reality, there are three
cube voids in the joint: the (only) visible one, another exactly in the centre, and
ûnally one opposite to the visible one, using the centre as mirror guide. _at
small detail enhances the value of the joint and the cube larger scale shape of
the object.
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7.2.2 Functionality and Aesthetics

Rendering is a valuable tool for the design development, allowing the prediction
of the product’s aesthetics before it materialises into the object. Comparing the
render displayed on ûgure 7.10 with the ûnal photographs conûrms it. _ose

Figure 7.10: Renderings of the
product: a. Plastic stool, b. Wood

chair, and c. Detail of joint.

visual tests are close enough with the ûnal results. Of course, both would be
even closer in case the materials were speciûcally deûned. _e plastic came
in a slightly diòerent mixture, and the wood version was done with available
wood boards to be reused.

_e photographs of the prototypes are shown on ûgure 7.11. (More pho-
tographs of all the studies are presented in the appendix with ûgure C.4.) _e
ûrst test version is a stool made of 17 millilitres thick MDF boards, trimmed
approximately in 4.2 centimetres width elements. _at dimensions was only
a consequence of the process of reusing scrapped wood. _e centre groove,
then, has approximately 4.2 per 1.7 centimetres, centred on the width of the
element. _e seat is supported on top of the horizontal elements parallel to the
ground,made of scrapped unique (or stripped) particle board(s). _is served
as a secondary mockup, scaled to a size closer to the decided one.

_e second – that was the last to take shape – is a chair made of ûr wood
on the structure, and reusedMDF boards for the seat and back. _e ûr was
the only bought material in the entire project because it would not be easy to
fabricate the prototype with consistent measurements. _is type of wood was
chosen because it is a very cheap material: 2.89 Euro for a lath of 27×27×2400
millimetres. Two were necessary, which totals a cost of less than 6 Euro with
thematerial. _is version has 15 structural elements trimmed with a bandsaw
with the second ûtting type presented on ûgure 7.8. _emeasures of it are: 3/6/9
millimetres for sockets and grooves, 27 millimetres for the cross section, 54
millilitres of depth to the long groove part, and 27 centimetres of element length.
_us, the ground cube has 27 centimetres on each side, the seat has a useful
area of 27 per 21.6 centimetres, and back height of 25.2 centimetres (due to the
18 millilitres of the ûtting). _e seat and back can be two identical modular
elements, or be diòerent for each placing. Regardless of that, the boards should
have sockets of 27 per 27 millimetres and a thickness of 18millilitres to face
the front of them with the structure, for comfort and looks. _e comfort of
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Figure 7.11: Photographs of ûnal proto-
types.

it can be drastically enhanced by using the 18millilitres thickness margin to
carve a curvature/inclination of the seat and back,making it more ergonomic.
It was not performed for this research because it goes beyond the proposed
objectives. For the same reason, the wood was not treated with any product,
such as varnish or glaze. _e surface was only slightly sanded,mostly to clean
some stains. _is semi-functional prototype proved the second ûtting of the
design, and also opened a personal interest to further develop this concept,
mixing it with other locking systems andmaterials.

_emain version is the plastic prototype that objectively answers the con-
cerns for social, economical and environmental impact. Photographs of the
ûnal stool are shown in ûgure 7.12. (More photographs, plus a video and a 3D
model1 1. Use Adobe Reader for digital support., are available in ûgure C.5 of the appendix.) It is a stool with the ûrst
ûtting strategy presented on ûgure 7.8. _e ûnal length of the elements for
the stool was reduced from the original 30 centimetres of themoulds to 29.5
centimetres, consequence of trimming out some imperfections andmaking all
dimensions even. _e centre grooves were openedwith 1 centimetrewidth, and
the “pins” tended to a size of 9.5 mm to ensure ûtting between the parts. _e
plastic is much stiòer and diõcult to sand than wood. _us, a slight tolerance
had to be introduced. _is strategy was accurate, the pieces joined together
almost perfectly and without pressure. It was cra�ed with only wood guides
and a jigsaw.

Smooth surfaces of plastic do not create any friction between parts. _ere-
fore, themodular pieces – in the plastic version – need an extra strategy to hold
everything together. Various options to ûx it can be applied:

Figure 7.13: Mockup detail of ûtting with
a. Pins, and b. String.

1 Welding the plastic – or even glueing – is possible, but it was discarded for a
couple of reasons: a. It would need technological tools or extramaterials, and
b. It would limit the capacity for repairability of the piece.

2 Pins, in plastic or metal, just like it was presented on ûgure 6.9 and slightly
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Figure 7.12: Photographs
of ûnal plastic stool.

visible on the testing mock-up on ûgure 7.13. It works, but it is not preferable to
options that do not need very tiny pieces that are diõcult to produce with DIY
techniques.

3 Strings of plastic bracing every direction of the stool. If the seat and base are
solid, it is only necessary to hold the stool pieces in the vertical direction. _is
option has the strong disadvantage of lacking good aesthetic appearance.

4 Probably the optimal strategy is the apply small carved notches and ûx the
whole node/joint with plastic strings, like in ûgure 7.13 in themockup version.

Regarding the seat, it was mainly dependent on PET string. Using a solid
square thick piece of PE covering the stool was discarded becausemany chal-
lenges/diõculties would occur with the fabrication of the full-scale version. An
oven with a size capable of having inside a full seat (of around 45 centimetres
of side) with an extra space for the mould would not be feasible. _erefore,
other options were developed. Some are displayed on the prototype, for tests,
in frames of the ûgure C.4 in the appendix. Some proposed possible options
for the seat are:

1 Diagonal strings on one direction. It is interesting aesthetically from up close,
but the wrapping of the strings around the recycled elements somehow dimin-
ishes it slightly from far. (Possibly other colours of PET, such as green PET
from sodas, could have been applied, but only whitish sources were collected
from trash.)

2 Re-crossed strings. Similar to the previous, it makes the weaving more solid,
resistant, and improves the comfort of seating. _e lacing on both sides lock
the four elements of the seat. It has the same aesthetic issues as the previous.
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3 Re-crossed strings with colourful thin sheets. _is is only an aestheticmeasure.
It is a possibility to use the gap to place colourful pieces, depending on the taste
of the user. It does not add anything else besides that.

4 Floating solid seat sewedwith string. It is a compromise between the dimension
of the oven, functionality and aesthetics. It is comfortable and fun to use. It is
also interesting from the perspective that it is somehow like of bridge between
two techniques andmaterials.

7.2.3 Semiotics

_e issues with the strings going around the elements can be overcome by
manipulating them with holes made with an angle, allowing the string to pass
from the inside to bottom, like it is presented on ûgure 7.14.

Figure 7.14: Sketches of details for the
passage of string.

Even though it
reduces the resistance of the elements, it allows the plastic weaving to bemuch
more unnoticed, and aesthetically pleasing. _e ûve alternatives were tested
with amock-up element of plastic, and all work. _ese aspects, independently
of having my own preference as a designer – that made me decide for the
options shown in the ûgure 7.12 –, since all of them work well, it can/should be
le� open as a decision for the post-users.

It is highlighted the brittle properties of PE, making it easy to break the
socket if it falls on the ground. Handling it from one site to another should
prevent shock impacts from happening. _e properties can be improved by
mixing PP plastic, also an abundant plastic. Semiotics can be used to further
understand, analyse and explain a product. It is done in the light of the semi-
otics proposed by Peirce and Hoopes (1991), separating the object into the
basic semiotic elements: a. Representamen, b. Object, and c. Interpretant, de-
scribed in ûgure 7.15.

Figure 7.15: Semiotics of the plastic stool:
a. Representamen, b. Object, and c.
Interpretant.

_e Representamen is interested in the syntactic level
and instrumental relationships.

1 Qualisign (a sign which consists in a quality of feeling)
Dark coloured, with small points of bright colours.

2 Sinsign (a sign which consists in a reaction/resistance)
100% plastic. Object used for furniture, to sit or to store something. Cubic,
with morphology of a strong and stable shape. Lengths of 30 centimetres.
Weights around 2.4 kilograms. _ree diòerent techniques applied: compressed
granulatedHDPE with carved joints, weaving with strings of PET, andHDPE
bottle caps melted in mono-colour. Rigid legs, tensioned seat and �exible
coloured seat inûll.

3 Legisign (a sign which consists in a norm or habit)
Regular. Straight. Cheap. Modular. Recycledmaterials.

_eObject is interested in the semantic level and objective relationships.

1 Icon (a sign that denotes its object by virtue of a quality)
Box. Structure.

2 Index (a sign that denotes its object by virtue of an actual connection)
Simple. Assemblable.

3 Symbol (a sign that denotes its object by virtue of an interpretation)
Modular. Continuity.
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_e Interpretant is interested in the pragmatic level and interpretative
relationships.

1 Rheme (a sign that represents its object in respect of quality)
What is it? Stool assembled by a set ofmodular pieces. What is it for? To sit
down. To store things. To build. To reuse plastic. What is it for me? Object full
of sustainability principles: Economic, cheap/freematerials + Environment,
recycle/reuse plastic + Social, easy to build with strong applicability in a social
framework. _e RGB colours are used as an interpretative density: Yellow -
Bearable, Pink - Equitable, and Cyan - Viable.

2 Dicisign (a sign that represents its object in respect of actual existence)
Who does not like a combination of clever assembly, easy production, free
materials and environment-friendly objects?

3 Argument (a sign that represents its object in respect of norm or habit)
Apply principles embedded in the stool to interventions for social innovation.

Still concerned with meaning, the work of Sol LeWitt with the “Incomplete
Open Cubes”, on ûgure 7.16,

Figure 7.16: Complete open cube.
[Image credits to “IncompleteOpen

Cubes” (1974) by Sol LeWitt.]

for its similar nature of shape, not being quite
complete like the stool, opens a new way of illustrating meaning for the piece,
and for the purpose for what it was developed. _at work is an installation
with open-sided cube structures, where in each of all is missing one to nine
of their sides. _e artist used it as a manifestation that “irrational thoughts
should be followed absolutely and logically”. _e cube of the stool acts on the
premise of being able to contribute to social innovation and improvement of
sustainability. _ese two areas are highly complex and dense to work in. For
that, they become almost like irrational, lacking full commitment to it. _e
following two phrases pronounced about the installation help to think – and
also relativise – the possible contribution of it to social change.

1 “You wonder where themissing pieces are and if they matter, seeing as you can
tell what the artwork is without them. Is a line really that important?”

2 “You createmeaning for yourself when you tie up the loose ends in your per-
ception of the piece.”

7.2.4 Final Overview

_e project of the stool was a success. Personally, it was interesting to work
directly, for the ûrst time, with plastic. In general, it shows a strong potential in
terms of design (sockets/ûtting and string) with wood or plastic, and it gives
a reliable projection of what can be done accurately with it. Going through
this, I got a strong belief that plastic can be used in social environment as a
cheap, “self-production” material, and even able to be applied to other areas of
housing refurbishment, such as roof tiles (water seal) and partitioning bricks
(easy assemblage of walls). _ese two are dependent on more research, e.g.:
what type of plastic can be used on roof tiles that are capable of being exposed
to the sun for extended periods of time, or if the plastic bricks can respect
regulations for interior ûre protection.

As already studied, the costs of production with these waste plastics – PE
and PET – are, for its abundance, virtually null. _ey just have to be collected –
with time –, or to have a proper partnership with a company managing waste.
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Although these partnerships may not be easy to establish, according to the
surprising diõculties I had to get it even from institutions that are supposed to
have environmental/social concerns. From a diòerent perspective of produc-
tion, tools and knowledge have to be shared with specialists. Designers and
cra�smen, interested in contribution to social innovation. As explored before,
doing it together, but ourselves, is a key to make a change without waiting for
alternatives that are out of our control. _erefore, these interventions, which
hopefully will be implemented soon, require the participation of people to-
gether with small associations. Products like this can be fabricated and used by
families/communities that are struggling, for either creating somehow a brand
for economicmaintenance, or to refurbish their own necessities.

With freematerials, (free) pro bono work, lent tools by a social actor, cheap
or courtesy of free electricity, designs like this can, indeed contribute to some
social change, whilemaking it good for the environment with recycling. _e
general costs of production are then very reduced. Time is probably one crucial
variable that has to be provided by these communities with socioeconomic
stress, especially in cases of unemployment, to make this idea economically
sustainable.
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Figure 7.17: Delivering the key to a happy man.
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8
FINAL REMARKS

_is chapter seeks to synthesise the rich research that was experienced through
readings, theoretical analysis, and practical work in diòerent scales. Due to
the broad nature of the research that tried to put design in the service of
optimisation for sustainability (environmental, economical and social), the
conclusions are conditioned by the complexity of this process. Because there
are only exact answers to ûelds like mathematics, there is no pretension to
propose solutions taken as better than others. _e only certainty is that we
should be very humble, be dedicated, try our best and be aware of our impact as
designers1 1. “Design really has changed, now I

see it more as a platform where a lot
of things can come together. It is no
longer about the next chair or lamp, but
rather an opportunity for collaboration
between people with ideas, suppliers,
and communicators. I no longer want
to separate design from art, literature or
poetry. Design is not any one thing – it is
everything at the same time.” (Kennedy,
2017)

. _e following personal analysis of the research, and personal impact
it had in myself is naturally in�uenced by the principles adopted as a starting
point: sustainable design, open-source methods, and tools for participative
design.

8 .1 intervention strategy

_e ûrst deûned knowledge domain for the dissertation as an objective isDesign
as the methodology used by architecture and product design, but also the
approach to project capable of considering quality of living as one important
requirement for the ûnal quality of the intervention. _e other was Social
Science which has a speciûc approach to the evaluation of culture and activism
of socially engaged projects, which are commonly not so natural from the
point of perspective of a designer. It was assessed that one of the possible
methodologies to deûne in a project like a housing refurbishment is amixture
of two independent but complementary approaches to work. _e history of
do-it-together (DIT) approach to design is old, but recent when acknowledging
it as having a well-deûned and full of capabilities position in planning and
development. _e predecessor can be deûned by some of the principles of the
do-it-yourself (DIY) movement. _is movement is generally characterised as
the user being able to follow processes without depending on others. However,
I believe that it can be erroneously understood as the work that it is a necessity
that no one can do for us, and therefore you do it yourself. I believe that
today, even in DIY, you do not work alone. Instead, you work within amassive
compilation of knowledge gathered by others who came before. As one of the
most brilliant minds in history, Isaac Newton, once said “If I have seen further,
it is by standing on the shoulders of giants”, thus acknowledging that we are a
small part of an ever-growing interconnected system. Possibly, for him, these
giants were some previous great minds, but I interpret it as human intelligence
and creativity of all generations of humankind. Do-it-yourself is interested in
promoting open-source (information) to create new knowledge, sustainability
(probably because capitalism does not detain it), and in more creative areas
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with the honesty of cra� (again, because themovement does not want to be
controlled by industrialism which can aòord costly machinery). As said, this
wish of making things better and searching for ways to solve – sometimes –
utopian problems, themovement wants to gather users and experts, together
and openly. It is per se a social platform that invites collaboration, participation,
committed people interested in social activism. _is is probably one necessity
today to tackle complex systems more eòectively without depending blindly on
the notion that someone will “do it for me”. Finally, it is a loop, as proposed on
ûgure 8.1.

Social
Collaborative
Participative
Complex systems

Not for pro�t
Sustainability
Cra�
Open information

Do it yourself
not alone

Do it together
and proceed

Precursor m
ovem

ent

St
ru

ct
ur

e t
o 
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e

Figure 8.1: Do it. Loop strategy
between yourself and together.

It starts with ourselves, interested in sharing andmaking the world
better, working together, assessing many variables in collaboration andmaking
teams withmany interests and expertises. _esemovements are interconnected
against political views ofmass production andmass consumerism, even though
they diòer slightly on themethod: DIY centralises the design process, while on
DIT (more due to participation) is decentralises. _e decentralisation promotes
a shared responsibility, avoiding diõculties, such as the quest for perfection,
analysis paralysis, or fear of failure/unknown.

8 .2 personal outcomes

_eory and practice are indeed completely diòerent, with a long-distance be-
tween thinking and doing. While acting, all the �aws and diõculties force the
designers to act quickly and assertively. In the end, themotivation – with will
and dedication – to contribute to something positive is the real force.

During the refurbishment, therewas a vital observation that product/indus-
trial design is totally framed and capable of acting in this type of environment.
_e work was a lot on the scale of the hands – without depending on big ma-
chinery – and the design mindset was also very framed in this specialisation
of design. Design can and should be a tool covering object cra�, housing and
facilitator of collaboration. Sometimes people, like in the presented case study,
only need a small push to have a better life. Evidently, these conclusions lack
more studies to prove the economic sustainability of the act, and intervention
quality in time. Regardless of this, the exposed results are considered an al-
ready excellent indicator. _e whole practical work has shown – from existing
projects to personal activities – that reused materials are ûlled with a lot of
value, waiting for good quality manipulations/uses from designers.

_e research was a cross path between theoretical studies (on topics of
design for social impact, do-it-yourself and cra�, do-it-together, open-source,
boundaries between disciplines and environmental sustainability) and practi-
cal research (with two independent projects for social housing refurbishment:
intervention in a dwelling and recycling of plastic produce cheap and environ-
mentally friendly products). _is path overlap is shown on ûgure 8.2. Every
aspect of the theory was tested within the Ilha project, but some were not
assessed strongly enough to be considered inside the projects’ category. Like
converting knowledge into open-source data, or testing a more in-depth re-
pairability measures. _e object project, in turn, is focused a lot on cra� and
DIY, as well a little on repairability because the pieces can be easily substituted,
andmainly on the sustainability topic. _e boundaries of knowledge are un-
derlined on the whole research. It is an interesting topic that still needs to
be addressed with more research. _is work is a successful combination of a
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Figure 8.2: Scheme on dissertation’s
approached topics:
◻_eoretical-Practical review, Database
of knowledge, Ideas for future develop-
ments;
● Changed someone’s life, Designs for
people, not magazines;
○ Conceptual ideas convert/recycle/reuse
a cheap material for furnishings.
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dissertation (theoretical and practical research), of an “internship” (housing
refurbishment project) and of a project (plastic chair/stool).

8 .3 results’ summary

_e housing refurbishment project has contributed to the improvement one
family’s life, by recovering the habitable conditions of one entire house. _e
intervention occurred in ûve divisions, interior and exterior walls, and built
new services (electricity, water and sewage). Due to lack of time and resources,
there was not a chance to recover the garden to grow vegetables for their
own consumption. Regardless of that, the interview showed how much more
motivated and conûdent the owner of the house was a�er the intervention. It
shows that it gave some chances for his social innovation. Hopefully, it reduced
stress on him, enabling to plant food on the backyard, since not everything was
still le� to be done in the house.

All of it was developedwith a strong sense of responsibility for sustainability
principles, shared by all the collaborators. _e pros and cons of having a widely
multidisciplinary teamworking on it unveiled the capability of design to open its
in�uence to a broader scope. On ûgure 8.3 the project is assembled on amodel
that incorporates design as 1. the producer, 2. the user, and 3. the result. In this
scheme, the design is actually adopted as themethodology by the Association
Critical Concrete, with those threemain vectors. _e focus of the work was
then the result: which is the “product”. _e product of the refurbishment was
certainly the house. _is fragmentation is highly necessary to understand the
project at hands: the importance ofmanagement, contributions to innovation
and the role of design. _is formula works and should be replicated.

_e object research, complementing some research gaps of the housing
refurbishment – such as environmental sustainability –, and developing small
scale ideas for designs capable of being converted into a product by peoplewith
economic diõculties, was successful and completely framed on the objectives
of the thesis: refurbishment and social innovation. Even though it still has to
be implemented on a future project, the object result is a proud plastic stool
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Figure 8.3: Potential of a broader
view of product design, to con-

nect and integrate divergent knowl-
edge. (Inspired by Buchanan (2001).
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(or chair) design using 100% wasted plastic. It is produced with two main
techniques: a. Recycling of HDPE (here sourcing from injection moulding
products), and b. Reuse of PET through strings (from blow moulded drink
bottles). _e design is easy to produce, to repair, and has potential to be
implemented in this kind of environment. Moreover, the design can also be
built similarly in wood, which is an eco-friendly material by nature. _ese
designs can serve the purpose of housing refurbishment and platforms for
social innovation.

8 .4 future research

_is research has resulted in diòerent studies. Regarding that, many devel-
opments could be performed to improve the conclusions. Among many, the
following are highlighted.

1 Detailed theoretical and practical research speciûcally on the boundaries be-
tween product design and (interior) housing refurbishment, testing limitations
and similarities with a number of students or experts in each ûeld. _esemay be
important to open the scope of design and to improve results in the education
and business levels.

2 Improve DIY moulds for the fabrication of diòerent objects for cheap inter-
ventions for housing refurbishment. Since one of the most current sources
of accelerated degradation in houses is connected with the failure of roofs,
allowing water to inûltrate the house, tiles made of recycled plastic seems to be
a highly relevant product to be developed.

3 Social innovation needs the involvement of students and professionals. De-
sign, as a discipline working with physical objects,may participatemore on
environments capable of creating new values (local product for proût), im-
proving quality of life (refurbishing houses), or providing new skills to others
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(educational projects). _eory should be put in practice, using participatory/-
collaborative strategies of design to create this kind of products – or similar –,
and if possible, by recycling plastic.

Now, regardless of this research and independently of personal motivations,
research should pay attention to the importance of sustainable design. I would
like to inspiration hints for the research of the future that should address the
forthcoming issues of tomorrow. _eUnitedNations (2015) propose discussion
topics for sustainable development goals to change the world (illustrated on
ûgure 8.4):

Figure 8.4: Sustainable development
goals by _e United Nations (_e United
Nations, 2015). [Logo credits to UN.]

1 End Poverty: Extreme poverty should be eradicated, so that all people have the
opportunity to fulûl their potential.

2 EndHunger: Access to safe, nutrient-rich food is to be ensured for all people
in the world.

3 AHealthy Life for All: It should be possible for all people of all ages to live a
healthy life.

4 Quality Education for All: Completely free access to primary and secondary
schools should be provided to all boys and girls.

5 Gender Equality: Discrimination against women and girls should be stopped.
6 Clean Water and Sanitation for All: Access to safe and aòordable drinking

water should be enabled for all people.
7 Aòordable Sustainable Energy for All: Share of renewable energies is to be

signiûcantly increased, and all people should be guaranteed access to aòordable,
reliable andmodern energy.

8 Decent Work for All and Sustainable Economic Growth: All men and women,
including youth and people with disabilities, should be able to have a decent
job.

9 Build Sustainable and Resilient Infrastructure: Industrialization should be
sustainable and resistant, following principles ofmobility, urban development,
and promotion of technological and scientiûc research.

10 Reduce Inequality: All the people, both within, and between the countries,
should take part in the progress and in economic and political life.

11 Sustainable Cities andHuman Settlements: Cities should be aòordable for all
residents and slums should be upgraded. _e conservation and improvement
of air quality and wastemanagement should be taken into account during the
urban development.

12 SustainableConsumption andProductionPatterns: All countries should achieve
a sustainablemanagement of natural resources.

13 Combat Climate Change: Action on climate change should be integrated as an
integral part in national politics and the laws of all countries.

14 Conserve and Sustainably Use the Oceans: _e oceans and life under water
should be preserved.

15 Halt and Reverse Land Degradation: Managing our forests, ûghting the spread
of Deserts and of stopping the degradation of land and biodiversity.

16 Peace and Justice: All people should be enabled to live in peace.
17 Global Partnership: A successful implementation of the sustainable develop-

ment goals requires cooperation between Governments, businesses and civil
society.
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Figure 8.5: Part of the team together.
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A
WORK HAND TOOLS

Some selected toolsnecessary during refurbishment work on housing are placed
in the appendix to reduce space on the document. Hand tools on ûgure A.1
aremore than obvious in this type of work, and the ones on ûgure A.2 are too
speciûc, and therefore are not together with the rest.

Figure A.1: Dimension control: Ruler
(Régua),Measuring tape (Fitamétrica),
Caliper (Paquímetro), Level (Nível), Try
square (Esquadro), Try square with angle
(Esquadro combinado).

Figure A.2: Other tools, from le� to right,
and top to bottom.

Plumbing: Te�on tape (Fita de te�on),
Plastic pipe cutter (Corta tubos,
Tesoura), Pipe wrench (Chave de
tubo), Welder machine for plastic pipe
(Máquina de solda).

Plastering: Spoon (Colher), Trowel
(Talocha), Wire brush (escova), Stirrer
(Varetamisturadora).

Miscellaneous: Wheelbarrow (Carro
demão), Shovel (Pá), Crowbar (Pé de
cabra).

Speciûc cutters: Tile Cutter (Corta-
dor cerâmico), Glass cutter (Cortador
cerâmico).

Other: Scrapers (Espátulas), Stapler gun
with Staples (Agrafador de pistola com
Agrafos).
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B
PHOTO REPORT OF ILHA

_e following photographs show a visual evolution of the intervention of the
social housing intervention project distributed from ûgure B.1 to B.5. Many
activities are not presented in it.

Figure B.1: Collection of photographs
before the intervention. [Photo credits to
Critical Concrete.]

Figure B.2: Work during the ûrst week.
1-2 Tuesday
3-5 Wednesday
6-10 _ursday
11-12 Friday
[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]
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Figure B.3: Work dur-
ing the second week.

1-2 Tuesday
3-5 Wednesday
6-7 _ursday

8 Friday
[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]

Figure B.4: Work during the third week.
1-8Monday

9-10 Tuesday
11-13 Wednesday
14-17 _ursday

18-20 Friday
[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]
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Figure B.5: Late work and ûnal results.
1-10 Work
11-24 Final results
[Photo credits to Critical Concrete.]
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C
PHOTO REPORT ON WORKSHOP

_e following photographs show somemilestones of the development of the
product in plastic. _e photographs were not taken with a professional camera.
_erefore these only appear in the appendix and not along the document. _e
summary photo report is shown on ûgure C.1 presenting themodel making
and tests, and ûgure C.2 showing developments in the workshop environment.
_e ûnal prototypes/studies are presented in ûgure C.4.

Figure C.1: Mockup making of the prod-
uct.
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Figure C.2: Workshop developments
with plastic: moulds, recycling,

making joints and cutting plastic.
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Figure C.3: Final preparations in the
workshop, with plastic for seating, and
wood.
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Figure C.4: Final prototype-
s/studies for the product.
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Figure C.5: Final details of the plastic
stool.
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D
INTERVIEW TO ILHA’S OWNER

An interview was given by the owner of the case-study house a�er the inter-
vention. _e conversation is summarised giving the idea on the question [Q]
and answer/conclusion [A]. _e interview was done 20 days a�er Mr Alfredo
has returned to the refurbished house.

General ideas

Q How was the last two months outside of the house? Diòerences on your daily
routines?

A _e house where he stayed was good. It was close from there.

Q _e personal desires proposed on the brieûng of the project weremet?
A He already got used to the house, but considers himself a conservative person
and at the beginning was strange. Now he is enjoying it. He was expecting
a better quality of the ûnishing. And talked about the exterior door to the
backyard because he feels that it is not strong enough for the safety of his
belongings.

Q How was the contact maintenance with Critical Concrete (CC) during the
intervention?

A _ey were always open with him. He thinks that it should have happenedmore
monitoring by the team to give him the option to discuss the intervention.

Q How is the life now, with the refurbished house?
A Before his house was only the room. Now it has changed. His daughters would

not visit him on those conditions. He is much better, and he can host people in
his house.

Q _e daughters have already been told?
A Yes, he told everything. (Mariana 16 years old [closer to him], + 21yo, +28yo,
and another older.)

Q Did he feel less constrained by the house?
A Yes, not only with himself but also with others. He feels more comfortable in

the house, and he is not embarrassed by it.

Q And the neighbours?
A No issues with them during the intervention. _ey told him that everyone

working on the house during that period was nice/polite.

_oughts on the house

Q Front garden?
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A (Nothing important. Said that some stuò there was his and that he was putting
ten wooden boards a day in the garbage bin.) People from themunicipality did
not return.

Q Moving to the interior: Hygiene habits?
A It changed a lot. A lot better than before. He does not need to knock on

neighbours’ door neither has the necessity to use buckets when he needs to use
the toilet.

Q How was to take care of the bathroom?
A _ere are no curtains for the shower. No towel holder. Toilet paper hanger.

He is trying to get those elements. Considers that the bathroom is only 70%
ûnished. Because there is not a curtain, a lot of water is poured on the ground,
but he dries it a�erwards.

Q Bedroom?
A No noise. Sleeping well. It is ûne.

Q Kitchen?
A He had to increase the electric power because of the electric stove he has now.

Q Any talk with caseworker? (Because of home-appliances.)
A No.

Q Issues with the kitchen?
A Feels that it is missing more storage space. (Hemixed topics: was talking about

space for clothes etc.) _e exterior window is diõcult to lock on top; he can
not reach it because of sink’s furniture.

Q How is the second level? (On top of the bedroom.)
A He cannot climb there. And there is no light there.

Q Backyard?
A He understood that it would have been complicated to also intervene in it.

Q _oughts on what the backyard can be?
A 1) Fix a shed, and with some plants covering the path until the stairs; 2) Down-

stairs: earth only.

Q Would he like to plant something?
A He is not prepared for it right now. He just wishes it to be cleaned. He considers

that part of the house is not CC’s task.

About life

Q Comparisons: before and a�er?
A Wants to maintain contact with people (and bring friends). It is a lot better.

Q (. . . ) Caseworkers?
A He waited for help from themunicipality for eight years. He understood that

they were prioritising families with children, etc, and he felt that it was correct.
However, he was always getting behind other people. In November 2015, all of
a sudden, a�er speaking with the president of themunicipality, they changed
the roof, etc, and then the chance of CC. He considered the president a good
man, and that all of it was because of him. _e parish council would not do
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everything, only the roof and bathroom. Alda knew about CC and came to
him to propose the project.1 1. Gave these credits: _emunicipality

made the roof: the president was critical
on that. CC did the project inside. _is
“beautiful project”, “it is pioneer, isn’t it?”.

Q Was hemore active?
A Yes. Entertainedwith the house and doing some paper work (electricity, ûnding
a job).

Q Did he have a lot ofmemories from this house?
A He spent a lot of years there. _irty years since childhood. Seventeen years

outside. Seven years when he returned to those adverse conditions.

Q Did he have a good relationship with the house? Werememories now getting
more positive? Any thoughts?

A He does not think about the bad last seven years that he spent there. He is
growing the appreciation for the house, and slowly changing his own taste
about some topics.

Q Unemployment. Did he expect to work again?
A _ey (municipality places) will not call anyone for one year. Feels that he can
be reintegrated.

Q Did he have indications on that?
A He was called recently for employee’s institute (they were around 30) for a

vigilance company (to be a security guard), but he does not have the needed
documentation. He will not return there because the documents would cost
600 euros, plus the cost of clothes supported by him, and there are only ûve
places.

Q How the refurbished house changed him?
A Moremotivated, joyful,more energy and will to do something. He considers

himself “rejuvenated”.
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